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Chairman: Ronald W. Ward
Major Department: Food and Resource Economics

Selected federal marketing orders for fruits and vegetables are

examined in order to evaluate the relationship between marketing order

activity and demand. Marketing orders have constituted the primary

policy instrument applicable to fresh fruits and vegetables, dried

fruits, and tree nuts for more than 40 years. This study is an attempt

to empirically measure selected results of marketing orders.

The general objective is to evaluate the relationship between order

activity and demand. A current and historical perspective of marketing

order use and evolution is presented. A theoretical specification

linking order activity and demand is developed and an empirical model

is developed and estimated. Finally, the empirical results are inter-

preted.

The 21 marketing orders applicable to citrus fruits, vegetables,

and potatoes as of October 1979 are examined. Most permitted order

activities are observed among this set of orders.

xn



The reflection of order activity in demand is pursued from three

perspectives. The direct reflection, as measured by the response of

price to changes in the proportion marketed under regulation, is observed

in the demand for seven commodities. Two indirect reflections are also

pursued. Demand equations are estimated by the time varying parameter

method which allows the distinction between demand equations with random

coefficients which tend to fluctuate around estimated mean values and

demand equations with coefficients exhibiting permanent change, i.e.,

not tending to return to a mean value.

Permanent temporal parameter adjustments are indicated for selected

citrus and potato orders. Temporal parameter variation is estimated

to be entirely random for all vegetables considered.

Several order activities are significantly correlated with permanent

change. However, the lack of any discernable temporal pattern in the

parameters suggests that the ability to increase demand through order

activities is limited at best.

Comparison of two alternative measures of randomness reveals that

order activities are not significantly associated with randomness in the

majority of cases. However, where the association is significant, an

increase in order intensity is associated with a decrease in randomness,

i.e., a more stable parameter, in most cases. No order activity is

significantly associated with increased randomness under both measures.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Marketing orders and agreements are the primary policy instrument

available for regulating marketings in the fruit and vegetable in-

dustries. The basic tenet of marketing orders is that producers

acting in concert to regulate the marketing of a given crop can do so

in a manner mutually beneficial to producers and society in the best

instance and in a manner at least not harmful to society in the worst

instance. This tenet arose during the economic chaos of the 1930's

and was part of the prevailing attitude that applied to much of the

U.S. economy [Benedict and Stine, p. 369]. During the same period the

primary modern policy instruments applicable to the other sectors of

agriculture were also adopted. A major dichotomy developed and still

exists between the fruit and vegetable industry policy instrument and

those applicable to other sectors of the agricultural community.

Marketing orders allow producers to exert a certain amount of

control and influence in the marketing of commodities subject to orders.

This control and influence is voluntarily acquired in the sense that at

least a majority of producers, by volume and/or number, must approve a

proposed order. Similarly, the actions taken under a marketing order

are initiated by a committee which is generally predominantly composed

of growers within the order area. In contrast, policy instruments

applicable to other areas of agriculture are generally not subject to

1



producer approval and are oriented toward supply control and price

maintenance and/or subsidy. These programs are voluntary in that in-

dividual producers are generally not directly required to participate.

This divergence in method results from two causes. First, the

technique employed under marketing orders had been previously utilized

on a voluntary basis by several fruit and vegetable cooperatives. These

attempts by cooperatives to improve grower income through market control

were unsuccessful, or at least less successful than they might have been,

due to the voluntary nature of the arrangement. Therefore, a historical

basis existed for this method and for the necessity of an arrangement

that would be binding on all market participants. Secondly, fruit and

vegetable products are generally quite perishable and their production

is usually limited to relatively small, well defined geographic areas.

Other agricultural products are generally less perishable and produced

over a wider geographic area.

These two characteristics, perishability and geographic dispersion,

contribute significantly to the dichotomy of methods. The perishability

of fruits and vegetables precludes price support programs such as that

administered by the Commodity Credit Corporation, i.e., fruits and

vegetables cannot be stored in anticipation of higher prices. Target

prices might be developed for fruits and vegetables but the number of

commodities would create enormous administrative difficulties.

Additionally, the target price concept is predicated on a world market

price criteria which does not exist for most fruits and vegetables. The

concentration of production in relatively small geographic areas results

in a much greater risk of severe reductions in supply due to climatic

and other environmental, i.e., uncontrollable, variables. This increased



risk for fruits and vegetables suggests that acreage controls could

result in supply reductions much greater than anticipated or desired.

Crops subject to acreage controls should be more widely distributed

geographically in order to insulate the total supply from catastrophic

reductions in specific geographic areas. The geographic concentration

of fruits and vegetables therefore suggests that acreage controls are

an inappropriate policy instrument for these commodities.

Thus, the historical experience of producer cooperatives, the

perishability of fruits and vegetables, and the geographic distribution

of production combined with the prevailing philosophy that collusive

activities overseen by the government could be in the public interest

led to the inception of marketing orders and agreements during the

1930's.

Marketing Order Functions

Marketing orders serve several functions. The primary legislated

function is ". . . to establish and maintain such orderly marketing

conditions . . . as will establish, as the prices to farmers, parity

prices . . . [and] provide ... an orderly flow of [commodities] . . .

to market ... to avoid unreasonable fluctuations in supplies and

prices" [U.S. Department of Agriculture 1979a, p. 50]. The method

utilized in serving this function results in several supplemental

functions which include the establishment of an industry headquarters,

the collection and dissemination of marketing and production data, the

creation of a forum within which intra-industry conflicts and industry

problems can be identified and debated, and, most importantly, pro-

ducers, handlers, and other market participants have the opportunity to

gain an increased level of economic awareness [Jamison 1965].



The function of establishing and maintaining orderly marketing con-

ditions is approached in the following manner. If growers of a specified

commodity within a specified geographic area organize and vote in favor

of a marketing order, then an advisory committee is established. This

committee is generally predominantly composed of growers, but often

includes handlers and may include representation of other groups such

as processors and consumers. The marketing order committee is authorized

to recommend regulations which are binding on all handlers within the

marketing order area. These regulations may pertain to two primary

control factors— quality and quantity. The committee may also recommend

actions categorized as market support activities. All recommendations

by the committee are subject to approval by the Secretary of Agriculture

or his designate.

The establishment of a marketing order committee, which usually

includes a full time manager and clerical staff, provides a focal point

for industry information and representation. Since the committee must

vote on activities to be undertaken, it is necessary for growers and

handlers to recognize the interdependence among growers and handlers

and between growers and handlers. Through this process of recognition

and reconciliation, growers and handlers become more aware of the economic

interrelationships existing between and among themselves. They also gain

an increased knowledge of the external economic factors which affect them.

The major external factor they must recognize is the potential response

to their activities of producers of substitutes, where substitutes in-

clude commodities that consumers purchase in lieu of the order commodity

as well as production of the same commodity in geographic areas not

subject to the marketing order regulations. Similarly, marketing order



committees must understand what may be termed the internal or direct

economic factors, specifically the response of growers given various

quality and/or quantity regulations, and likewise the response of

handlers, including wholesalers, retailers and ultimately the consumer.

The activities permitted under marketing orders may be categorized

as quality control, quantity control, and market support. There are

specific activities permitted under each category. All marketing orders

do not allow all permitted activities. Each order initially specifies

the activities which may be pursued under that order. Most orders in-

clude some type of quality control. Quantity control activities are

less prevalent and more diverse than quality control activities. Market

support activities vary from one order to another.

There are essentially three types of quality control activities-

grade, size, and maturity. Quantity control activities may be further

categorized into three types--qual ity regulations, market flow regula-

tions, and volume management regulations. Quality regulations fall under

the quantity control category if their purpose is to influence quantity

rather than to stabilize and standardize the product. Quality regula-

tions which change from one season to the next, tending to be higher during

the periods of larger supply, are appropriately regarded as quantity

regulations, though indirect, rather than quality control regulations.

Conversely, quality regulations which tend to remain constant from one

season to the next may be regarded as setting minimum standards for the

industry and appropriately fall under the category of quality control.

Market flow regulations and volume management regulations differ in

their intended purpose. Market flow regulations are designed to control

the flow of product to market during a given season. In contrast



volume management regulations are intended to limit the total quantity

marketed during the season. Though market flow regulations are pri-

marily intended to control the movement of supplies rather than limit

the total supply marketed, they can under some circumstances influence

the total supply.

Market flow regulations include shipping holidays and handler pro-

rates. Shipping holidays are utilized to reduce the build up in whole-

sale supplies which tend to occur during holiday periods and usually

coincide with calendar holidays such as Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Handler prorates are intended to smooth the flow of commodities through-

out the season and essentially limit the amount of the regulated

commodity that can be shipped during a specified time period. The

perishability of some regulated commodities may result in diversion

of fresh supplies to alternative, i.e., unregulated, outlets under

handler prorate regulations. This effect is similar to that achieved

under the market allocation regulations of the volume management pro-

visions.

Volume management regulations include market allocations, reserve

pools, and producer allotments. Market allocation essentially limits

the total quantity which may be marketed in the primary, usually fresh,

market. The remaining quantity may be marketed for alternative uses

such as export, animal feed, and sometimes processed products. The

reserve pool regulations are similar to market allocation, except that

a reserve supply of the product is maintained. Sales from the reserve

pool are controlled by the administrative committee and may be to the

primary market or to alternative markets. Therefore, the reserve pool

represents a potential supply for the primary market and tends to lessen



somewhat the effect of reduced supplies from diversion to the reserve

pool as compared to market allocation regulations, where no potential

supply exists for the primary market above that supply initially set

by the administrative committee. Producer allotments limit the quantity

of product that a grower may market and are generally based on some

percentage of product historically marketed. The producer allotment

regulation is the only regulation which serves to limit entry of new

firms to some extent. Though provisions are included for granting

allotments to new growers, the conditions which must be met can be

rather stringent.

Market support activities include standardization of container

and pack, production research, marketing research, advertising, pro-

hibition of unfair trade practices, price posting, and the provision

of marketing information.

The quality control, quantity control, and market support

activities provide the opportunity for organized control of product

characteristics, intraseasonal marketings, and intermarket marketings.

In addition, product demand may be influenced by advertising and pro-

motion activities. These activities do not grant monopoly control

in the strictest sense. Total production cannot be controlled by a

marketing order. Attempts to maintain price levels above the competi-

tive equilibrium may be successful for a limited time. However, prices

consistently above the competitive equilibrium will result in increased

production within and/or outside the regulated area. Continued efforts

to maintain prices above the competitive equilibrium would require

restrictions so severe as to be unacceptable to producers.



Even the presence of production control does not insure a non-

competitive pricing mechanism. The Florida celery marketing order pro-

vides for a producer allotment program which does create a friction,

if not a barrier, to entry. In addition, the Florida Celery Exchange,

a marketing cooperative, oversees the marketing of about 95 percent of

all celery produced in the state. This scenario clearly suggests a

monopolistic pricing mechanism. However, Shonkwiler and Pagoulatos

found the market to be consistent with competitive pricing. This result

is likely due to the influence of uncontrolled California marketings.

Marketing Order Participants

Direct participants in the marketing order process are growers,

handlers, occasionally processors and/or consumers, and the Secretary

of Agriculture or his delegate. Growers and handlers initiate a

request for a marketing order. The Secretary of Agriculture then

conducts hearings to determine if an order is justified. If it is

determined that justification exists, then a producer referendum, and

for some orders a processor referendum, is held. Concommitantly,

handlers receive a marketing agreement containing the same terms and

conditions as the proposed order for their signature. A necessary

condition for issuance of the order is that a specified percentage

of growers voting, by volume or number, and also in some cases pro-

cessors by a similar percentage, approve the proposed order. If, in

addition, at least 50 percent of the handlers sign the corresponding

agreement, then the proposed order and agreement are issued. If less

than 50 percent of the handlers sign the agreement, then the Secretary

may issue an order if he determines that an order is the only practicable



means of achieving the desired goals of the order. Orders and agreements

are rarely issued separately. However, if an order is issued the

existence of an agreement is generally irrelevant since an agreement is

binding only upon the signers, whereas the terms and conditions of a

marketing order are binding on all handlers. Thus, the lack of a

corresponding agreement does not change the method of order operations,

but may imply a substantial conflict between growers and handlers.

Regulations issued under an order apply to all handlers of the order

commodity in the specified order area. In addition to being the regu-

lated participants, handlers provide the financial support for local

marketing order operations through assessments on a unit of product

handled basis. The associated local costs include management and

clerical expenses for all orders, and advertising and/or research ex-

penditures for some orders. In some cases a provision for reimburse-

ments to handlers for selected expenditures on activities complementary

to marketing order operations, such as advertising, is included.

The administrative committee is the focal point for marketing order

operations. The composition of the committee varies among orders. Some

committees include growers only; other committees include growers and

handlers or processors; and in some instances a consumer representative

may also be included. Members of the committee are nominated by the

industry and appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture. The primary

role of the committee is to recommend proposed regulations and

activities to the Secretary of Agriculture.

The Secretary of Agriculture is responsible for appraising the

appropriateness of these proposals and subsequently approval or dis-

approval. Thus, the Secretary of Agriculture has continuing
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responsibilities with respect to marketing orders. First, it is his

responsibility to determine if an order should be issued. Second, it

is his responsibility to determine if specific regulations recommended

by the administrative committee should be instituted. Third, the

Secretary is responsible for approving the administrative committee's

annual budget and assessment rate. Finally, the Secretary is required

to terminate an order if a majority of growers, by number and volume,

request termination or if the order no longer serves the goals of the

legislation under which it is authorized. These responsibilities are

generally delegated by the Secretary to an agency of the Department of

Agriculture, presently the Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS).

In addition to fulfilling the primary appraisal responsibilities,

AMS provides technical assistance and information to growers in initiating

an order and in the continuing operation of an order.

Problem

Four general perspectives emerge with respect to the marketing

order problem. The first is characterized by the argument that although

marketing orders grant monopoly type powers, these powers are suffi-

ciently limited by legislative and economic constraints [National

Commission on Food Marketing]. The second argument is from a theoretical

perspective. Jesse presents a theoretic exposition on the welfare

implications of selected marketing order activities. Some activities

are shown to unequivocally reduce social welfare in a theoretic context,

whereas other activities are shown to have an indeterminant effect.

Allotment programs were the only activities shown to unequivocally

reduce social welfare. This conclusion, however, is based on the
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assumption of complete monopoly control; a condition which does not exist

for either commodity, hops and Florida celery, currently utilizing this

provision. In summary, ".
. . it is important to recognize these con-

clusions as hypotheses subject to empirical tests" [Jesse, p. 18].

The last two perspectives are more critical. Jamison [1972] pre-

sents a descriptive analysis of several perennial commodities subject to

state or federal orders. Based on historical observations for these

perennials Jamison perceives a pattern leading to chronic surpluses

through the following process. An industry is most likely to cooperate

during periods of severe economic distress and therefore likely to approve

an order. During the first years of operation the order contributes

to an improved economic condition. However, the improvement results in

increased capacity for the industry which in turn calls for more strin-

gent controls. Although the industry may recognize its surplus problem,

it retains the order, fearing the catastrophic conditions which might

prevail if the order were rescinded. Jamison essentially documents the

argument presented by Wellman and Waugh that orders may result in ". . .

large and unnecessary productive capacity" [Wellman and Waugh, p. 5].

The fourth and final perspective is associated with the Federal

Trade Commission and the Department of Justice. Jesse and Johnson

identify the following seven issues as characteristic of this perspec-

tive:

1. The prevailing price, given a marketing order, is greater

than that price which would prevail under purely competitive

conditions.

2. Marketing orders reduce competition by preventing more efficient

firms from offering their product at a lower price.
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3. Marketing orders protect less efficient firms and thus

contribute to excess resources in these industries.

4. Benefits arising from marketing orders are transitory,

since they tend to be capitalized into land values. Con-

versely, higher consumer prices continue in perpetuity.

5. Benefits from marketing orders tend to accrue more to larger

growers and therefore are inequitably distributed among

growers.

6. The current relatively stable economic environment fails to

justify marketing order programs initiated in a depressed

and unstable environment.

7. Marketing order programs are administered with too little

consumer input and/or recognition.

A common characteristic of all four perspectives is limited

empirical evidence which quantitatively relates marketing order activity

and theoretical expectations. Each perspective is essentially theo-

retical and/or subjective in nature. This common characteristic defines

the problem addressed in this treatise. Hoos [1979, p. 281] suggests

the existence of this problem with the thought ". . . that the cost

effectiveness of marketing order programs has yet to be determined with

an underpinning of fully adequate economic theory and tested by inte-

grated theoretical and empirical investigations." Although Hoos'

thought was specifically directed at the question of cost effectiveness,

it is appropriate with respect to the entire area of marketing orders

and economic implications. Thus, the problem is a lack of empirical

verification of the subjective and theoretical implications of marketing

orders.
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The specific problem of this research is then to provide additional

insight into the economic effects of marketing orders as they are em-

ployed in the fruit and vegetable industries. While the effects of

orders are potentially numerous and multifaceted, the limits to the

present analysis are set forth below.

Most past studies have concentrated on how orders affect the supply

side. While this is essential for completeness, little work has been

forthcoming as to the effects of order activity on demand. Hence, the

analysis will address the problem of order effects on commodity demand.

Objectives

Though numerous results are attributable to marketing order activity,

it is only through the fundamental relationships of supply and demand

that these results can occur. Given this premise, the primary objective

of this study is to examine the relationship between order activity and

demand.

Specific objectives necessary to achieve the primary objective

are

1. Development of a current and historical perspective on

marketing order use and evolution.

2. Development of a theoretical framework linking marketing order

activity and demand.

3. Development of an empirical model to estimate the association

between marketing order activity and demand.

4. Interpretation of the empirical results in light of the

theoretical expectations.
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Methodology and Scope

The methodology and scope of the study are predicated on the two

following conditions: (1) federal marketing orders are applicable to

a large and diverse group of commodities, and (2) activities permitted

and utilized are numerous and variable among orders. Commodities

covered may be categorized as fresh fruits and vegetables, dried fruits,

tree nuts, and other horticultural specialities. Empirical analysis

is limited to the 21 orders applicable to citrus fruits, fresh vegetables,

and potatoes as of October 1979. Selected vegetables without marketing

orders are also examined for comparison. Most types of order activity

are observed among the orders included in this study and the methodology

utilized allows interpolation of the results to orders not empirically

considered. The focus of the study is the general association between

order activity and demand as opposed to commodity specific associations.

The methodology may be summarized as follows. Demand or price

functions are estimated for each of the 24 commodities listed in Table

1.1 which are defined by type and location of production, e.g., Florida

oranges and Texas oranges are two such commodities. A time varying

parameter method is utilized which allows permanent and random adjust-

ments in the demand parameters. The presence and degree of parameter

instability are subsequently related to various measures of marketing

order activity. The premise is that order activities should be somehow

reflected in adjustments in the demand parameters over time.

This approach is pursued due to the multidimensional nature of

order activities and the potential reflection of order activity as

interseasonal changes in parameters on one hand and as interseasonal
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Table 1 .1 . --Commodities Examined.

CITRUS FRUITS

Florida Oranges
Texas Oranges
California-Arizona Navel Oranges
California-Arizona Valencia Oranges

Florida Grapefruit
Texas Grapefruit
California-Arizona Grapefruit

California-Arizona Lemons
Florida Limes

POTATOES

Idaho-Oregon Fall

Washington Fall

Oregon-California Fall

Colorado Fall

Maine Fall

Virginia-North Carolina Spring-Summer

VEGETABLES

Idaho-Oregon Summer Onions
Texas Spring Onions

Texas Fall-Winter-Spring Tomatoes
Florida Fall-Winter-Spring Tomatoes

Florida Fall-Winter-Spring Celery

Texas Winter Lettuce

Florida Winter-Spring Cabbage (No Order)
Florida Fall-Winter-Spring Sweet Corn (No Order)
Florida Fall-Winter-Spring Green Peppers( No Order]
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stability in parameters on the other. The inability to objectively

define a unique measure of order activity precludes direct incorporation

of activity levels in the individual demand functions. Since order

activities are ignored in the estimation process, the model estimated

is potentially misspecified and consequently subject to parameter

variation, e.g., advertising activities may increase demand over time.

The converse argument of increased parameter stability is based on the

potential ability of marketing orders to stabilize product quality,

pack, and intraseasonal availability.

Organization

The objectives previously listed are addressed in the following

five chapters and a summary provided in the final chapter. Chapter 2

provides a general overview of marketing orders and a review of litera-

ture. Objective two is addressed in Chapter 3. A simple demand model

is presented. Major order activities are related to demand. Alternative

measures of order activity and a method of pursuing the linkage between

order activities and demand are developed. Objective three is addressed

in Chapter 4, where the basic empirical model, including definitions and

statistical methods, is presented. The results from the empirical model

are presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 is devoted to the demand

results and time variant characteristics of the estimated parameters.

The evaluation of marketing order activity and demand is presented in

Chapter 6. A summary of the study is provided in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 2

MARKETING ORDERS

This chapter is composed of two major sections intended to provide

a historical and current perspective on federal marketing order use and

evolution. The first section chronicles the historical development of

federal legislation pertaining to marketing orders and concludes with a

discussion of currently authorized orders. A review of literature is

provided in the final section.

Overview

The evolution of marketing orders from the conceptual definition

provided by voluntary programs of cooperatives and clearinghouses to

the legislative definition provided by the Agricultural Marketing

Agreement Act of 1937 may be traced over a period of less than 20 years.

In fact, the major transformation occurred during the decade of 1925

to 1935. During the latter part of the 19th century and continuing

until the sharp decline in prices during 1920--22, the agricultural

sector of the U.S. economy enjoyed a period of increasing prices and

output made possible by increasing consumer incomes and population, and

improved transportation and distribution systems. Although the price

declines of 1920--22 mark the end of this period of rapid growth and

prosperity, the problems unique to the marketing of fruits and vege-

tables existed throughout the period and continue currently.

17
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The seasonal nature of production, coupled with the perishability

of most fruits and vegetables, tends to result in a high volume move-

ment during short time-periods and consequently low prices. These high

peaks of movement strain marketing facilities and contribute to in-

efficient utilization and product losses. In addition to intraseasonal

fluctuations in supply, interseasonal variations in supply are compounded

by the geographic concentrations common to horticultural crops. Vari-

ations in grades and sizes are also more pronounced among horticultural

crops. The geographic concentration, perishability, and grade and size

variation lead to distant buyers and tenuous confidence on the part of

these buyers as to the nature of the product. Similarly, the physical

distance between buyers and sellers and the pressure to sell quickly

a perishable commodity results in the opportunity for buyers to engage

in practices viewed by sellers as unfair and discriminatory.

Early History

The rapid growth of cooperatives in the fruit and vegetable industry

during the 1890--1920 period stems at least in part from these problems.

It is in the activities of some of these cooperatives that the basic

concepts of marketing orders are first defined. The California Fruit

Exchange initiated a market allocation program for lemons in 1925 which

allocated lemons between the fresh and processed markets. The benefits

accruing to non-participants and the increasing burden placed on partici-

pants eventually resulted in the demise of this program. Similar

experiences of other cooperatives led to the formation of "clearinghouses'

to coordinate the marketing of products from participating handlers.

The Florida Citrus Growers' Clearinghouse Association, in 1928, had as
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its objectives: "(1) standardizing of grade and pack, (2) prohibit move-

ment in interstate commerce of poor grades and sizes, (3) regulate weekly

shipments. . ., (4) regulate shipments to auction markets. . ., (5) ad-

vertise, and (6) establish minimum prices. . . which would at least

return cost of production to efficient producers" [Hamilton, quoted in

Farrell 1966, p. 7]. This clearinghouse was operative from 1928 until 1933.

These objectives are essentially parallel with selected provisions

authorized for marketing orders. Similar voluntary programs were initi-

ated by a number of cooperatives and clearinghouses. However, lasting

results were achieved by few, if any, due to the benefits accruing to

non-participants at the expense of participating members.

The legislative evolution of marketing orders begins with the

Dickinson Bill of 1926 which was incorporated into the third and fourth

McNary-Haugen bills of 1926 and 1928, both of which were vetoed by

President Coolidge. The major policy instrument of the McNary-Haugen

bills was an export equalization fee levied on the first commercial

purchaser to cover losses incurred on commodities exported. Exporta-

tion was to be encouraged in order to maintain domestic prices at

renumerative levels. The objectives of the McNary-Haugen bills were

to promote "orderly marketing, to stabilize markets against undue and

excessive fluctuations, to preserve advantageous domestic markets,

[and] to minimize speculation and waste in marketing" [Nourse, p. 4],

These objectives were to be achieved through the actions of cooperatives

or "other agencies" under the direction of a federal farm board. Thus,

while the method, i.e., the export equalization fee, did not follow

through to current marketing order legislation the basic objectives

and philosophy of grower cooperation and control under governmental
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counsel were firmly established. The fourth McNary-Haugen Bill, 1928,

contained the first reference to "marketing agreements." The proposed

federal farm board would have had the authority to ".
. . arrange for

the marketing of any part of the commodity [determined to be in surplus]

by means of marketing agreements with cooperative associations engaged

in handling the commodity or corporations created and controlled by one

or more such cooperative associations" [Nourse, pp. 5--6].

The act would have been administered by a federal farm board. The

board would have been authorized to investigate supply and marketing

conditions on its own initiative and required to carry-out such in-

vestigations if requested to do so by (a) an advisory council repre-

sentative of producers (required under the act), (b) leading cooperative

associations, or (c) organizations of producers.

Although the McNary-Haugen bills were all vetoed, they established

three basic principles of marketing orders. First, they established

the objective of orderly marketing and avoidance of excessive fluctu-

ations in supplies and prices. Second, they established the principle

of producer determined action under governmental auspices. Finally,

they established the principles of market control, i.e., improved

efficiency in marketing and distribution of given supplies at favorable

prices, as opposed to production controls.

The Agricultural Marketing Act of 1929 created the Federal Farm

Board. Two basic responsibilities of the Federal Farm Board were

(1) to encourage and assist in the formation and operation of "national"

cooperatives which would collectively bargain in the growers' interest,

and (2) to provide low cost financing to these national organizations

sufficient to enable them to carryover supplies during unfavorable
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marketing periods. Although the act placed equal importance on "orderly

production" and "orderly marketing," the major emphasis during the

1929--1932 history of the Farm Board was in marketing.

The experience of the Farm Board during its short history was not

encouraging. Faced with a drastically reduced demand brought about by

a worldwide depression, marketing control proved insufficient and the

necessity for production controls soon became evident.

A series of "domestic allotment" bills were proposed at least

partially in response to the failure of the Federal Farm Board. These

proposals culminated with passage of the Agricultural Adjustment Act

of 1933 (AAA). The AAA contained three major provisions: 1) production

control, 2) licensing, and 3) marketing agreements. Current marketing

order legislation evolved directly from the marketing agreement and

licensing provisions.

Mehren describes the marketing agreement and licensing sections of

the AAA as ".
. . an experiment in new fields of law and economics"

[1947, p. 1]. Similarly, Benedict and Stine describe ".
. . the period

1933--35 ... as one of experimenting with a great variety of untried

methods for relieving the distress in agriculture" [p. 327]. The

latitude for experimentation was quite broad since the details of the

creation and operation of marketing agreements were essentially at the

discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture. The act simply stated that

".
. . the Secretary of Agriculture shall have power ... to enter into

marketing agreements with processors, associations of producers, and

others engaged in the handling, in the current of interstate or foreign

commerce of any agricultural commodity or product thereof ..."

[Nourse, p. 22].
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The generality of the AAA allowed diverse interpretations of the

purpose and relative importance of the production control, marketing

agreement, and licensing provisions. George Peek, first administrator

of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and major author and

proponent of the marketing agreement provision, placed primary emphasis

on the marketing agreements provision and licensing provisions [Nourse].

He regarded agreements as a tool for securing the most favorable returns

from a given supply, primarily through export diversion, and licenses as

a method of controlling marketing practices and producer-processor margins.

Mr. Peek was philosophically opposed to production controls. Secretary

Wallace, in turn, viewed licensing as a tool to insure compliance with

the intent of the marketing and production programs and considered pro-

duction control essential [Nourse]. Still others viewed the legislation

as a opportunity to bring about radical reforms and reorganizations in the

agricultural sector [Nourse].

In this environment of diverse expectations and interpretations,

with the concommitant sense of crisis and limited legal and practical

precedent, it is not surprising that the original act of 1933 was

significantly amended in 1935. Mr. Peek was administrator of the

Agricultural Adjustment Administration from May of 1933 until December

of that same year. Chester C. Davis became Administrator shortly after

Mr. Peek's resignation. Mr. Davis' philosophical bent was much more

in line with that of Secretary Wallace and the direction of the Adjustment

Administration shifted significantly toward a more aggressive production

control posture with limited emphasis on marketing agreements and

associated marketing controls and reforms.
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The principal result of the original AAA experience with respect to

marketing agreements and licenses was establishment of the distinct

dichotomy in agricultural policy for fruits, vegetables, and specialty

crops as contrasted with other agricultural commodities. Marketing

controls were determined to be relatively ineffectual policy instruments

for most agricultural commodities. However, for milk, fruits, vege-

tables, and specialty crops, characterized by historical voluntary

marketing programs, perishability, and/or geographic concentrations

of production, market controls emerged as primary policy instruments.

The amendments of 1935 are characterized by their degree of

specificity, the replacement of licenses with orders, and the limita-

tion of eligible commodities. Although the generality of the original

AAA provided the latitude essential for experimentation and develop-

ment, this same generality contributed to significant enforcement

problems. The generality and apparent delegation of regulatory

authority to producers, processors, and cooperatives, was not viewed

favorably by the courts. Under these circumstances the licensing

provisions of the act were essentially unenforceable by May of 1935

[Benedict and Stine, p. 374]. Replacement of the licensing provisions

with a Secretary's order provision ameliorated these problems by

specifying actions which could be undertaken and placing the regulatory

authority clearly with the Secretary of Agriculture. The order pro-

vision was also less punitive than the license provision, since it

provided for fining violators rather than revoking their licenses to

handle commodities.

Marketing orders, unlike agreements which may apply to any agri-

cultural commodity, were limited to specifically enumerated commodities.
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Although the definition of eligible commodities has changed somewhat

over the last 45 years, marketing orders remain primarily limited to

milk, fresh fruits and vegetables, and tree nuts. The enumeration

of eligible commodities was at the expressed desire of handlers and

processors. Marketing orders may, under certain circumstances,

be promulgated without handler or processor approval. Since marketing

order regulations are at the handler level, it is not surprising that

handlers would oppose such a regulatory mechanism. The most vocal

opposition came from the canning industry. The canners argued that

(1) the history of market controls for canning crops was not encouraging,

(2) production control and/or acreage allotment programs would be

necessary, (3) proration would require the use of current or historical

bases, either of which might be inequitable, (4) a one year planning

horizon and limited ability to predict production would make controls

ineffectual, (5) no adequate secondary outlet exists for diverted

product, (6) the problem of carryover in canned goods was insur-

mountable, (7) processors would have insufficient influence in the

formulation of programs, and (8) the necessity for harvesting in a very

short time period would preclude effective grade and size controls

[Mehren 1947, p. 11]. This opposition was responsible for the enumera-

tion of eligible commodities, and explicit exclusion of fruits, other

than olives, and vegetables, other than asparagus, for canning, in the

1935 amendments.

The evolution from a conceptual definition to a legislative defi-

nition is essentially complete with the amendments of 1935. The current

enabling legislation, however, is not the AAA but the Agricultural

Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 (AMAA). Portions of the AAA not relating
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to marketing orders or agreements were declared unconstitutional. The

AMAA was passed in order to reaffirm the marketing order and agreement

provisions of the AAA and remove any questions of constitutionality

relating to this portion of the act.

Current Legislation

A detailed description and chronology of the Agricultural Marketing

Agreement Act of 1937 (AMAA) is' provided in Appendix A. A summary of

the essential character of the legislation is presented in Chapter 1

and a discussion of the primary permitted activities is included in

Chapter 3. The major changes in the act are chronicled below.

The AMAA has been amended numerous times; however, the essential

character and method of operation have been retained. The number of

commodities eligible for marketing orders has increased but eligibility

remains essentially limited to milk, fresh fruits and vegetables, nuts,

and horticultural specialties. Resistance from canning and freezing

interests has successfully limited applicability to a select number of

enumerated commodities for processing.

Terms and conditions permitted under marketing orders have been

expanded but this expansion has been limited somewhat by commodity

specificity. In addition, activities of a more supportive as opposed

to regulatory nature have been added. The original permitted activities

were regulatory, allowing limitation of the total quantity marketed,

the allotment of quantities handlers may purchase and/or sale, the

disposal of surpluses, and the creation of reserve pools. Provisions

for inspection requirements were adopted in 1947. Pack and container

regulations, market research, and development activities were authorized
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in 1954. Paid advertising and market promotion activities were authorized

for cherries in 1962 and extended to a significant number of enumerated

commodities since then. Production research was authorized in 1970.

Imports of certain enumerated commodities subject to marketing

orders were required to meet the equivalent grade, size, quality, and

maturity requirements with a 1954 amendment. As with paid advertising

and promotion, the list of enumerated commodities has increased since

1954.

In addition to changes in commodity eligibility, permitted activi-

ties, and the extension of selected regulations to imports of certain

enumerated commodities, the policy objectives of the act have also

evolved. The original policy stated that parity prices were to be

achieved through orderly marketing and that the interests of consumers

were to be protected by a gradual adjustment in prices and the pro-

hibition of actions intended to maintain prices above parity. Subse-

quent amendments have tempered the parity price objective and associated

contraint. Orderly marketing evolved from a method of 1937 to a goal

in 1961 with the expressed authority to continue any regulation until

the end of the season if discontinuance would disrupt the orderly

marketing of the commodity.

Marketing orders are voluntary in that producers must request an

order. If the Secretary of Agriculture determines through hearings

that an order is appropriate then a producer referendum is held. Handlers

concurrently indicate their approval of a proposed order by signing an

equivalent agreement. If the required proportion, by number or volume,

of producers voting approve the adoption of an order and the required

proportion of handlers sign the corresponding agreement the order is
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promulgated. The Secretary of Agriculture may institute an order without

handler approval under certain circumstances.

Regulations issued under the order are binding on all handlers

(in contrast, marketing agreements are binding only upon signers).

An administrative committee, usually predominantly growers, is nominated

by the industry members and appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture.

This committee recommends regulations to the Secretary of Agriculture

or his delegate. Regulations may be issued only with the Secretary of

Agriculture's approval. Funding for marketing orders is provided through

handler assessments.

More than 40 marketing orders are currently applicable to more than

30 fruits, vegetables, nuts, and horticultural specialties. The 21

marketing orders applicable to citrus fruits, vegetables, and potatoes

as of October 1979 are examined in this study. Currently (October 1979)

active orders are discussed in the following section.

Current Orders

Currently active orders are examined in this section. A review of

authorized provisions and categorization of orders by authorized pro-

visions is initially presented. Discussions of orders by commodity

groups complete this section.

Authorized provisions include quality control, quantity control,

and market support activities. Most marketing orders authorize quality

control activities. Quantity control regulations and market support

activities are less common.

Marketing orders authorizing only quality control and selected

market support activities are listed in Table 2.1. Marketing orders

authorizing quantity control activities are listed in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
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Table 2.1 .--Federal Marketing Orders Authorizing Quality Control Regu-
lations Only, as of May 1, 1979.

Order
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1 X X X IX I

I X X X X X X

II I XI IXXXXXX

XX XXX I IXXXXXX

I I X I IXXXXXX

IX XXXX XIXI IXX

I X X X X X X

1

—
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These orders are segregated by types of quantity control regulations

authorized. Orders authorizing intraseasonal regulations are listed

in Table 2.2. The intraseasonal, or flow-to-market, regulations include

shipping holidays and handler prorates. Orders authorizing seasonal,

or volume management, regulations are listed in Table 2.3. These orders

authorize reserve pool, market allocation, and/or producer allotment

activities in addition to selected quality control and market support

activities. The orders and activities are discussed by commodity groups

in the following subsections.

Citrus Fruits . There are nine currently (October 1, 1979) active

federal marketing orders which regulate to some extent the marketing of

fresh citrus produced in four states--Arizona, California, Florida, and

Texas. Four orders apply jointly to citrus fruits produced in California

and Arizona; four orders are applicable to citrus fruits produced in

Florida; and one order is applicable to citrus fruits produced in Texas.

The types and/or varieties of citrus regulated vary among orders.

The four California-Arizona orders include two orders applicable to

different varieties of oranges, Navels and Valencias, and two orders

applicable to specific types of citrus, grapefruit and lemons. The

Texas order is applicable to oranges and grapefruit. The Florida

orders include three orders applicable to a single type of citrus

and one order applicable to "citrus fruit," which includes oranges,

grapefruits, tangerines, tangelos, and certain other citrus fruits

generally included in these categories, but does not include limes.

A separate Florida order is applicable to limes. The two other type-

specific Florida orders both apply to grapefruit but differ in the

geographic area regulated.
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All of the citrus fruits regulated may be subject to size require-

ments and, with the exception of the California-Arizona orange and lemon

orders, to grade requirements. Similarly, with the exception of Texas

oranges and grapefruit and California-Arizona grapefruit, all may be

subject to flow-to-market regulations, i.e., weekly volume regulations

and/or shipping holidays. Among those orders authorizing flow-to-market

regulations only the Florida citrus fruit order does not authorize weekly

volume regulation. Research and development activities are authorized for

all orders except the Florida grapefruit and citrus fruit orders. Pack

and container regulations and advertising activities are authorized for

two orders, Texas oranges and grapefruit and Florida limes.

The citrus orders are characterized by the fact that six out of the

nine orders provide for weekly volume regulation. Only three noncitrus

orders contain similar provisions, California Tokay grapes, Florida

celery, and South Texas lettuce, none of which have utilized this pro-

vision. Weekly volume regulations have been utilized every season

during the 1960—61 through 1978—79 period by the California-Arizona

orange and lemon orders. Weekly volume regulations for Florida Indian

River grapefruit were first authorized during the 1961 --62 season and

with the exception of the 1963— 64 season were utilized each season

through the 1974—75 season. The Florida Interior grapefruit order

obtained this provision during the 1965—66 season and utilized it through

the 1975--76 season. The Florida lime order most recently obtained this

provision, during the 1971— 72 season, and utilized it through the 1976—

77 season. The latest season considered in this analysis is the 1978—79

season. Thus, the Florida Indian River grapefruit order has not utilized

weekly volume regulations for the last four seasons; Florida Interior
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grapefruit for the last three seasons; and Florida limes for the last two

seasons.

Noncitrus Fruits . There are 16 currently (October 1, 1979) active

federal marketing orders applicable to 13 noncitrus fruits produced in

20 states. Seven of the noncitrus fruit orders are applicable to a

single commodity produced in a single state. These single state—single

commodity orders are (1) Florida avocados, (2) California nectarines,

(3) Washington apricots, (4) Washington sweet cherries, (5) California

olives, (6) California Tokay grapes, and (7) Hawaii papayas.

Plums produced in California are the only domestically produced

plums subject to federal marketing order regulation; however, unlike the

seven commodities above, California plums are included in the only multi-

commodity noncitrus fruit order, the California Tree Fruits (pears,

plums, and peaches) order. Peaches are regulated under three orders in

addition to the California Tree Fruits order. Each of these orders is

applicable to a single state--Georgia, Colorado, and Washington.

Pears are covered under two orders in addition to the California

Tree Fruits order. The three orders applicable to pears include two

multi-state orders and apply to differing varieties. The fresh pears

regulated under the California Tree Fruit order include all varieties

except Beurre Hardy, Beurre D'Anjou, Bosc, Winter Nelis, Doyenne du

Comia, Buerre Easter, and Buerre Clairgeau. The preceding excepted

varieties, except Buerre Hardy, are regulated under a multi state order

covering Oregon, Washington, and California. A third order provides

regulatory authority for Bartlett pears grown in Oregon and Washington.

Three commodities are covered under single commodity—multistate

orders. Fresh prunes produced in Washington and Oregon are currently
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regulated under a single order. A recently (1979) terminated order

covered fresh prunes produced in Idaho and Oregon. The two remaining

single commodity-multi state orders apply to tart cherries and cranberries.

The cranberry order applies to ten states—Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut, New Jersey, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Oregon,

Washington, and New York; and the tart cherry order to eight states-

Michigan, New York, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia,

and Maryland.

The cranberry, tart cherry, and California olive orders are the only

orders applicable to commodities for canning and/or freezing. Although

selected commodities for processing may be regulated under the marketing

order legislation, only these three have utilized this provision. In

addition to their uniqueness with respect to processing, the tart cherry

and cranberry orders are clearly the most geographically dispersed orders.

Activities authorized under the noncitrus fruit orders are relatively

similar among orders. All of these orders include authority for grade

and size regulations. Pack and container regulations are authorized for

10 of the 16 orders. Georgia and Colorado peaches, Oregon-Washington-

California winter pears, and the three processed fruit orders— tart

cherries, cranberries, and olives— are the only orders which do not

authorize pack and container regulations. Research and development activi-

ties are authorized for all but two orders— Georgia peaches, and tart

cherries. Advertising is authorized under six orders—avocados, necta-

rines, California Tree fruits, grapes, papayas, and olives.

Only four noncitrus fruit orders authorize quantity control activi-

ties and the type of authorized activity is different for each of these

four orders. The Florida avocado order permits shipping holidays; the
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the California Tokay grape order premits weekly volume regulation; the

cranberry order permits producer allotments; and the tart cherry order

permits reserve pool activities.

Vegetables . There are seven currently (October 1, 1979) active

federal marketing orders applicable to selected fresh market vegetables

and melons produced in four states--Idaho, Oregon, Texas and Florida.

Only one vegetable order, Idaho-Oregon onions, is applicable to pro-

duction from more than one state. Two orders, for tomatoes and celery,

are active in Florida. The remaining four orders, applicable to onions,

tomatoes, lettuce and melons (except watermelons), all apply to Texas

fresh market production. Regulations have been issued during recent

seasons under all of these orders except the order covering fresh market

tomatoes produced in Texas. The administrative committee of the Texas

tomato order continues to be active and during 1979 initiated a limited

research project addressing the level of market acceptance for various

types of tomatoes.

Authorized activities are quite similar among the vegetable orders.

Grade, size, pack and container, and research and development activities

are authorized for each order. Intraseasonal volume regulation is

authorized for all but the two tomato orders. This volume regulation is

limited to shipping holidays for onions and melons. The celery and lettuce

orders authorize weekly volume regulations. This authority has never

been exercised for celery and was exercised to a limited extent only

during the lettuce order's first season of operation, 1960--61. Adver-

tising activities are authorized for only two orders, Idaho-Oregon onions

and Florida celery. Both orders have utilized this provision during

recent seasons.
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The final authorized provision under the vegetable orders is producer

allotments. The Florida celery order is the only vegetable order, and one

of only two fruit and vegetable orders, which may utilize producer allot-

ments. This provision has been utilized each season since the order was

issued in 1965. A marketable quantity of celery is determined each

season. This quantity is apportioned among growers on the basis of each

individual's base quantity. Although actual marketings have historically

been less than the marketable quantity, the allocation of base quantities

to new producers and expansion of base quantities to existing producers

are at the discretion of the administrative committee. Thus, entry and

internal expansion are controllable to some extent.

Potatoes . There are five currently (October 1, 1979) active

marketing orders applicable to fresh market potatoes produced in six

states--Idaho, Oregon, Washington, California, Colorado, Virginia and

North Carolina. An order for Maine potatoes is currently inactive. Two

active orders apply to single states—Washington and Colorado. The re-

maining three active orders each apply to two states— Idaho and East

Oregon, Oregon and California, and Virginia and North Carolina.

Authorized provisions under the potato orders are quite similar.

Grade and size regulations are authorized for each order and pack and/or

container regulations are authorized for all but the Virginia-North

Carolina order. Research and development activities are authorized for

only two potato orders—Washington and Oregon-California.

Neither advertising activities nor quantity control regulations are

authorized for any of the potato orders. State programs for advertising

and promotion and the activities of the National Potato Promotion Board,

established under the Potato Research and Promotion Act, reduce the
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likelihood of and need of advertising by individual potato marketing

orders.

Tree Nuts . There are three currently (October 1, 1979) active

orders applicable to three tree nuts--almonds, filberts, and walnuts-

produced in three states— California, Oregon, and Washington. Each

order applies to a single type of nut. The walnut and almond orders

are applicable to California production and the filbert order is

applicable to Washington and Oregon production.

Activities authorized under the tree nut orders are somewhat similar.

All of these orders authorize grade regulations and market allocation

activities. The market allocation provision is unique to the tree nut

and dried fruit orders. The California almond order is the only tree

nut order which authorizes advertising activities. It is also the only

tree nut order which does not include provisions for size and pack re-

quirements. The walnut order is the only tree nut order and one of

only four federal fruit and vegetable orders which authorizes the use of

a reserve pool. Research and development activities are authorized

under the almond and walnut orders, but not under the filbert order.

Dried Fruits . There are three currently (October 1, 1979) active

orders applicable to three dried fruits—dates, raisins, and prunes.

Each of the dried fruit orders is California specific. Grade and size

regulations and research and development activities are authorized under

each order. Advertising activities are authorized for dates and pack

regulations for prunes. Neither pack nor container regulations are

authorized for raisins. Market allocation activities are authorized for

dates and reserve pool activities are authorized for prunes. The raisin

order is the only dried fruit order authorizing both market allocation
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and reserve pool activities. The only other federal fruit and vegetable

order with this dual authority is the walnut order.

Literature Review

The most recent general treatises on Marketing Orders and Agree-

ments are the report of the National Commission on Food Marketing (NCFM)

and a supplement by Farrell, both in 1966. The NCFM report is an exami-

nation and evaluation of then active State and Federal Marketing Orders.

The supplement by Farrell provides a history of the development and

evolution of Marketing Order legislation, as well as more detailed infor-

mation on State and Federal orders. The above studies and others docu-

mented here pertain almost exclusively to non-milk orders. Marketing

orders for milk are permitted under the same enabling legislation as

non-milk orders but differ substantially due to the unique price setting

authority provided under milk orders. This unique authority and the

widespread application of milk orders have contributed to the development

of an extensive body of literature not directly considered in the study.

In addition to the NCFM and Farrell studies, several general de-

scriptive and theoretical studies and articles have been published [See

Mehren 1947 and 1968; Smith; Hedlund; Benedict and Stine; Hoos 1957a,

1964, and 1979; Jamison 1965, 1966 and 1972; and Jesse]. Most of these

works are qualitative, theoretical, and/or descriptive in nature. Many

provide excellent evaluations, often based on years of study and experi-

ence, but they all recognize the difficulties of measuring order effec-

tiveness.

Jesse and Johnson provide the most general quantitative analysis of

marketing orders to date. Their analysis of marketing orders focuses on
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the level and stability of order commodity prices compared to prices of

similar commodities without orders. They also categorize orders with

respect to their potential ability to raise and/or stabilize grower prices,

Their results indicate that grower prices for order commodities have been

neither higher nor more stable than prices for similar nonorder commodi-

ties and that price patterns for stronger orders do not differ from those

for weaker orders. However, it is recognized that commodities with

marketing orders may be subject to extreme price variability which the

orders only partially dampen.

The above studies may be supplemented by several studies describing

Federal and State orders applicable to California [see Hoos 1956 and

1957b; Foytik; Farrell and Wood; Jamison 1964; Garoyan and Youde; and

French, Tamimi, and Nuckton]. Another category of literature includes

commodity specific studies. Some individual commodities which have been

the subject of analysis are carrots [Shafer], dates [Dennis], raisins

[Pritchard, and Wohlgenant], cling peaches [Jamison 1966], tomatoes

[Brooker and Pearson], citrus [Thor, Thor and Jesse, Nicolatus, Hamilton,

Clodius, and Nelson and Robinson],

Thor and Jesse provide a recent example of a commodity specific

evaluation of marketing orders in their study of the California-Arizona

orange orders. This study simulates industry performance with and without

controls over historical and projected time periods. An econometric

model is utilized which allows the evaluation of selected performance

measures such as average returns, shipping season lengths, and bearing

acreage.

Thor and Jesse estimate the direct effect of marketing order controls

on intraseasonal allocation of marketings and season length. In
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simulating performance without controls, the intraseasonal allocation

and season length are unconstrained. In addition, the influence of

order controls on the allocation of oranges between fresh and processed

markets is reconciled on the basis of either fresh and processed price

equivalence or maximum fresh marketings. Price equivalence is a net

concept which recognizes cost differences between the two markets.

Maximum fresh marketings is binding when the quantity of fruit suitable

for the fresh market is insufficient for price equivalence. Thus, the

model focuses on the effects of order controls on intraseasonal and

intermarket allocations. These allocations consequently influence

average returns which in turn influence bearing acreage or supply.

A final category of marketing order literature may be defined as

official criticism and/or critique. Official statements with respect

to Marketing Orders are found in U.S. Department of Agriculture 1975,

Federal Trade Commission 1977a and 1977b, Lipson and Batterton, Mason

1975, and National Commission for the Review of Antitrust Laws.

Additionally, personal views of Federal Trade Commission and Department

of Justice staff members are found in Masson 1976 and Masson, Masson and

Harris. The U.S. Department of Agriculture study appraises the potential

price impact of marketing order programs. Federal Trade Commission 1977a

and 1977b are official comments and exceptions to proposed regulations

under the cranberry and celery marketing orders, respectively. Both

statements are with respect to the use of the allotment provisions

allowed under these orders. Lipson and Batterton and Masson 1975 examine

the relationship between cooperatives and Marketing Orders. Masson 1976

comments on citrus marketing orders and Masson, Masson, and Harris con-

sider Marketing Orders and cooperatives.
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The historical and current perspective on marketing orders presented

in this chapter provides the base for development of the theoretical

linkage between marketing order activity and demand. A more general

examination of order activity is accomplished in the following chapter

and a method developed to evaluate the reflection of order activity in

demand.



CHAPTER 3

A THEORETICAL LINKAGE OF MARKETING ORDERS AND DEMAND

The theoretical and conceptual foundation for evaluating the effects

of marketing orders is developed in support of the basic proposition that

marketing order activities are partially reflected in demand relation-

ships. The exposition begins with the development of a simple model of

demand. The major policy instruments of marketing orders are reviewed

and the potential reflection of their use in demand is examined. Multi-

dimensional measures of the degree of marketing order activity are

developed and a method utilizing these measures to identify the relation-

ship between marketing order activities and demand is presented. While

it is recognized that supplies may also be influenced by orders over

extended periods of time, this issue is not addressed in the analysis.

Figure 3.1 illustrates in the most simplistic terms the overall

framework for this chapter and subsequent analyses. Marketing order

effectiveness is transmitted through quantity controls, quality controls,

and market support functions. Each of these functions is implemented

through a multitude of market order activities occurring in varying

degrees of intensity. These activities will be discussed in later

sections.

In total, orders should affect supplies to some degree over time.

In fact, as noted in the literature review, most studies have concentrated

on the economic effect of orders on supplies. A second dimension of

42
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order effectiveness deals with the influence of orders on the demand for

the order commodities. As noted in Chapter 1, the scope of the current

analysis is limited to this dimension of the order issue. Little research

on this dimension of order activity is published. In this chapter, the

theoretical linkage between orders and adjustments in demand will be

developed. The regulatory characteristics will be detailed and how

they theoretically impact demand explained.

A Demand Model

The number of commodities examined in this study precludes individual

industry analyses of a very complex nature. An inherently simple model

which retains the basic elements of demand and captures at least some

of the most influential elements unique to individual commodities is

appropriate in this circumstance. While a rigorous theoretical derivation

of demand relationships may be developed and empirically applied in a

complete systems context, the transition from a theoretical to empirical

model in a partial systems context is neither as direct nor as mathe-

matically rigorous. A partial analysis draws upon the basic theoretical

postulates to define the critical factors, to assist in maintaining logical

consistency in model specification, and, finally to provide one basis for

evaluating the logical consistency of the empirical results.

The basic theoretical postulate of demand is that consumers act in

a manner consistent with the maximization of utility. Then demand is

directly predicated on an income constraint and relative prices. The

consumer seeks to purchase that bundle of goods which will maximize

utility subject to available income. Thus, on an individual basis, prices

of available goods, income, and the nature of the utility function are

the major factors which define demand.
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The postulate of utility maximization subject to an income constraint

and the assumption of fixed supplies of agricultural commodities provide

a sufficient foundation for the specification of a relatively simple

demand relationship. Theoretical arguments imply that the prevailing

price for a given quantity of product is predicated on consideration of

the prevailing price and/or quantity of all available goods and services.

However, an ad hoc and intuitive appeal to the consumer budgeting approach

[see George and King, and Bieri and deJanvry] allows specification of the

less comprehensive general relationship:

P = f(Q,S,Y,Z) where

P = price,

Q = quantity,

S = a set of substitute goods,

Y = income, and

Z = a set of commodity specific variables.

The variable set composed of Q, S, and Y is the classical set of

demand variables. The sets S and Z are subject to interpretation. Sub-

stitutes, though a member of the classical group of demand determinants,

are not uniquely defined in a partial analysis. The substitute definitions

considered in this study diverge somewhat from the classical definitions

in all but one case. The commodities examined are spatially specific,

e.g., Florida oranges. Thus, the obvious substitute is available supplies

of the same commodity from other areas. This is in contrast to the more

usual definition of substitutes as similar but different commodities such

as beef and chicken for pork. A usual definition is pursued, however,

with respect to lemons and limes where each is examined as a potential

substitute for the other. The specific substitutes examined, as well as

other variables, are defined in the following chapter.
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Two variables are included in the Z set, the proportion of order area

fresh production marketed under regulation and the proportion of total

fresh production exported in the case of citrus. The proportion marketed

under regulation is examined in an attempt to discern the direct effect

of marketing order allocation activities. These allocation activities

may be direct as in the determination of the total seasonal quantity of

Navel and Valencia oranges to be marketed in selected outlets or indirect

as is potentially observed with quality regulations. The interpretation

of the proportion regulated parameter is provided in the final section

of this chapter.

The second variable included in the commodity specific set, the

proportion of total production exported, is unique to the citrus equations.

The inclusion of this variable is in recognition of the recent variability

in citrus exports [U.S. Department of Agriculture 1980a]. Exports of

potatoes and fresh vegetables examined are minor and thus not considered

in the analysis.

Marketing Order Activities

Marketing order activities may be broadly categorized as quality

control, quantity control, and market support activities. Those activi-

ties most likely to have direct price impacts fall into the quality

control and quantity control categories and include grade and size,

flow-to-market, and volume management activities [U.S. Department of

Agriculture, 1975]. Market support activities include container and

pack standardization, research and development, prohibition of unfair

trade practices, price posting, and the provision of market information.
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Wood suggests a fourth category which might be labeled as interaction

and facilitation activities. The interaction and facilitation activities

are not as clearly defineable as some other order activities. They in-

clude increased interaction and understanding between and among handlers

and producers, the discussion and potential resolution of industry problems,

and the combined effect of setting the "rules of the game" for the market

participants.

A discussion of each category follows. The discussions focus on

demand side relationships. Though the supply side is not explicitly

considered, a brief evaluation of potential supply effects is provided.

Quality Control

Grade, size, and maturity restrictions are not directly authorized

in the AMAA. The five permissible terms and conditions specified may be

applicable to any grade, size or quality of an eligible commodity. The

first permissible activity defined is the limitation of the total quantity

marketed in or transported to any or all markets. Limiting this quantity

to zero, making the restriction applicable to selected grades, sizes,

and/or qualities and defining markets by form, results in the grade,

size, and maturity regulations typically utilized.

Quality controls may be utilized to pursue two objectives. The

first objective is, in essence, to change or stabilize the commodity

from a form perspective, recall the time, space, and form dimensions

of utility. In the absence of quality control measures the form vari-

ability is potentially greater. Assuming that the buyer assesses the

product on the basis of perceived average quality, this variability

results in a lower perceived average and consequently a reduced demand

level. The second objective is to indirectly effect a reduction in
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quantity marketed. The impact of quality controls on long run supply is

not obvious. If production adjustments can be made which increase the

quantity of product meeting the required quality standards without

significantly affecting production costs, the long run effect on supply

may be minimal if relatively constant quality standards are maintained.

If production adjustments cannot be made as described, a reduction in

long run supply could be expected.

Quantity Control Activities

Quantity control activities consist of two general types, flow-to-

market and volume management. These activities regulate the flow of

products over time and among markets. Flow-to-market activities are

uniquely temporal in character with indirect form implications. Con-

versely, volume management activities are primarily form oriented but

may have important and direct temporal implications.

Flow-to-Market . Prorates and shipping holidays are specific flow-

to-market regulations. Prorates limit the total quantity marketed during

specific time intervals. Shipping holidays prohibit marketing during

selected periods.

Prorates are operational ized in several different manners. The

essential characteristic of all prorate regulations is that handlers

are limited to a defined volume of trade during selected time periods.

Prior to each period, the volume to be marketed during the regulated

period is set by the administrative committee. This volume is sub-

sequently apportioned among handlers, i.e., prorated, on the basis of

each handler's proportionate share of the total volume available for

marketing. Other characteristics vary among individual marketing
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orders. Mechanisms typically exist which allow handlers to overship,

undership, carry-over, and loan or transfer prorates. The prorate period

is generally a week, and may be unlimited, effective throughout the

season, or limited to a specific number of periods during the season

and/or a specified time interval within the season.

Prorates provide an opportunity for price discrimination under the

assumption of temporally variant demand. They also provide an opportunity

to stabilize commodity flows in what might otherwise be a glut or a

shortfall in the market. Two potential benefits arise from the more

stable market. First, buyers are more likely to patronize a market

characterized by consistently available supplies. Second, although

not empirically verified, it has been suggested that the psychology of

the market is such that the existence of very low prices will tend to

result in lower prices in the future than would have otherwise prevailed

[Nourse].

Although prorate regulations may necessitate financial adjustments

due to cash flow constraints, the direct cost to producers is not clearly

changed and consequently prorate regulations would not be expected to

affect the annual supply relationship. If buyers favor a more stable

market and prorates are utilized in this manner, an increase in demand

would be expected. Similiarly, if the market psychology is such that

currently low prices tend to result in future prices lower than other-

wise, prorates would be expected to generate a higher annual demand

relationship. Prorates utilized in a price discriminating manner should

not directly affect demand. However, if prorate activities increase

total revenue through price discrimination, then a higher average annual

price would be expected with a given annual quantity than would be
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expected in the absence of price discriminating prorates. Thus, while

inherent demand may not have been changed, the observed average annual

price-quantity relationship may be at a higher level than otherwise in

the presence of effective price discriminating prorates.

Shipping holidays are periods during which all shipments are pro-

hibited. Generally coinciding with traditional holidays, primarily

Thanksgiving and Christmas, they are intended to avoid a build up in

supplies during periods of supposed lower wholesale demand. Since

shipping holidays are not nationally recognized, the prohibition of

shipments from a single geographic area provides an incentive for buyers

to purchase from alternative areas where shipments are not prohibited.

Buyers may tend to continue purchasing from the alternative supplier,

and thus a lowered demand for product from the regulated area may follow

a shipping holiday. Countering this argument is the tenet that temporally

related demands are such that low prices during a given period result

in a lower demand during subsequent periods. Gunter, Lee, and Fairchild

address this question with respect to Florida oranges and grapefruit.

Their results are somewhat inconclusive, however, due to severe data

limitations. Although shipping holidays may result in some loss of

product, the direct effect on producer costs appears minimal, and con-

sequently should not directly affect the supply relationships.

Volume Management . Market allocation, reserve pool, and producer

allotments are specific volume management activities. Each of these

activities is intended to limit the total quantity marketed in the pri-

mary market. The flexibility of each activity varies from relatively

fixed for producer allotments to relatively flexible for reserve pools.

Producer allotments are known prior to planting and essentially fix an
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upper bound on the primary market quantity in any given season. Market

allocation, usually not known at planting, fixes the percentage of the

total quantity which may be marketed in the primary outlet. This

percentage may change as the season progresses, however, and does not

strictly bound seasonal supplies to the primary market. Reserve pools

may be partially, or totally, released to the primary market and

similiarly do not fix strict primary market bounds.

Producer allotments fix the quantity that handlers may purchase from

individual producers. A base quantity, or base allotment, is associated

with each producer. The administrative committee recommends the per-

centage of the base allotment that is marketable in the primary outlet.

The issuance of new allotments and increases in existing allotments are

also recommended by the administrative committee. This control potentially

fixes an upper bound on total production through denial of entry to new

producers or increases to existing producers. The producer allotment is

unique in this ability to potentially control production. Although

recommendations on entry and increases are not strictly arbitrary, the

conditions necessary to gain entry or an increased allotment may be

quite stringent.

Market allocation activities fix the percentage of estimated total

supplies marketable in the primary outlet, usually the fresh domestic

market. The objective under market allocation is essentially price

discrimination, or the allocation of supplies in such a manner as to

take advantage of markets having dissimilar demands. In the absence

of allocation, prices, less delivery costs, would tend to equilibrate

in all markets. Under the assumption of a more inelastic primary market

demand, it is to the producers' benefit to limit primary outlet
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marketings and thus increase secondary outlet marketings. The result is

a higher price in the primary market and a lower price in the secondary

market. Given a more inelastic primary market demand, the net effect

is to raise the average price over all markets. Thus, as in the case

of prorates, inherent demands may not be affected but the observed

average price, given a fixed total quantity, is higher in the case of

successful market allocation. Since market allocation activities do not

appear to directly affect producers' costs, the supply relationship should

remain unchanged.

Reserve pool operations allow both temporal and form types of price

discrimination. Reserve pools may be totally or partially released to

secondary markets or the primary market in the current or following

seasons. Thus, reserve pools potentially provide the ability to take

advantage of interseasonal , intraseasonal , and intermarket variations in

demand. Again, as with market allocation and prorate activities, inherent

demands are not necessarily affected by reserve pool operations but the

observed average price, given a fixed quantity, may be higher. Similarly,

to the extent that reserve pool operations leave producers' costs un-

changed, supply relationships should not be directly affected.

Market Support

Pack and container standardization, marketing and production research,

and market development are the primary market support activities. With

the exception of production research, these activities should impact

primarily on demand. Pack and container regulations serve to improve

buyer confidence. Market development, including paid advertising, is

a direct effort to expand demand. Marketing research may have several
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objectives, one of which may be increased knowledge of demand and improved

ability to take advantage of demand variations. Other objectives may

include improved advertising or promotion programs, improved cost

efficiencies in marketing, or improved quality at the wholesale and/or

retail level. Production research, while primarily affecting supply, may

have as its objective the development of a variety or type with character-

istics preferred by the consumer.

Reflection in Supply and Demand

Marketing order activities may have several direct short run, i.e.,

single season, effects. Total production, total marketings, intraseasonal

allocation, interseasonal allocation, and intermarket allocation are

potentially subject to the direct influence of order activities. Total

production may be directly affected only through producer allotment

activities. Total marketings, in a given season, may be directly affected

by quality control regulations and reserve pool operations. Reserve

pool operations directly affecting total marketings are actually inter-

seasonal allocation activities. While quality control measures, e.g.,

maturity regulations, may effect a change in intraseasonal allocations,

flow-to-market regulations have the primary direct effect. Some influence

on intraseasonal allocations may also be exerted through market allocation

and reserve pool operations. Intermarket allocation is directly affected

by market allocation and reserve pool activities. Flow-to-market,

quality control, and producer allotments may also effect some change in

intermarket allocation, but this result is not a primary objective of

these activities.

Marketing order activities may effect a change in inherent demands

and/or apparent demand. Changes in apparent demand occur as a result of
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intraseasonal, interseasonal , and intermarket allocations. Although

inherent demands, i.e., time and market dependent demands, may remain

unchanged, allocation activities may result in average prices different

from those which would otherwise prevail for a given seasonal quantity.

Changes in inherent demands may occur as a result of intraseaonal alloca-

tion activities, quality control measures, and selected market support

activities, e.g., advertising and pack and container standardization.

Although marketing orders may influence total production and total

marketings to some extent, the major direct effect of order activities

during a single season is on apparent demand, through intraseaonal and

intermarket allocation activities. The reflection of order activity in

supply and inherent demand is a potentially long term result. Advertising

programs, intraseasonal allocation activities, quality control regulations,

and similar activities intended to improve demand are not immediately

effective. A learning period is necessary to attain some potentially

maximum effect. Similarly, this result can be maintained only through a

continuation of the original activities.

Although not addressed in this study, order activities may be

reflected in supply through two primary mechanisms, anticipated prices

and perceived risk. If order activities result in a changed effective

demand, i.e., apparent or inherent, a movement along the existing supply

curve will be accomplished through an associated change in expected

prices. If order activities result in a change in perceived risk, then

a shift in the supply relationship will occur. A tertiary mechanism is

production research and marketing research resulting in changed production

costs and an associated shift in the supply relationships.
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Intraseasonal and interseasonal price variability are obvious factors

affecting risk perception. However, the result of those activities or

functions considered by Wood and categorized here as interaction and

facilitation activities may also influence risk perception. The group

identity, the increased communication between and among producers and

handlers, the delineation of "the rules of the game," and the existence

of possible future gains, if not previously observed gains, may result

in producer optimism which reveals itself in a diminished perceived

risk. Thus, while order activities may not individually affect the

supply relationship, the marketing order as an entity may serve to

reduce the level of perceived risk, and consequently effect an outward

shift in the supply curve.

Indicators of Marketing Order Intensity and Potential

Marketing orders may affect demand as a result of the utilization

of individual order provisions. The degree of this influence is predi-

cated on internal intensity, i.e., the availability and utilization

levels of specific provisions, and tempered by the environment within

which the order operates. Therefore, in order to ultimately assess the

effects of marketing orders, some measure of this intensity must be

derived.

A Static Indicator of Potential

A composite index of potential order effectiveness is developed in

an unpublished paper by Jesse and Armbruster. This index, although

static and oriented toward overt quantity control measures, provides

a check list of internal and environmental factors and serves as a
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basis for development of a dynamic index encompassing internal factors

beyond direct quantity control efforts.

The index developed by Jesse and Armbruster results from a subjective

scaling of selected internal and environmental factors and subsequent

summation of these scales. Order provisions and applicability of

regulations to imports are the internal factors considered. Primarily

environmental factors considered are the relative share of U.S. supply

subject to regulation, the number of orders applicable to the commodity,

the availability of alternative, i.e., unregulated, domestic markets,

the influence of cooperatives, and changes in per capita consumption.

Specific order provisions are assigned a scale value ranging from

zero to three. All order provisions other than direct quantity control

measures are valued at zero. Shipping holidays and limited handler

prorates are scaled equivalently at one. Market allocation and reserve

pool operations are similarly judged equivalent, but potentially of

greater impact with a scale value of two. Unlimited handler prorates

and producer allotments are judged to have the greatest potential impact

and are assigned a scale value of three. The applicability of quality

regulations to imports receives a scale value of one.

The relative share of total U.S. supply subject to regulation is

scaled from zero to three and varies in unit increments as the relative

share ranges from less than 10 percent, 10 to 50 percent, 50 to 75

percent and above 75 percent. Although average annual supplies provide

the primary basis, seasonal supplies are utilized where appropriate.

The remaining environmental factors are assigned zero/one scale

values. The existence of multiple orders is assigned a scale value of

zero versus a scale value of one for a single order. Multiple orders
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are not coordinated and tend to reduce the potential impact associated

with a single control instrument. Similarly, the availability of unregu-

lated outlets accounting for at least 50 percent of regional marketings

is assigned a scale value of zero versus a scale value of one where regu-

lated marketings are in excess of 50 percent. A strong cooperative in-

fluence provides an additional degree of coordination and cohesion

contributing to increased potential. Thus, a scale value of one is

assigned when a single cooperative processes, packs, and/or sells more

than 50 percent of production under an order.

Order commodities which have experienced a relative change of a

positive nature in per capita consumption compared to the relative change

in per capita consumption of appropriate aggregate commodity groups are

assigned a scale value of one. Relatively positive changes in per capita

consumption may be a result of order activities and are therefore not

strictly indicative of increased potential. However, it might be assumed

that the primary determinants of per capita consumption are unrelated

to order activities. Thus, relatively positive changes in per capita

consumption may enhance the effectiveness of order activities. Con-

versely, a declining consumption per capita, possibly indicative of

a declining demand, may dampen the result of order activities.

Objective Indicators of Intensity

The index developed by Jesse and Armbruster is a subjective indi-

cator of order potential, based on environmental factors and the

availability of selected order provisions, primarily quantity control

provisions. An objective indicator of order intensity, based on en-

vironmental factors and the utilization of a comprehensive set of

order provisions, is more congruent with the objectives of this analysis.
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A single objective indicator of intensity, however, is not defineable

through a mapping procedure such as that utilized by Jesse and Armbruster.

Such a procedure is inherently subjective. Even quantification of the

intensity of individual order activities is not feasible in light of

current information and analysis constraints. The quantity effect of

quality control activities, for example, is essentially unknown [U.S.

Department of Agriculture 1975, p. 36], and quantification of allocation

activities, while potentially possible, implies a degree of analysis

feasible only in the study of a limited number of commodities. Thus,

objectivity and empirical tractability constraints preclude the

development of a unidimensional measure of intensity and limit the

analysis to uncomplicated objectively measurable dimensions.

Although most order provisions can be observed only to the extent

that they are utilized or not, several quantifiable dimensions associated

with marketing orders may be defined. Total expenditures, total supplies

potentially subject to order regulations, and total supplies marketed

through regulated and unregulated outlets may be objectively measured.

In addition, specific order provisions may be categorized with respect

to their anticipated impact on the real and/or perceived nature of the

product, intraseasonal allocation, interseasonal allocation, and inter-

market allocation. The environmental dimensions of alternative markets

and commodity coverage are accounted for in selected quantifiable

dimensions enumerated above. Cooperative influence may be directly

quantified in terms of the quantity cooperatively marketed. Multiple

orders may be reflected in the quantity potentially subject to regulation

under each order relative to the total supply.
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Measuring the Association Between
Order Activities and Demand

The theoretical development of a basic demand model has been pre-

sented with limited reference to order activities. Similarly, the

potential impact of order activities and methods of quantifying associ-

ated dimensions is presented with only general implications for demand.

The linkage is developed here. The obvious linkage would appear to be

discernable by direct incorporation of the quantifiable dimensions in

the demand model. This approach is not currently feasible, however.

The multidimensional nature of order activities, the relative

temporal stability for a given commodity of many order dimensions, and

a limited observational period preclude direct incorporation of the

quantifiable order dimensions. The number of quantifiable dimensions

is such that an expanded observational period or cross-commodity pooling

would be necessary to achieve a reasonable number of observations

relative to the number of independent variables. Similarly, the rela-

tive temporal stability of many dimensions would require cross-commodity

pooling in order to achieve sufficient dimensional variability. While

cross-commodity pooling is an attractive alternative, an appropriate

pooling procedure is not evident since the problem relates to commodities

that are not within the same product group.

However, as previously indicated, one order related variable is

directly incorporated in the demand function, the proportion marketed

under regulation. Marketing orders may indirectly allocate products

between markets through quality regulations or directly through allo-

cation activities. Some markets are exempt from regulations. Thus,

more restrictive regulations tend to force products into these unregulated
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outlets. The effect of this allocation on the average price for all

products is dependent on the relative price flexibilities. If the

unregulated market is less flexible than the regulated market, then

the allocation of additional product to the unregulated market will

result in a higher average price. The proportion marketed under regula-

tion would be negatively related to average price in this circumstance.

Conversely, if the unregulated market is more flexible, a positive re-

lationship between price and the proportion regulated would prevail.

If regulations have been effected consistent with producers' interests,

a negative relationship would be expected.

The question of marketing order impacts on demand parameters is

obviously not addressed by the above procedure. In order to address

this question in the absence of direct incorporation of order activities,

it is enlightening to consider the potential causes and types of parameter

variation. Ward and Meyers suggest three general causes: (1) structural

change, (2) model misspecification, and (3) aggregation. Rosenberg

identifies two types of parameter variation, systematic and stochastic.

Each cause and type is potentially relevant to the problem addressed

here. The primary causes of interest are model misspecification and

aggregation. Structural change is of secondary interest given that the

marketing orders considered have generally been in existence throughout

the period studied.

Model misspecification and aggregation suggest systematic and

stochastic parameter variation, respectively. Order activities which

are excluded from the model may result in parameter variation over time,

e.g., advertising expenditures may result in an outward shift of the

demand curve. The aggregation effect is less obvious than the
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misspecification effect and potentially yields an opposite effect. Price

is estimated as a function of quantity and other variables. Quantity

is a macro variable in the sense that various degrees of quality exist

and quantity is measured as the sum of the weights or units in each

quality category. Instability in the quality mix, while not evident

in the quantity data, may be reflected in a manner tantamount to random

or stochastic parameter variations. Thus, marketing order regulations

which serve to stabilize this quality mix might be reflected as more

stable demand parameters compared to those observed in the presence of

a less stable quality mix. A similar argument may be made where the

intraseasonal availability of supplies is made more stable or consistent

from season to season.

Marketing orders influence the demand relationship in two direct

ways. If the orders change the characteristics of the quantity shipped,

then the product is being directed toward a different set of preference

functions. These preferences may be for both old and new consumers.

Given that the quantity data do not reflect such characteristic changes,

then one would expect the demand parameters to vary because of the

aggregation problem over a narrowing (or widening) mix of qualities,

sizes, maturities, etc. This change in orders alone could lead to the

time varying parameters. The second dimension relates to the case where

orders can influence the information flow about the product. In this

situation, orders may directly alter the preference function for order

commodities. No doubt that this is precisely what is intended with

advertising and labelling programs. If this were the only dimension

to orders, then the time varying demand parameters could be measured

for homogeneous commodities. A change in preferences would be measured

with the time varying parameters due to omission of variables.
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In actuality both information controls and changes in the product

mix occur simultaneously with orders and there is no clear way to

separate the two. What will be measured in the subsequent analysis is

the composite effect of both. The composite effect is more important

to the study since interest is primarily in the impact of orders and not

the various components. While demand changes are referred to throughout

the analysis, it is clearly recognized that both information changes and

product mix are elements of the change. Therefore, all references to

demand changes in the remaining discussion will entail two elements:

(1) there may be adjustments in the preference functions, and (2) the

estimated demand is an average over demand for different sets of product

characteristics. The final results, again, show the total effect of

changes in the estimated average demand.

The expected reflection of order activities in demand may thus be

identified as interseasonal changes in the demand parameters in one

instance and interseasonal stability in the demand parameters in the

other. Conventional estimation methods based on the assumption of fixed

parameters are insufficient in these circumstances. Several methods

are available, however, for dealing with the varying parameters problem.

Maddala provides an overview of selected methods and a brief synopsis

is provided in the following chapter of this study. The most general

of these methods is the Cooley-Prescott varying parameter regression

model. A detailed description of this method is provided in the

following chapter.

It is sufficient at this point to recognize only the critical

characteristics of the Cooley-Prescott varying parameter regression (TVP)

method. This method incorporates both types of parameter variation,
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systematic (permanent) and stochastic (transitory). The relative degree

of permanent parameter variation is indicated by gamma, an estimated

statistic. As gamma varies from to 1 the degree of permanent change

similarly varies from to 100 percent. If gamma is zero the parameter

variation is completely transitory. This is interpreted to indicate

that though parameters may vary from some initial value they tend to

return to an estimated mean value. If gamma is greater than zero there

is no tendency to return to a mean value and unique parameter estimates

exist for each time period. Thus, the varying parameter method provides

a measure of the degree of permanent parameter change in gamma. However,

if gamma is less than one there remains a question with respect to the

degree of randomness. This is particularly true if gamma is zero.

If gamma is zero the Cooley-Prescott (TVP) model reduces to a

generalized least squares model with a heteroscedastic error structure.

Maddala, Kmenta, and other general econometric texts provide extensive

coverage of heteroscedastic models. The question of relative randomness

among parameters, however, is not addressed. In the absence of a

traditional and rigorously defined method, two primarily intuitive

measures of randomness are examined. The first measure is the pro-

portional deviations of the TVP parameter estimates from the ordinary

least squares (OLS) parameter estimates. The second measure is the

proportional deviations of TVP parameter t-Values from OLS parameter

t-Values. These measures are discussed in the following chapter.

Given the measures of permanent parameter variation and randomness

it remains necessary to identify their association with marketing order

activities. This is accomplished through the use of a non-parametric

test of the hypotheses that order activities and gamma are independent
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and that order activities and randomness are independent. The test

utilized is the Kendall K described in the following chapter. An

associated statistic, the Kendall correlation coefficient, provides

an indication of whether the association is positive or negative. This

statistic is also described in the following chapter.

In summary, the procedure to be used is to estimate average demand

functions for each commodity allowing for both permanent and random

adjustments in the parameters. The presence and degree of parameter

instability is then related to various measurements of marketing order

activity.



CHAPTER 4

DATA AND EMPIRICAL PROCEDURES

The theoretical model enumerated in Chapter 3 is operational ized

in this chapter. The chapter is composed of two major sections. The

first section is primarily one of model specification, variable defi-

nitions, and associated data. The second section deals exclusively

with statistical methodology and is composed of three subsections. The

first subsection provides a description of an error transformation pro-

cedure utilized to allow comparison of linear and logarithmic models.

The second subsection provides a comparison of ordinary least squares

methodology and time varying parameter methodology with emphasis on the

time varying parameter or variable coefficients method. The third and

final subsection provides a discussion of the Kendall correlation co-

efficient and test used to indicate the association between selected

measures of marketing order activity and the degree of permanent and

transitory, or random, variation observed in estimated demand parameters.

Model Definition

The simple demand model developed in Chapter 3 may be stated as

FP = f(.FQ, SUB, PCE, RMQ, RTEXPT), where FP is a measure of fresh price,

FQ is a measure of fresh quantity, SUB a measure of substitutes, PCE a

measure of income, RMQ a measure of regulated quantity, and RTEXPT a

measure of exports. Relevant temporal definitions, variable definitions

65
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and associated data sources are provided in this section. Variable

definitions are found in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. A listing of the data

values is provided in Appendix B.

Time Reference

The appropriate time references are similar in that observations

for 19 seasons, the first ending in 1961 and the last ending in 1979,

are utilized in the estimation process for each commodity. Seasonal

definitions vary, however, among commodities. The seasonal definition

for citrus commodities is generally from October through September.

Potatoes considered in this analysis are fall potatoes in all but one

case. Virginia-North Carolina potatoes are spring and summer potatoes.

The spring season is considered for Texas onions and the summer season

for Idaho-Oregon onions. Both tomato orders, Texas and Florida, apply

to fall, winter, and spring production. Similarly, Florida celery,

green peppers, and sweet corn are fall, winter, and spring commodities.

The relevant season for Florida cabbage is winter and spring and the

winter season for Texas lettuce.

Variable Definitions—Demand

Summary definitions of demand variables are found in Table 4.1.

Fresh price is real average seasonal price for fresh citrus and vege-

tables. Although FP is used to designate the price variable for potatoes,

the price in this case is actually an average price for total production,

including both fresh and processed utilization. All prices are deflated

by the consumer price index (1967 = 100). The unit of measurement for

potato and vegetable prices is dollars per hundredweight. Citrus prices

are on a dollar per container basis and are on-tree equivalent prices.
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Table 4.1.— Demand Variables.

Symbol Definition

FP
a

Fresh price—Season average farm level price of order area pro-
duction for fresh utilization deflated by the Consumer Price
Index (1967=100) in dollars per hundredweight for potatoes and
vegetables and dollars per box b for citrus.

FQ Fresh quantity—Order area production for fresh utilization in
pounds per capita.

PQ Processed quantity—Order area production for processing in
pounds per capita.

TQ Total quantity— Total order area production in pounds per capita.

SUB Substitutes— Generic reference to the substitutes QSF, QST, IMP,
QSFIMP, and QSTIMP.

QSF Fresh substitutes— Domestic production outside the order area
for fresh utilization in pounds per capita.

QST Total substitutes—Total domestic production outside the order
area in pounds per capita.

IMP Imports in pounds per capita.

QSFIMP Fresh substitutes plus imports in pounds per capita.

QSTIMP Total substitutes plus imports in pounds per capita.

PCE Income— Annual Personal Consumption Expenditures deflated by the
Personal Consumption Expenditure Deflator (1972=100) in $1000
per capita.

RTEXP Relative exports— Proportion of total fresh domestic production
exported.

RMQ Relative regulated quantity— Proportion of order area production
for fresh utilization reported as marketed in regulated outlets.

FP refers to the season average price for total potato production, in-
cluding fresh and processed.

Box weights are 90 lbs. for Florida oranges, 85 lbs. for Texas oranges
and Florida grapefruit, 80 lbs. for Texas grapefruit and Florida limes,
76 lbs. for California-Arizona lemons, 75 lbs. for California-Arizona
Valencia and Navel oranges, and 64 lbs. for California-Arizona grapefruit.

QST is production for fresh utilization only for vegetables and fresh
plus processed for citrus fruits and potatoes. QST includes imports for
tomatoes and green peppers.
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Container weights are 90 pounds for Florida oranges, 85 pounds for Texas

oranges and Florida grapefruit, 80 pounds for Texas grapefruit and Florida

limes, 75 pounds for California-Arizona Valencia and Navel oranges, 64

pounds for California-Arizona grapefruit, and 76 pounds for California-

Arizona lemons.

Fresh quantity is defined as per capita fresh seasonal utilization

specific to order areas and is measured in pounds per capita for all

commodities. Total quantity, measured in pounds per capita and specific

to order areas, is examined in the case of potatoes where a comparable

measure of fresh utilization by areas is not available. An inferred

fresh quantity estimate for potatoes is examined. This estimate of

fresh quantity is inferred from order committee reports of regulated

quantity and, like other measures of quantity, is on a pounds per capita

basis.

Substitutes, though defined in varying ways for specific commodi-

ties, are generally fresh, and in some cases processed, quantities of

the same product available domestically from areas outside of the order

area. In addition, order area processed quantity of citrus and the

inferred order area processed quantity of potatoes are examined. The

only traditional substitutes examined are lemons for limes and limes for

lemons. Substitutes, like fresh quantity, are measured as pounds per

capita.

Six variables defineable as substitutes are examined. Processed

quantity (PQ), fresh substitutes (QSF), total substitutes (QST), imports

(IMP), fresh plus imports (QSFIMP), and total plus imports (QSTIMP) are

the variables falling into this category. All variables in this category

are not relevant to each commodity. Most are relevant to citrus only.
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Estimated demand equations for vegetables include only fresh substitutes,

which include imports in the case of tomatoes and green peppers. The

inferred processed quantity is examined for potatoes, but fresh substi-

tutes are not. Total substitutes (QST), i.e., fresh and processed

utilization of production outside of the respective order area, is,

however, examined for potatoes.

Processed quantity (PQ) is order area production utilized for pro-

cessing. This variable is included in each of the demand equations for

citrus and is examined for potatoes. Fresh substitutes (QSF) are fresh

utilization of domestic citrus and potato production outside of the

respective order areas. In the case of limes, QSF is fresh lemon utili-

zation and in the case of lemons it is fresh lime utilization. Total

substitutes (QST) are combined fresh and processed utilization of

domestic citrus and potato production outside of the respective order

areas and fresh utilization of domestic vegetable production outside of

the respective order area. In the case of tomatoes and green peppers,

QST includes imports. Imports (IMP) are considered separately only for

lemons and limes. Fresh substitutes plus imports (QSFIMP) and total

substitutes plus imports (QSTIMP) are considered for oranges and

grapefruits.

The variety of substitute definitions for citrus, i.e., QSF, QST,

QSFIMP, and QSTIMP, were examined separately in the process utilized to

determine the preferred demand equation. The order area processed

quantity of citrus was considered of sufficient theoretical importance

to preclude its exclusion. Thus processed quantity and one of the

substitute definitions above was included in each demand equation for

citrus.
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The measurements of regulated quantity (RMQ) and exports (RTEXP) are

ratio measures. Regulated quantity is defined as the proportion of order

area fresh quantity (total quantity for potatoes) reported as regulated.

The export measurement is relevant for citrus only and is defined as

the proportion of total fresh production of specific commodities exported.

The income measure (PCE) is personal consumption expenditures de-

flated by the personal consumption expenditures price deflator (1972=100)

and is in $1000 per capita. This measure is utilized rather than

personal disposable income or other income measures under the premise

that income allocated to personal consumption is more relevant to expendi-

tures on food commodities than the more gross allocation associated with

personal disposable income and other income measures.

Variable Definitions—Marketing Orders

A single measure of marketing order activity or intensity, discussed

in Chapter 3, is not objectively defineable. Thus, several measures,

none of which may be categorized as "the" measure, are examined.

Thirteen measures are considered. Summary definitions are provided in

Table 4.2. Four may be categorized as general measures. The remaining

nine are regulation specific. The general measures include years of

operations (NYRS), coverage (C0VRG), expenditures relative to order area

sales (EXPM), and expenditures relative to total sales (EXPT). Regula-

tion specific measures include grade (G), size (S), shipping holiday

(SH), container (C), pack (P), weekly volume (WV), maturity (M),

packing holiday (PH), and producer allotment (PA) regulations. All

order measures utilized, with the exception of NYRS, are simple

averages over seasons of the seasonal measures defined below. Years of
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Table 4.2. --Marketing Order Variables,

Symbol Definition

NYRS Years of operation as of 1980.

C0VR6 Coverage—Average ratio of order area production for fresh
utilization to the selected substitute quantity (SUB) plus
order area production for fresh utilization (FQ), i.e.,
COVRG=FQ/(FQ+SUB) where SUB is either QSF, QST, QSFIMP, or
QSTIMP plus PQ for citrus. SUB, . . . , PQ are defined in
Table 4.1.

EXPM Average annual expenditure of Marketing Order Committee as a
percent of order area sales 1960-61 through 1978-79.

EXPT

G

S

SH

C

P

WV

M

PH

PA

Average annual expenditure of Marketing Order Committee as a

percent of total sales 1960-61 through 1978-79.

Grade regulation
Size regulation
Shipping holiday
Container regulation
Pack regulation
Weekly volume regulation
Maturity regulation
Packing holiday
Producer allotment

The variables G, . . . , PA are
interpreted as the proportion of
seasons during which these re-
spective regulations were utilized
during the 19 seasons of 1960-61
through 1978-79.
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operation (NYRS) is defined as of 1980, e.g., the current Texas lettuce

order was approved in 1960 and therefore NYRS is 20. A complete listing

of data is found in Appendix B.

The general measures, other than NYRS, are all relative and continuous

values, whereas the regulation specific measures for any year are discrete,

taking a value of 1 if the regulation is utilized and otherwise. The

average values for regulation specific measures specify the proportion of

seasons that the specific regulation was utilized during the 19 seasons

examined. Coverage (COVRG) is a measure of the potential degree to which

apparent price influencing quantities may be regulated by an order. The

operational definition is FQ/(FQ + SUB), where FQ and SUB are as pre-

viously defined. The process by which SUB, the appropriate substitute,

is selected is described in the statistical methods section of this

chapter. Expenditures relative to order area sales (EXPM) are defined as

the ratio of order committee expenditures to order area sales, where

order area sales are defined as the order area price times reported regu-

lated quantity. Expenditures relative to total sales (EXPT) are defined

as the ratio of expenditures to total sales, where total sales are de-

fined as the order area price times all fresh quantities domestically

produced plus imports where appropriate.

Variable Definitions--Randomness

The final definitional unit is the measurement of randomness in

parameter estimates. Demand parameters are estimated under ordinary

least squares (OLS) and time varying parameter (TVP) methods, discussed

in the statistical methods section of this chapter. A basic assumption

of OLS is that parameters are constant, i.e., not random. Conversely,

parameters are assumed random with a potential permanent component under
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TVP. The degree of permanent change and random change is measured by

gamma, a statistic of TVP. Gamma is discussed in a later section of

this chapter. Completely random parameter variation may be indicated

under TVP. In this circumstance a measure of randomness other than

gamma is appropriate.

Two measures of randomness are examined. The first measure is the

deviation of TVP parameter estimates from OLS parameter estimates. The

second measure is the deviation of parameter t-values under TVP from

parameter t-values under OLS. Given the assumption of constant

parameters under OLS it may be argued that similar TVP and OLS parameter

estimates indicate more nearly constant parameters and dissimilar esti-

mates indicate more random parameters. The two measures are examined

in recognition of the weakness inherent in the parameter test and an in-

ability to rigorously demonstrate the appropriateness of the t-value

test. The weakness inherent in the parameter test is that equality of

the OLS parameter estimate and the TVP parameter estimate does not insure

the existence of a nonrandom error structure. While the relationship

between t-values under OLS and TVP may be mathematically calculated,

the complexity of the relationship precludes rigorous specification of

how these values behave as the error structure becomes more random. A

monte carlo-like experiment was performed in order to address the question

of t-value comparisons. T-values under OLS and TVP were calculated for

specified degrees of randomness while holding gamma constant at zero,

i.e., assuming no permanent parameter variation. In 119 out of 120 cases

the OLS and TVP t-values consistently diverged as randomness increased.

The single exception clearly suggests that further work in this area is

needed. However, the monte carol results provide sufficient evidence

in support of the t-value comparison for this analysis.
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Data Sources

The data base utilized in this study was developed from six general

U.S. Department of Agriculture sources and direct agency cooperation.

Annual and historical summaries of Citrus Fruits [U.S. Department of Agri

culture 1980b, 1980c, 1976b, 1972a, 1967a], Potatoes and Sweet Potatoes

[U.S. Department of Agriculture 1980d, 1980e, 1977c, 1972b, 1967b], Vege-

tables [U.S. Department of Agriculture 1980f, 1981, 1977d, 1972c, 1967c]

provided the domestic quantity measures and prices for potatoes and vege-

tables. Fresh prices for citrus were taken from selected monthly issues

of Agricultural Prices [U.S. Department of Agriculture 1961 — 1980] and

citrus exports and imports were taken from selected annual issues of Agri-

cultural Statistics [U.S. Department of Agriculture 1980a, 1977a]. Per-

sonal consumption expenditures, population, the consumer price index,

and the personal consumption expenditure deflator, all initially reported

by the United States Department of Commerce, were taken from Working Data

for Demand Analysis [U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1980g]. Information

specific to marketing order activities was provided by the Agricultural

Marketing Service, United States Department of Agriculture.

Statistical Methods

As indicated in Chapter 3, three questions are quantitatively ad-

dressed. The first is model specification, including functional form and

selected variable definitions. The second is identification of permanent

and transitory, or random, parameter variation. The third is the associ-

ation between parameter variation and selected measures of marketing

order activity. Each question is uniquely associated with certain sta-

tistical procedures. Certain aspects of model specification are based

on the minimum mean squared error among selected OLS models. One such
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aspect is functional form. Direct comparison of mean squared errors from

linear and logarithmic specifications is inappropriate. However, a trans-

formation suggested by Rao and Miller allows this comparison. The iden-

tification of permanent and transitory parameter variation is accomplished

through application of the time varying parameter method. Finally, the

association between parameter variation and selected measures of marketing

order activity is addressed through the Kendall correlation coefficient.

Error Transformation

Several alternative definitions of substitutes, the empirical

appropriateness of the proportion regulated (RMQ) and the proportion of

oranges and grapefruit exported (RTEXP), and two alternative functional

forms, linear and logarithmic, are examined. The alternative variables

and functional forms are evaluated in a manner akin to "all possible

regressions." This procedure results in a pretest estimator so the

traditional test of significance has no unambiguous interpretation.

Therefore, tests of significance are not presented.

The criterion of minimum mean squared error requires that either

the dependent variable is the same in each equation or that alternative

dependent variable definitions are such that the variance does not

change with changes in the unit of measurement. Consider the alternative

definitions of Y and log Y. The variance of log Y is unaffected by a

change in the units of measurement but the variance of Y is affected.

Thus, the mean squared error of Y may be increased or decreased by the

selection of appropriate units of measurement and comparison is not

meaningful

.

Standardization of Y such that the variance is not related to the

unit of measurement will allow comparison of the resulting mean squared
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errors. A transformation which results in the same "Jacobian" of trans-
~k ic it

formation for Y and log Y , where Y is the standardized variable, will

yield a unit of measurement neutral variance [Rao and Miller, p. 108].

A transformation subsequently suggested by Rao and Miller is

utilized in this analysis. The transformation is defined as

*
Y = c • Y
t

c T

t'

where

-l log Y
t

c -
j , the inverse of the geometric mean of Y.

Direct estimation of Y and log Y is not necessary. The mean

squared error (MSE) associated with Y* is c
2

• MSE(Y) and as indicated

previously the MSE(log Y) is not changed by this type of transformation,

i.e., MSE(log Y) = MSE(log Y ). Thus, it is necessary only to calculate

c, the inverse of the geometric mean of price, and apply the transforma-
ic

tion MSE(Y )
= c • MSE(Y), which is then comparable with the MSE(log

Y*) = MSE(log Y).

Time Varying Parameters

Nonconstant parameters may arise from a number of sources. These

sources fall into three general categories of (1) structural changes,

(2) misspecification, and (3) aggregation. Marketing order activities

may result in parameter variation related to all three categories;

however, misspecification and aggregation are the primary sources

suggested in this study. While a marketing order constitutes a structural

change, the individual commodities examined in this study have for the

most part been either subject to marketing order activities throughout

the observation period or not subject to marketing order activities

throughout the period. Thus, while other structural changes may have
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occurred, the introduction of a marketing order has not been a major

structural change for most of the commodities examined.

Misspecification includes a number of aspects. The selection of

relevant variables and appropriate functional form are the most common

aspects. In this analysis the examination of linear and logarithmic

models and various substitute definitions is an attempt to improve

specification. However, the exclusion of marketing order activity

measures potentially results in misspecification.

Aggregation across micro units will yield stable macro units only

if the micro units remain stable. Thus, if the micro units are not

stable over time the aggregate unit will not be stable. This potential

instability for fresh fruits and vegetables is manifested in the vari-

able quality from one season to the next. One would expect consumers

to respond differently to the same quantity when the implicit quality

differs. Thus, while a simple summation of quantity in terms of weights

or units provides a stable response to the aggregate when the average

product quality is constant, the response to the aggregate is not

stable in the presence of interseasonal variations in average quality.

If a marketing order contributes to a more stable product, i.e., micro

unit, then the resulting response to changes in the aggregate, i.e.,

total quantity, should be more stable. This suggests that selected

marketing order activities potentially contribute to more stable demand

parameters.

Estimation techniques for dealing with nonconstant parameters may

be broadly categorized as ".
. . (1) Random coefficients models, (2)

Systematic (non-random) variation models, and (3) Kalman-filter models"

[Belsey and Kuh, p. 375]. The technique utilized in this analysis is
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a member of the Random-coefficients models group. A synopsis of the

two latter categories, a discussion of the random coefficients models

category, and a descriptive discussion of the technique utilized in this

analysis follows.

Systematic (non-random) variation models are characterized by 3

variation dependent on identifiable factors. The 3 variation may be

of a discrete nature, for example varying by time sets, or cross-

sectional groupings [see Goldfeld and Quandt, and Maddala, pp. 394—396]

or 3 may be functionally related to a set of variables [see Belsey, and

Maddala, pp. 390—392]. This latter argument of 3 being a function of

a given set of variables is appropriate in the analysis of the effect

of measurable policy variables which enter an optimizing decision problem

[Maddala, p. 403] and therefore potentially applicable to the problem

addressed in this treatise. However, the relative stability of order

activities for a given commodity and a limited number of observations

preclude its application.

Kalman filter models have their origin in the engineering field of

optimal control theory. The essential characteristic of the Kalman

filter model is the existence of a transition matrix T which with an

associated error define the stochastic process associated with the

random coefficients. While the technique has obvious econometric appeal,

the transition matrix T and associated error structure is much more

difficult to specify for econometric problems as compared to engineering

problems [Cooper]. A discussion of this model is provided by Cooper.

Random coefficients models are characterized by the definition of

some or all of the parameters as random variates. Maddala provides a

summary of several models in this category, a model considered by
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Hildreth and Houck, the adaptive regression model and varying parameter

regression model [Cooley and Prescott 1973], stochastically convergent

parameter models [Rosenberg], and the pure random coefficient models.

The pure random coefficient models are unique among the group summarized

due to the absence of any systematic variation in the parameters. The

most general of these models is the varying parameter regression model

considered by Cooley and Prescott, which allows systematic and/or non-

systematic variations as well. In the absence of systematic variation

the varying parameter model reduces to the pure random coefficient model

[Cooley and Prescott 1973, p. 467].

Selected applications of the TVP method included Cooley and DeCanio,

Ward and Myers, Ward and Tilley, and Shonkwiler. Additionally, Cooley

and Prescott [1973] provide examples of applicable problems and ongoing

research at that time. Cooley and DeCanio compare TVP estimated vari-

ation in supply response parameters with variations implied by a rational

expectations model. Ward and Myers address the question of advertising

and associated parameter variation for frozen concentrated orange juice.

Ward and Tilley examine the differences in parameter variation among

the three major orange juice products, frozen concentrate, chilled, and

canned single strength juice. Shonkwiler, while focusing on TVP estimates

for a recursive system and consequent updating by a Kalman filter method,

provides an empirical application to the problem of forecasting cattle

prices. Each of the above references provides an adequate exposition

on model definition. However, Cooley and Prescott [1976] provide a more

complete theoretical exposition including estimation methods and the

derivation of asymptotic properties.
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The rudimentary elements of the TVP model are

0) yt
= x^ 3., where

(2) 3
t

= $1 + u
t

, and

(3)
,P =

,£.,
+ v

t
.

The permanent component,
gf,

is subject to transitory, or random, vari-

ation indicated by the error u
t

. The time path of the permanent component

follows a moving average process with error v.. The model is rather

general, reducing to the pure random coefficient model if equation (3)

is excluded. If in addition the randomness is limited to the intercept

the model reduces to the conventional ordinary least squares model.

The error components u
t

and v
t

are identically and independently

distributed normal variates with mean and covariance structures known

up to different scale factors. Specifically, the covariance structure is

(4) C0V(u. )
= (I-y)cA , and

" u

(5) C0V(v
t

) = yah
v

Since i
u

and Z
y

are known up to a scale factor an element of each may

be normalized to 1
.

If this normalization is with respect to the elements

of E
u

and z
y
corresponding to the intercept, i.e.,^ =

CT

J
=1, then

the transitory change associated with the intercept is equivalent to the

additive disturbance term of the ordinary least squares model.

The value y (gamma) provides a measure of the degree of permanent

change from one period to another. As indicated previously, if gamma

is the system reduces to the random coefficient model and although

the permanent component e£ is stationary it is subject to random change

about its mean value. This is in contrast to the ordinary least squares

model where the 3 are nonrandom. If gamma is greater than then the
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permanent component changes from one period to the next independent

of any central tendency among periods.

The non-stationary nature of the parameter generating process pre-

cludes specification of the likelihood function over all observations.

However, the likelihood function conditional upon the value of the

generating process at a specific point in time may be specified. If

the parameter set to be estimated is gP
+]

, where T is the number of

observations available, then

(6)
gP

+1
= 3

P + v
T+1

= gP + e v
s

, and

n
T+1

(7) B
t

- 3?+1
-

s=

I

+i

v
s

+ u
t

.

Given equation (7), the basic relationship of equation (1) may be re-

written as

, ,
n T+1

(8) y
t

x^
+1

+ x^u
t

- x^^ v
s

, or

(9) y
t

= x{3j
+]

+ w., where

(10) w - xru. + x: e v .t t * l
s-t+1

s

It can be shown that

(11) COV(w) = a
2
[(l- Y )R+YQ] = a

2
n(y).

The matrix R is diagonal with

(12) r.. - (xr^.).

The matrix Q is composed of the elements

q-- = min(T-i+l, T-j+1 ) xlz x..
'J 1 v j

If the parameters for some prior period, say z, are to be estimated the

elements of Q are modified such that
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min (|z-i|, |z-j|) K^Z
y
xy if (z-i)(z-j) >

0, if (z-i)(z-j) <

This modification is seen to be appropriate upon recognition of the

relationship

P P
2

ef = e; - z v if t < z

04) s = t+1

t

B? = 6
2

P
+ £ v if t > z.

s=z+l

This allows observation of the dynamic path which the parameters have

followed. The path may verify a priori expectations and/or suggest a

respecification of the model.

Given the specification of n ( Y ) the log likelihood function is

(15) L(Y, 3, a
2

, y, X) = - | In 2n - \ In a
2

- \ In |nfr)|

" 2^ (Y-XB)- fi(Y)
_1

(Y-XB).

The log likelihood function may be partially maximized with respect to

2
B and o to yield the following estimators conditional on y.

lvl-1 v.,./ x-1(16) b(y) = [X-fltv)"^]"
1 X^(y)" 1

Y

(17) s
2

( Y ) = } [(Y-XB(y))- ^(y)"
1

(Y-Xb(y))].

Substitution of (16) and (17) into (15) yields the concentrated likelihood

function conditional on y. Since y lies between and 1 an interative

process may be utilized to estimate the value of y which maximizes the

concentrated likelihood function. This value of y is consequently uti-

lized to estimate 3 and a from equations (16) and (17). A computa-

tionally convenient method is presented in Cooley and Prescott [1976]
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and is incorporated in the SAS program utilized in this analysis. A copy

of the program is provided in Appendix C.

Utilization of this technique requires knowledge of z and z up

to a scale factor. In the absence of any information to indicate other-

wise e
u

and e
v

are assumed equal. Similarly, since there is no reason to

believe that random changes in parameters are correlated, z and z are

assumed to be diagonal, i.e.,

E
v

=

1

a
22

G
kk

Given this configuration it is necessary only to specify the relative

variability of the parameters. The estimated parameter variances re-

sulting from the OLS estimates are utilized to specify the relative

variability and are normalized with respect to the estimated variance of

the OLS intercept, i.e.,

'11 _a
ll -°1

^OLS -OLS u
'1 >

22
o
22

^OLS -OLS
J
2

a
l '

u _ v
- a

^OLS -OLS
'kk kk '1

Cooley and DeCanio indicate that the TVP results are relatively

robust with respect to the specification of z
u

and z
y

. However, Madalla

[p. 398] suggests that the alternatives considered may limit the degree

to which robustness may be inferred.

The asymptotic properties of this estimator are presented in Cooley

and Prescott [1976]. A procedure to test the difference between OLS

estimates and TVP estimates has not been developed [Ward and Myers, p.

9]. Similarly, a test for significant differences between interperiod

parameter estimates does not currently exist.
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Kendall Correlations

Given the existence of permanent parameter variation indicated by

Y > or the inferred existence of random parameters given y < .98 and

e
TVP ^ e

0LS'
the c

l
uestl0n of association between marketing order activity

and permanent and/or random parameter variations arises. A nonparametric

test for independence based on the Kendall correlation coefficient [see

Hollander and Wolfe, Chpt. 8] is used to address this question.

The Kendall correlation coefficient is based on a bivariate sample

of size n. In this study two types of bivariate samples are considered.

The first is marketing order activity and gamma. The second is marketing

order activity and the absolute proportional deviation of the TVP

parameter estimate or t-value from the OLS parameter estimate or t-value.

The proportional deviation provides a measure of the degree of randomness

and is relevant only in the case of y=0.

The Kendall correlation coefficient x is defined as

* = 2 P[(Xr X
2
)(Yr Y

2
) > 0] - 1.

In this study X
i
corresponds to a selected measure of marketing order

activity and Y.. corresponds to either the gamma value or proportional

parameter or t-value deviation for commodity i. If X and Y are indepen-

dent then x = 0. The null hypothesis H
Q

: x - may be tested by the K

statistic which is defined as

n-1 n

K = S I h(X, , X., Y-, Y-), where
i=l j=i+l

i J i J

1 if (X
i
-X

j
)(Y

i
-Y

j
) > 0,

h(X
1
,X

j
,Y 1> Y

j
) = if (X

i

-X
j
)(Y

i
-Y

J
.) = 0,

-1 if (X
1
-X

j
)(Y

i
-Y

j
) < 0.
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An estimator for the Kendall correlation coefficient is given by

* 2K

The Kendall correlation coefficient is readily interpretable.

Consider,

t > 0- P[(Xr X
2
)(Yr Y

2
) > 0] > 1/2.

Thus if t is greater than zero then the probability that an increase

(decrease) in X is accompanied by an increase (decrease) in Y is greater

than 50 percent. Similarly, if T is less than zero the probability

that a change in X is accompanied by an opposite change in Y is greater

than 50 percent. Hence, by using the Kendall statistic one can test

the association of marketing order activity with demand adjustments,

whether permanent or transitory.

The multidimensional nature of order activities, the relative sta-

bility of order activities for a given commodity, and the potentially

lengthy time period necessary for order activities to be reflected in

demand preclude direct incorporation of order activities in the demand

model. The Kendall correlation coefficient and associated test provide

a partial solution to this problem. Although the association cannot

be quantified to the same degree, the Kendall procedure does allow

determination of the existence and direction of association.

The data and empirical procedures described in this chapter are

utilized to develop the results presented in the two following chapters.

Chapter 5 contains the estimated demand equations and discussion of the

presence and degree of parameter variation. The association between

order activity and variation in the demand parameters is addressed in

Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 5

VARYING PARAMETER DEMAND ESTIMATES FOR
SELECTED ORDER AND NONORDER COMMODITIES

Drawing from the demand theory in Chapter 3, demand equations were

first estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS) under the following

guidelines. Own quantity, substitutes, and income were deemed to be

of sufficient theoretical importance to be included in the final

equations selected. Two structural forms, linear and logarithmic,

were examined. Similarly, in the case of citrus several alternative

definitions of substitutes were examined and the influence of exports

was considered to be an empirical question. With the exception of Texas

winter lettuce, order committee reports (OCR) of fresh quantities regu-

lated are generally smaller than Crop Reporting Board (CRB) reports of

fresh market production or utilization. The influence of this informa-

tion on price was also considered to be an empirical question.

Thus, the final OLS equations selected include own quantity, a

measure of substitutes, and income. The functional form, the incorpora-

tion of information regarding order committee--Crop Reporting Board

differences, and in the case of citrus the substitute definition and the

incorporation of export information were determined on the basis of a

minimum mean squared error criterion. In order to allow the comparison

of mean squared errors from linear and logarithmic models a transforma-

tion suggested by Rao and Miller [pp. 107—111] was utilized.

86
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After selecting the equation for each commodity which minimized the

mean squared error, given the guideline constraints, the covariance

matrix was utilized to specify the relative variability of the parameters

and consequently provide an estimate of two components of the error

structure necessary to estimate these same equations in a time varying

parameter (TVP) framework as outlined in detail in Chapter 4.

The five following categories, plus a closing overview section,

provide the organizational structure for this chapter: (1) Oranges and

Grapefruit, (2) Lemons and Limes, (3) Potatoes, (4) Marketing Order

Vegetables, and (5) Non-Marketing Order Vegetables. Variables considered

and methods of incorporating order committee and Crop Reporting Board

differences vary between categories and in some cases within categories.

Thus, in each category variables and methods are described, estimated

OLS and TVP parameters are presented, and commentary provided. The

pretest bias resulting from the minimum mean squared error selection

criterion is recognized and, although t-values are presented, parameter

estimates are not evaluated with respect to significance levels. In the

categorical discussions with respect to flexibilities, the random

parameter estimates, i.e., those where gamma is zero, are not explicitly

considered. Although differences exist between the random parameter

estimates and the constant parameter estimates, the inferred flexibilities

change only in degree and not in type, i.e., flexible versus inflexible.

If a flexible response is indicated under TVP where gamma is zero the

response under OLS is flexible also and vice versa. The difference

between the TVP and OLS parameter estimates are discussed in the closing

section of this chapter. The overall purpose of this chapter is to pro-

vide the empirical results relating to the theoretical model set forth
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in Chapter 3 and operational ized in Chapter 4. Subsequent discussion

will draw upon the results from this chapter.

Oranges and Grapefruit

There are currently seven federal marketing orders which influence

the marketing of fresh oranges and grapefruit in California, Arizona,

Texas, and Florida (see Chapter 2). Although seven demand equations are

estimated, four for oranges and three for grapefruit, there is not a one-

to-one correspondence in all cases. Florida oranges are subject to an

order which encompasses essentially all fresh citrus in Florida, i.e.,

oranges and grapefruit plus tangerines and other citrus fruits. Texas

oranges are regulated under a quality oriented order which regulates

grapefruit also. California-Arizona Navel oranges, Valencia oranges,

and grapefruit are each regulated under a separate order. The California-

Arizona orange orders utilize weekly volume regulation in contrast to

the grapefruit order which is quality oriented. In the case of Florida

grapefruit, there are three relevant orders. The general Florida citrus

order is primarily a quality and shipping holiday oriented order. The

Florida Interior Grapefruit Order and Florida Indian River Grapefruit

Order are geographically separate and provide weekly volume regulation

authority.

Model Definition—Oranges and Grapefruit

Several variables, or variations thereof, were included in each

equation considered. The fresh on-tree price equivalent deflated by

the Consumer Price Index is the dependent variable (FP). Independent

variables included in each equation are fresh quantity per capita (FQ),

processed quantity per capita (PQ), and Personal Consumption Expenditures
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per capita deflated by the Personal Consumption Expenditures Deflator

(PCE). Oranges or grapefruit available from other areas were examined

as substitutes. Four alternative definitions, all on a per capita basis,

were considered: (1) other fresh domestic production (QSF), (2) other

fresh and processed domestic production (QST), (3) QSF plus imports

(QSFIMP), and (4) QST plus imports (QSTIMP). One of the four alterna-

tive definitions was included in each equation examined.

The influence of two variables was considered an empirical question,

i.e., their theoretical importance is such that no strong a priori ex-

pectations exist regarding their influence. These variables, both

defined as ratios, as related to exports and the regulated quantity

reported by the respective order committees. Export information was

included as the proportion of total fresh production exported (RTEXP).

The information regarding reported regulated quantity was included as

the proportion of fresh production within the "order area" which was

marketed subject to regulation (RMQ). It should be noted that RTEXP

relates to total domestic fresh production in contrast to RMQ which

relates to fresh production within the given order area.

Parameter Estimates—Oranges and Grapefruit

Estimated demand parameters for oranges and grapefruit are presented

in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Two theoretically inconsistent values are the

positive response of fresh prices to increases in processed quantity,

indicated in the case of Texas oranges, and to increases in fresh

quantity, in the case of California-Arizona Valencia oranges.

Among the orange orders, only Florida oranges, with an estimated

gamma of .637, exhibit any permanent temporal variation in the demand
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Table 5.1 .--Estimated Demand Parameters for Oranges.
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Table 5. 2. --Estimated Demand Parameters for Grapefruit.
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parameters. In contrast, two of the three grapefruit orders exhibit

permanent temporal variation. These are Florida and Texas grapefruit

with estimated gamma values of .98 and .686, respectively. The functional

form associated with minimum mean squared error after transformation is

evenly divided among the orange orders, being linear for Texas oranges

and California-Arizona Navel oranges, and logarithmic for Florida oranges

and California-Arizona Valencia oranges. The logarithmic form prevails

for each grapefruit order.

Estimated flexibilities for oranges are presented in Table 5.3.

Florida and Texas fresh orange prices are shown to be inflexible with

respect to own fresh quantities. The time variant parameter estimate

for Florida oranges is more inflexible than the ordinary least squares

estimate. California-Arizona Navel oranges exhibit flexible fresh prices

with respect to own fresh quantities. Florida and California-Arizona

fresh prices with respect to own processed quantities are flexible and

inflexible, respectively. The time variant flexibility estimates for

Florida fresh orange prices with respect to own processed quantities is

more flexible than the ordinary least squares estimate.

Texas and California-Arizona Valencia fresh prices are estimated

to be flexible with respect to substitutes. In contrast, Florida and

California-Arizona Navel fresh prices are estimated to be inflexible

with respect to substitutes. The time variant estimate for Florida

again appears to intensify the ordinary least squares estimate, indi-

cating a more inflexible relationship than the ordinary least squares

estimate. The substitutes associated with the minimum mean squared

error after transformation are other fresh production plus imports for

Florida fresh orange prices, other total production for Texas and
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California-Arizona Navel fresh orange prices, and other fresh production

for California-Arizona Valencia fresh prices.

The final variable occurring in each relationship is deflated per

capita personal consumption expenditures. Only Florida fresh orange

prices appear positively related to personal consumption expenditures.

Florida fresh orange prices are estimated to be inflexible with respect

to personal consumption expenditures when estimated by ordinary least

squares. The time variant estimate, however, indicates that Florida

fresh orange prices are flexible with respect to personal consumption

expenditures. The negative relationship between fresh prices and personal

consumption expenditures is not consistent with subjective expectations.

However, the relationship between price and income is not theoretically

defined with respect to sign.

The percentage of total fresh production exported (RTEXP) and the

percentage of order area fresh production marketed under regulation (RMQ)

were included or excluded on the basis of the minimum mean squared error

after transformation criterion (see Chapter 4). Both variables were

excluded from the Florida fresh orange equation. RMQ was also excluded

from the California-Arizona Navel orange equation. RTEXP exhibited a

positive and flexible relationship in the case of Texas and California-

Arizona Navel oranges. In the case of California-Arizona Valencia

oranges, a negative and flexible relationship is indicated. RMQ is

included in the Texas and California-Arizona Valencia equations and is

negatively associated with price in both instances. However, an in-

flexible relationship is indicated for Texas fresh orange prices, and

a flexible relationship for California-Arizona fresh Valencia orange

prices.
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Estimated flexibilities for grapefruit are directly interpreted from

the parameter estimates in Table 5.2. Fresh grapefruit prices are flexible

with respect to own fresh quantity in the case of Florida grapefruit and

inflexible in the case of Texas and California-Arizona grapefruit. Time

variant parameter estimates, observed with Florida and Texas grapefruit,

are less flexible in the case of Florida grapefruit and less inflexible

in the case of Texas grapefruit. However, both estimates remain flexible

and inflexible, respectively. Similar results are observed in the esti-

mated flexibilities associated with own processed quantity. Fresh grape-

fruit prices appear inflexible with respect to own processed quantity in

all the ordinary least squares estimates. However, the ordinary least

squares estimate for Florida grapefruit is very close to unitary and the

time variant estimate is flexible and essentially equal to the time

variant flexibility with respect to own fresh quantity. The time variant

estimate for Texas grapefruit is only slightly different from the

ordinary least squares estimate.

The substitute definition for grapefruit did not change across

orders. Total production in other areas was associated with the minimum

mean squared error after transformation in all three cases. The pattern

observed with own quantities, fresh and processed, is reversed with sub-

stitutes. Florida fresh grapefruit prices are indicated to be inflexible

with respect to substitutes. While a flexible relationship is indicated

for Texas and California-Arizona prices. The time variant estimates

for Florida and Texas grapefruit were not appreciably different from the

ordinary least squares estimates. Fresh grapefruit prices are shown to

be flexible with respect to personal consumption expenditures. Although

the income flexibility estimated by ordinary least squares is nearly

unitary for Texas grapefruit, the time variant estimate is flexible.
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The ratio of total exports to total fresh production (RTEXP) and

the ratio of regulated quantity to unregulated quantity within the order

area (RMQ) is excluded from the Texas equation. The ordinary least

squares estimates and time variant estimates of the RTEXP parameter for

Florida grapefruit differ dramatically. Under ordinary least squares,

the response of price to RTEXP is estimated to be negative and flexible.

The time variant estimate is positive and inflexible. The price response

to RMQ is estimated to be positive and flexible under both estimation

methods. California-Arizona grapefruit exhibit a negative and flexible

fresh price response to both RMQ and RTEXP. California-Arizona fresh

grapefruit prices are more flexible with respect to RTEXP than RMQ.

Time Varying Parameter Estimates—Oranges and Grapefruit

Texas grapefruit and Florida oranges and grapefruit exhibit perma-

nent parameter changes over the period studied. The relative degree of

permanent change is indicated by gamma (see Chapter 4). Florida oranges

and Texas grapefruit show a smaller degree of permanent change than Florida

grapefruit. However, gamma values of .637 for Florida oranges and .686

for Texas grapefruit are relatively high. Florida grapefruit, with a

gamma value of .98, exhibit predominantly permanent changes.

Parameter estimates from the OLS model and ranges of parameter esti-

mates from the TVP model where gamma is estimated to be greater than zero

are given in Table 5.4. Graphic comparisons are presented in Figures

5.1 to 5.17. The numeric ranges in Table 5.4 and the graphic presenta-

tion both show that the difference between the TVP and OLS parameter

estimates exceed the interperiod TVP parameter differences with only one

exception. The interperiod TVP difference in the coefficient for sub-

stitutes for Texas grapefruit (see Figure 5.16) is greater than the
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Figure 5.1. Florida Oranges
Adjustments in Intercept Parameter in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Fresh Quantity (FQ) Coefficient
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Figure 5.2. Florida Oranges
Adjustments in Fresh Quantity Coefficient in
the TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model
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Figure 5.3. Florida Oranges
Adjustments in Processed Quantity Coefficient in
the TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Fresh and Imported Substitutes (QSFIMP) Coefficient
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Figure 5.4. Florida Oranges
Adjustments in Fresh and Imported Substitutes
Coefficient in the TVP Model and Comparison with
the OLS Model.
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Income (PCE) Coefficient
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Figure 5.5. Florida Oranges
Adjustments in Income Coefficient in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Figure 5.6. Florida Grapefruit
Adjustments in Intercept Parameter in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Fresh Quantity (FQ) Coefficient
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Figure 5.7. Florida Grapefruit
Adjustments in Fresh Quantity Coefficient in the

TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Processed Quantity (PQ) Coefficient
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Figure 5.8. Florida Grapefruit
Adjustments in Processed Quantity Coefficient in

the TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Total Substitutes (QST) Coefficient
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Income (PCE) Coefficient
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Figure 5.10. Florida Grapefruit
Adjustments in Income Coefficient in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Export Ratio (RTEXP) Coefficient
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Figure 5.11. Florida Grapefruit
Adjustments in Export Ratio Coefficient in the
TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Regulated Ratio (RMQ) Coefficient
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Figure 5.12. Florida Grapefruit
Adjustments in Regulated Ratio Coefficient in

the TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model
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Figure 5.13. Texas Grapefruit
Adjustments in Intercept Parameter in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Figure 5.14. Texas Grapefruit
Adjustments in Fresh Quantity Coefficient in

the TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Processed Quantity (PQ) Coefficient
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Figure 5.15. Texas Grapefruit
Adjustments in Processed Quantity Coefficient in
the TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Total Substitutes (QST) Coefficient
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Figure 5.16. Texas Grapefruit
Adjustments in Total Substitutes Coefficient in
TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Figure 5.17. Texas Grapefruit
Adjustments in Income Coefficient in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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difference between the OLS parameter estimate and the TVP parameter

estimates. For all other orange and grapefruit parameters exhibiting

permanent adjustments the interperiod adjustment is relatively small

compared to the difference between the OLS and TVP parameters.

The question of direct linkage between order activities and permanent

parameter adjustments is not pursued. However, the hypothesis that the

value of gamma is independent of order activities is tested based on the

Kendall K statistic, described in Chapter 4, and the Kendall correlations

are presented in Chapter 6. The hypothesis that the degree of randomness

(defined in Chapter 4 and discussed in the closing section of this

chapter) where gamma is zero is independent of order activities is

similarly tested in Chapter 6.

Lemons and Limes

Two marketing orders regulate lemons and limes. The California-

Arizona lemon order regulates primarily through weekly volume control

and minimum size standards. The Florida lime order includes weekly volume

provisions, which were utilized during the 1 971 --72 through 1976--77

seasons, as well as grade, size, and container provisions, which have

been regularly utilized (see Chapter 2).

Model Definition—Lemons and Limes

The lemon and lime models, initially developed in Chapter 3 and

operational ized in Chapter 4, are not greatly different from those examined

in the case of oranges and grapefruit. The deflated fresh on-tree price

equivalent is the dependent variable. Fresh quantity, processed quantity,

and deflated personal consumption expenditures, all on a per capita basis,

are included in each equation considered. Order committee reports of
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fresh quantity regulated and exports are treated in the same manner for

lemons and limes as for oranges and grapefruit. The treatment of substi-

tutes, however, varies somewhat from the orange and grapefruit case.

The necessity to treat substitutes in a different manner arises

from the lack of any significant domestic production of either lemons

or limes other than in California and Arizona, and Florida, respectively.

Thus, imports (IMP) are the primary substitute as defined in this analysis

and are included, on a per capita basis, in each lemon and lime equation

considered. Lemons and limes are potentially substitutes in the tradi-

tional definition, given their similarity. However, their distinct

difference potentially yields a complementary relationship. This potential

interaction was treated as an empirical question, as was the appropriate

definition, i.e., total quantity (QST) versus fresh quantity (QSF).

Parameter Estimates--Lemons and Limes

Estimated demand parameters for lemons and limes are presented in

Table 5.5. The signs of the estimated parameters are consistent with

a priori expectations. Although the indicated complementary effect of

lemon quantities on lime prices is potentially inconsistent with sub-

jective expectations, it is in agreement with the findings of Ward and De.

The indicated negative price response to income in the case of lemons is

also contrary to subjective expectations. In both cases the linear model

was associated with the minimum mean squared error after transformation.

Permanent parameter adjustment was not indicated. The degree of

randomness observed is discussed in the closing section of this chapter.

Estimated flexibilities are presented in Table 5.6. Contrasting

results are observed in the flexibility of fresh price with respect to
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Table 5. 5. --Estimated Demand Parameters for Lemons and Limes

Variable
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Table 5. 6. --Estimated Flexibilities for Lemons and Limes.

Van'

a
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own fresh quantity. Fresh lemon prices appear to be rather flexible while

fresh lime prices appear to be inflexible. Both fresh lemon and lime

prices are inflexible with respect to own processed quantity and imports.

Personal consumption expenditure, the final variable included in both

equations, has contrasting influences. The price flexibility with respect

to personal consumption expenditures is negative and inflexible in the

case of fresh lemons, but positive and flexible in the case of fresh limes.

Several variables were included or excluded under the mean squared

error criterion. The proportion exported was excluded from both equations.

The fresh quantity of limes was excluded from the lemon equation. How-

ever, the fresh quantity of lemons (QSF) was included in the lime equation.

Fresh lime prices appear to positively relate to fresh lemon quantities

and flexible with respect to this variable. The proportion marketed

under regulation (RMQ) was excluded from the lime equation, but included

in the lemon equation. Fresh lemon prices are negatively related to the

proportion regulated and flexible with respect to this variable.

Potatoes

Potatoes regulated under six orders are examined in accordance with

Chapters 3 and 4. Five of these orders are currently active. The order

applicable to Maine potatoes has been active only four seasons out of

the last 19, the most recent of which was the 1968 season. Regulations

have been issued each season during the period studied under four orders

and have included grade, size, and maturity standards. These continuously

active orders each apply to fall potatoes, as does the Maine order, and

include Idaho-Oregon, Washington, Oregon-California, and Colorado. The

Virginia-North Carolina potato order is the only order applicable primarily
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to spring and summer potatoes. This order, VA-NC, was inactive during the

1961 — 1966 seasons. However, regulations have been issued each season

since 1967.

Model Definition—Potatoes

Specification of the potato model, while somewhat similar to the

citrus model specifications, is different in several important aspects.

Imports and exports are not considered and data limitations force certain

modifications. Prices for fresh market potatoes and quantities sold for

fresh and processing are not available separately on a state or area

basis. Information is limited to total quantity utilized and average

prices paid on a state or area basis. However, order committee reports

do provide one measure of fresh utilization on an order area basis.

Prices reported by potato order committees are equivalent to Crop Re-

porting Board average prices and thus provide no additional information.

The quantity information, however, provides an alternative method for

incorporating the order committee data.

Three alternative specifications were consequently examined, (1) the

proportion regulated (RMQ), (2) the inferred fresh (FQ) and processed

quantity (PQ), and (3) complete exclusion of order committee data. The

dependent variable in each case was average price, deflated by the Con-

sumer Price Index. Independent variables included in each model examined

were deflated personal consumption expenditures (PCE) and total seasonal

potato production in other areas (QST), both on a per capita basis.

Parameter Estimates—Potatoes

Estimated demand parameters for potatoes are presented in Table 5.7.

Examination of the estimated parameters from an a priori expectations
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Table 5. 7. --Estimated Demand Parameters for Potatoes.

Variable
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Table 5. 7. --Extended.

Colorado Maine Virginia-North Carolina
OLS TVP "OLS TVP OLS

.98

TVP

12 -061 12.102 22.071 20.887 6.554 6 580
( 3 - 92

) (4-47) (3.59) (3.49) (2.25) (2.54)

-1.630

(3.61)
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perspective reveals only one parameter estimate which is theoretically

inconsistent. A positive price response is indicated for increases in

the processed quantity of Washington fall potatoes. The strong colli-

nearity between the processed quantity and income where the simple

correlation is .94 suggests that the effects of income and processed

quantities cannot be separated and allows no conclusive interpretation

of the respective parameters. The logarithmic form was consistently

associated with the minimum mean squared error after transformation.

Three of the six potato orders examined exhibit permanent temporal

changes in the demand parameters, Idaho-Oregon, Oregon-California, and

Maine fall potatoes. These results are presented numerically and graph-

ically later in this chapter.

Two alternative methods of incorporating potato quantities reported

by order committees were utilized for all but Maine potatoes. The in-

active status of the Maine order resulted in insufficient information on

quantity from the order committee. The proportion marketed under regu-

lation, as described previously for the citrus equations, provided one

alternative. An additional alternative was provided by the limitation

of regulatory authority to fresh potatoes. Quantities reported by order

committees were thus inferred to be fresh quantities and the remainder

processed quantities. In addition, the total exclusion of order infor-

mation was examined. The alternative selected was based on a minimum

mean squared error after transformation criterion. Inferred fresh and

processed quantities prevailed for Idaho-Oregon and Washington potatoes

and total exclusion prevailed in all other cases.

The consistent logarithmic form allows direct interpretation of the

demand parameters as flexibility estimates. Idaho-Oregon prices are
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estimated to be inflexible with respect to all quantities considered,

i.e., fresh, processed, and total substitutes. Washington prices appear

to be inflexible with respect to fresh quantities and flexible with

respect to substitutes. The response to processed quantity is incon-

clusive. The remaining equations for Oregon-California, Colorado,

Maine, and Virginia-North Carolina include only total quantity and total

substitutes. Colorado and Maine prices appear flexible with respect to

both quantities. While Oregon-California prices are estimated to be

inflexible with respect to total quantity and flexible with respect to

substitutes, the reverse observation is made for Virginia-North Carolina

prices, which appear to be flexible with respect to total quantity but

inflexible with respect to substitutes. Since Virginia-North Carolina

account for a larger share of spring and summer potato production to the

Oregon-California share of fall production this reversal in flexibilities

is not unexpected. Production is also less geographically concentrated

during the spring-summer period and hence local market conditions play

a greater role in price determination.

Only two negative income responses are observed among the potato

equations. One is observed for Washington potatoes and, like the posi-

tive response to processed quantity, must be considered inconclusive.

The other negative response is observed for Virginia-North Carolina

potatoes. The collinearity between income and substitutes suggests that

inferences may be similarly confounded for Virginia-North Carolina

potatoes. Oregon-California and Colorado prices appear to be clearly

flexible with respect to income. Idaho-Oregon prices are estimated

to be inflexible under OLS and flexible under TVP. Maine prices are

estimated to be inflexible under both methods.
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Time Varying Parameter Estimates—Potatoes

Three orders exhibit permanent temporal changes in the demand

parameters, Idaho-Oregon, Oregon-California, and Maine fall potatoes.

Temporal changes are predominantly permanent with an estimated gamma

of .9.8 observed in each case. The OLS estimates and ranges of the TVP

estimates for these commodities are presented in Table 5.8. Graphic

comparison is provided in figures 5.18 to 5.30. The degree of change

between the OLS and TVP estimates is generally greater than the temporal

changes in the time variant estimates. However, three exceptions are

observed in the coefficient for Idaho-Oregon substitutes (Fig. 5.21),

the coefficient for Oregon-California total quantity (Fig. 5.24), and

the intercept for Maine potatoes (Fig. 5.27). The degree of randomness

is discussed in the final section of this chapter.

As indicated previously, no attempt is made to identify direct

linkages between order activities and permanent or transitory parameter

variation. The independence of these factors is, however, tested in

Chapter 6 and a measure of association, the Kendall correlation co-

efficient, is presented and discussed.

Marketing Order Vegetables

Six vegetable marketing orders are examined. The vegetable orders

are quality oriented with grade and size regulations authorized for each

order and continuously utilized in most cases. Pack and container regu-

lations are also common among the vegetable orders.

Three vegetable orders have been continuously active, two were

promulgated, and one was mostly inactive during the period studied.

Idaho-Oregon onions, Texas onions, and Texas winter lettuce comprise
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Intercept (INT) Parameter
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Figure 5.18. Idaho-Oregon Potatoes
Adjustments in Intercept Parameter in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Fresh Quantity (FQ) Coefficient
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Figure 5.19. Idaho-Oregon Potatoes
Adjustments in Fresh Quantity Coefficient in the
TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Processed Quantity (PQ) Coefficient
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Figure 5.20. Idaho-Oregon Potatoes
Adjustments in Processed Quantity Coefficient in
the TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Income (PCE) Coefficient
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Figure 5.22. Idaho-Oregon Potatoes
Adjustments in Income Coefficient in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Intercept (INT) Parameter
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Figure 5.23. Oregon-California Potatoes
Adjustments in Intercept Parameters in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Total Quantity (TQ) Coefficient
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Figure 5.24. Oregon-California Potatoes
Adjustments in Total Quantity Coefficient in the
TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Total Substitutes (QST) Coefficient
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Figure 5.25. Oregon-California Potatoes
Adjustments in Total Substitutes Coefficient in
TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Income (PCE) Coefficient
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Figure 5.26. Oregon-California Potatoes
Adjustments in Income Coefficient in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Intercept (INT) Parameter
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Figure 5.27. Maine Potatoes
Adjustments in Intercept Parameter in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Total Quantity (TQ) Coefficient
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Figure 5.28. Maine Potatoes
Adjustments in Total Quantity Coefficient in

the TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Figure 5.29. Maine Potatoes
Adjustments in Total Substitutes Coefficient in

TVP Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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Figure 5.30. Maine Potatoes
Adjustments in Income Coefficient in the TVP
Model and Comparison with the OLS Model.
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the continuously active group. Orders for Florida tomatoes and Florida

celery became effective in 1968 and 1965, respectively, and both have

been active from their inception. The Texas tomato order was active

only during the first six seasons studied, 1960--61 through 1965--66.

Descriptions for each vegetable order are found in Chapter 2.

Model Definition—Marketing Order Vegetables

The equations examined varied in only two aspects, the functional

form and the inclusion or exclusion of the proportion of fresh production

regulated (RMQ). Common characteristics included the dependent variable,

deflated fresh prices, and the independent variables of fresh quantity

per capita (FQ), fresh quantity production per capita in all other areas

(QST), and deflated personal consumption expenditures per capita (PCE).

In contrast to the other commodities studied, exports, imports, and

production for processing were not considered.

Parameter Estimates—Marketing Order Vegetables

Estimated demand parameters for marketing order vegetables are

presented in Table 5.9. The F Ratio value for Texas lettuce indicates

that none of the variables considered are empirically significant in

determining the fresh price. The logarithmic form prevails for each

order vegetable. Permanent parameter adjustments were not observed.

The degree of randomness observed is discussed in the final section of

this chapter. Two theoretically inconsistent estimates are indicated.

The response to substitutes is estimated to be positive for Texas onions

and a positive response to fresh quantity is indicated for Texas lettuce.

As with potatoes, the consistent logarithmic form allows direct

interpretation of the parameter estimates as flexibilities. Onion and
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Table 5. 9. --Estimated Demand Parameters for Marketing Order Vegetables,

Variable
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Table 5. 9. --Extended.

Florida
OLS
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celery fresh prices appear to be flexible with respect to fresh quantity.

Tomato fresh prices are estimated to be inflexible. Fresh prices for

Idaho-Oregon onions, Texas tomatoes, and Florida celery are flexible

with respect to substitutes. Fresh prices for Florida tomatoes are in-

flexible with respect to substitutes. Texas onion and lettuce fresh

prices are not responsive to substitutes nor to income. All the esti-

mated income parameters are positive. Idaho-Oregon onion, Texas tomato,

and Florida celery prices are estimated to be flexible with respect to

income while Florida tomato prices appear inflexible with respect to

income.

The proportion marketed under regulation (RMQ) was associated with

the minimum mean squared error after transformation in only two cases.

In each case the response is negative. Fresh Texas onion prices are

estimated to be flexible with respect to RMQ and Florida celery prices

are estimated to be inflexible.

NonMarketing Order Vegetables

Florida green peppers, Florida sweet corn, and Florida cabbage, none

of which are subject to marketing orders, were examined in order to allow

comparison of order and non-order commodities. The equations examined

varied only in functional form and except for the exclusion of the pro-

portion regulated, were specified equivalent to those examined for fresh

vegetables with marketing orders.

The results indicate a lack of permanent parameter variation. The

estimated parameters are presented in Table 5.10. The Florida cabbage

result is similar to that observed with Texas lettuce. The consistent

logarithmic form allows direct interpretation of the estimated parameter
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Table 5.10. — Estimated Demand Parameters for Selected Florida Vegetables
Without Marketing Orders.

VariahiP Green Peppers Sweet Corn CabbagevanaDie
Q[_ s Typ

— _ __ a__

Gamma
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as flexibilities. The fresh quantity and substitute parameters are con-

sistent with theoretical expectations and indicate inflexible fresh

prices in each case. The negative income parameter observed for sweet

corn prices is not consistent with subjective expectations but, as with

other subjective inconsistencies, no theoretical inconsistency is indi-

cated.

Summary

The permanent and/or random adjustments corresponding to the

parameter estimates presented in this chapter are summarized in Tables

5.11 and 5.12. The degree of permanent temporal parameter adjustment

is indicated by gamma (.see Table 5.11). As gamma varies from to .98

the temporal parameter adjustment varies from entirely transitory to

predominantly permanent. Given the indication of transitory parameter

adjustment, i.e., gamma less than .98, the question arises as to the

degree of transitory or random adjustment.

As indicated in Chapters 3 and 4, two measures of randomness are

examined, (.1 ) the deviation of TVP parameter estimates from OLS parameter

estimates and (2) the deviation of TVP t-values from OLS t-values. The

percent deviations in parameter estimates are presented in Table 5.11 and

the percent deviations in t-values are presented in Table 5.12. Parameter

deviations are presented for all equations selected. In those cases

where gamma is not equal to zero these deviations are presented for

comparison only and are not utilized in the correlation analyses pre-

sented in the following chapter. The percent deviations in t-values are

presented only for those cases where gamma is zero.
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Table 5. 12. --Percent Deviation of TVP T-Values from OLS T-Values for Selected
Commodities with Gamma=0.

Commodity
Area

INT QSTTQ FQ PQ QST QSF IMP f^ PCE RTEXP RMQ

Oranges
Texas 19.4

Navel Oranges
California-
Arizona 3.8
Valencia Oranges
California-
Arizona .6

Grapefruit
Cal ifornia-
Arizona 5.7
Lemons

Cal ifornia-
Arizona -1.2
Limes

Florida -6.1

Potatoes
Washington .7

Potatoes
Colorado 1.3

Potatoes
Virginia-
North Carolina .3

Onions
Idaho-Oregon -5.5

Onions
Texas .9

Tomatoes
Texas -3.9

Tomatoes
Florida -3.2

Celery

Florida -1.1

Lettuce
Texas -2.1

Green Peppers
(No order)
Florida -1.3

Sweet Corn
(No order)
Florida 3.8

Cabbage
(No order)
Florida 9.2

Percent

71.6 34.9 -

14.6 17.;

•12.0 -.7

1.3 -13.3 6.5

13.0 68.4 16.6 19.9

1.8 3.3 5.3

.5 .7

-3.6 -2.5 -3.3

-- -1.2 -- - -.6 -- -.9 - -.9

— -4.0 1.4 -- -8.5 -2.4 — 1.1 --

-.9 -1.5 1.2 - — - -7.0 -

1.5 - - 1.3 - - - 1.8 -

-.5 - - .4 - - -- .3 --

4.8 - -.7 - - - 3.0 -

-.5 — -1.7 - - — -17.3 -- 2.9

-- -4.9 -- -1.4 - -- — 2.7 —

- -4.4 -- .2 -- - - 3.1 -

.5 -- -1.5 -- -- -- -9.4 -- -9.3

3.0 — -4.3 -- -- — 1.2 --

.4 — 6.6 — -- — 8.7 --

-- 46.5 — 2.8 — -- -- -18.5 --

.2 - 52.1 - - - -6.2 -
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The iterative estimation process consists of evaluating the con-

centrated likelihood function for discrete values of gamma ranging

from to .98 in increments of .049 and selection of the maximizing

gamma value. Gamma values in excess of .98 were not considered. It

was felt that permanent parameter variation of more than 98 percent

could not be reasonably expected. A gamma of 1 implies that no transi-

tory or random variation exists. This proposition is not acceptable.

Several observations can be made from the measures of gamma pre-

sented in Table 5.11. Permanent temporal parameter adjustments are

limited to selected citrus and potato orders. Temporal parameter

variation is estimated to be entirely transitory for all vegetables

considered, including those vegetables not subject to order regulation.

In the case of citrus two of three Florida commodities exhibit a degree

of permanent parameter adjustments, oranges and grapefruits. None of

the California-Arizona citrus commodities exhibit any degree of permanent

parameter adjustment and one of two Texas citrus commodities, grapefruit,

exhibits some permanent parameter adjustment. Thus, two out of three

grapefruit orders are associated with permanent parameter adjustment.

Three of five potato demands, Idaho-Oregon, Oregon-California, and

Maine, exhibit permanent parameter adjustment. The temporal adjustments

are predominantly permanent in all three cases. Permanent adjustments

for Maine potatoes, given the essentially inactive nature of the Maine

potato order, cannot be attributed to order activities. However, this

does not preclude the association of permanent adjustments with order

activities for those commodities with active orders.

Examination of the percent deviations in parameter estimates re-

veals, as would be expected, that the larger deviations generally occur
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where gamma is greater than zero. Since this comparison is based on the

average TVP parameter value, it suggests that the dynamic parameters do

not tend to vary around the OLS parameter estimate. This result is

confirmed by the graphic comparisons presented earlier. Among those

commodities exhibiting only transitory adjustments Texas oranges,

California-Arizona Navel and Valencia oranges, Texas onions, and Florida

sweet corn and cabbage are characterized by at least one TVP parameter

which deviates more than 10 percent from the corresponding OLS parameter.

These commodities, plus California-Arizona grapefruit, are also

characterized by t-value deviations of more than 10 percent. Subjective

consideration of the size and number of "large" deviations suggests that

Texas oranges and Florida sweet corn and cabbage are the most random

across parameters of the commodities exhibiting transitory parameter

adjustments only.

The following chapter provides an evaluation of the association

between marketing order activities and gamma and between order activities

and randomness. In addition, the influence of the proportion marketed

under regulation (RMQ) is examined. The chapter closes with a dis-

cussion of the implications of these results.



CHAPTER 6

MARKETING ORDER EFFECTIVENESS

This chapter contains an examination of the results presented in

Chapter 5 relative to marketing order activity. Direct effects, as

evidenced through the price response to the proportion of order area

production regulated (RMQ--defined in Chapter 4) are examined first.

Indirect effects, as evidenced through time varying and random parameters,

are examined next. The chapter closes with a general evaluation of the

relationship between demand and marketing order activity.

Direct Effects

As initially discussed in Chapter 3, marketing order activities

may directly or indirectly allocate produce among markets. A degree

of direct allocation is observed with the California-Arizona orange

orders where the total fresh quantity to be marketed in the contiguous

states, Alaska, and Canada is tentatively determined at the beginning of

each season. Although processing is the major alternative market, fresh

Navel and Valencia oranges from California may be marketed as exports,

in gift packages, and for nonfood uses without regulation. Quality

standards may result in indirect allocation. Fresh produce which does

not meet the grade or size standards imposed in the regulated market

may be diverted to other fresh markets such as roadside stands or export

markets which are not regulated. Thus, as marketing order regulations

151
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become more stringent fresh production marketed under regulation declines

and the proportion marketed under regulation (RMQ) provides an inverse

measure of restrictiveness, i.e., as regulations become more restrictive

RMQ declines.

The effect of this allocation on average fresh price depends on the

relative flexibilities in the regulated and unregulated markets. If the

regulated market is characterized by a more flexible price response, then

allocation of additional produce to the less flexible unregulated market

will result in an increase in average fresh price. Conversely, if the

regulated market is characterized by a less flexible price response, then

allocation of additional produce to the more flexible unregulated market

will result in a decline in average fresh price. If both markets exhibit

equal flexibilities the average fresh price is unchanged by varying

allocation schemes.

Order committees would be expected to recommend regulations which

maximize average fresh price in any given season under the argument that

total fresh quantity is fixed and alternative marketing costs are not

greatly different among regulated and unregulated markets. Consequently,

the RMQ coefficient is expected to be negative or insignificant. A

positive RMQ coefficient would imply that regulations had been so re-

strictive as to reduce the average fresh price, since as regulations

become more restrictive RMQ declines and if the RMQ coefficient is posi-

tive the average fresh price declines as well.

The variable RMQ was included or excluded from the demand equations

selected on the basis of the mean squared error after transformation

criterion discussed in Chapter 4. As indicated in Chapter 5, RMQ was

included under this criterion in seven of the twenty equations where it
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was potentially relevant. Thus, in the majority of the orders considered

the allocative effect is not empirically important in determining the

average fresh price. However, two observations are pertinent with re-

spect to those orders where RMQ is relevant. The signs and t-values of

the RMQ coefficients are given in Table 6.1. In all but one case the

expected negative relationship prevails. Florida grapefruit exhibits a

positive response to RMQ under both OLS and TVP estimation techniques.

The second pertinent observation is the prevalence of citrus orders among

those where RMQ is relevant. The measure of regulated quantity (RMQ)

appears in five of the nine citrus orders and two of the five vegetable

orders potentially including RMQ. The prevalence of RMQ among the citrus

orders is evident of the greater opportunity for unregulated marketings

through exports, gift packs, and roadside stands.

The variable RMQ was not empirically relevant in the potato equations

estimated. However, interpretation of the quantity reported by order

committees as fresh quantity and the difference between order committee

reported quantity and Crop Reporting Board estimates as processed quantity

was empirically relevant in two cases, Idaho-Oregon potatoes and Washington

potatoes. This interpretation is initially suggested in Chapter 3 and

explained in Chapter 4. As discussed in Chapter 5, the estimated positive

relationship between average price and processed quantity is not clearly

interpretable in light of the concurrent correlation between processed

quantity and income.

Evaluation of the RMQ coefficients is complicated by the functional

forms accepted. Texas oranges and California-Arizona lemons are char-

acterized by linear demand relationships and the remaining demand equations

are logarithmic. The interpretation for Texas oranges is that the real
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Table 6.1 .--Summary of RMQ Coefficients and Fresh and Processed Quantity
Coefficients where the Regulated Quantity is Associated with
the Minimum Mean Squared Error After Transformation.

Commodity
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average price per 85 pound box will fall by approximately $2.00 as RMQ

varies from to 1 . Similarly, California-Arizona lemon prices fall

by approximately $9.00 per 76 pound box as RMQ varies from to 1 . The

logarithmic form of the equation for the remaining commodities precludes

an absolute estimate of price changes as RMQ varies from to 1 . However,

relative changes may be estimated. The greatest change would be expected

for California-Arizona Valencia oranges, where a price decline of almost

85 percent would be expected. California-Arizona grapefruit and Texas

onions exhibit similar expected declines of about 70 percent. Florida

celery is the least affected with an expected price decline of only about

16 percent.

The extreme value of for RMQ is obviously an unreasonable value.

The smallest observed value for RMQ during the period of analysis is

about 50 percent and values in excess of 80 percent are most common.

The absolute price declines approximately $1.00 per 85 pound box of

Texas oranges and $4.50 per 76 pound box of California lemons as RMQ

varies from .5 to 1. The relative decline in price for California-

Arizona Valencia oranges is about 60 percent. The corresponding relative

declines for California-Arizona grapefruit, Texas onions, and Florida

celery, are 46, 46, and 8 percent, respectively.

Two closing comments are necessary with respect to RMQ. First,

while marketing order activities may influence the percentage of total

fresh quantity marketed through regulated outlets the degree of control

may not be as great as one might infer. It is not uncommon for unregu-

lated export markets to require product of a quality superior to the

minimum order requirements. Similarly, product which meets order re-

quirements may go into processing. Thus, while the relationships exists,
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the extent to which order committees may control the value of RMQ is

limited. The second comment relates to the range of observations on RMQ

and consequent caution necessary in extending the inferred relationship

to values of RMQ outside of this range. The simple conclusion that an

RMQ of will yield an optimal average fresh price is untenable since

this implies that the major fresh domestic market would cease to exist.

Within the observed ranges of RMQ, about .5 to 1, unregulated markets

maintain a more inflexible demand. As RMQ is reduced and more product

moves through these markets they will not remain more inflexible. The

available information, however, is not sufficient to identify this result,

Indirect Effects

Indirect effects of marketing order activity are reflected in the

nature of the demand parameters. Two propositions discussed in Chapter

3 are considered. The first is that marketing order activity causes

permanent changes in the demand parameters over time. The second is

that marketing order activity reduces random or transitory changes in

the demand parameters. The degree of permanent and transitory change

is estimated by the time varying parameter (TVP) method discussed in

Chapter 4. The Kendall correlation coefficient, also discussed in

Chapter 4, is utilized to indicate the association between selected

measures of marketing order activity or intensity and the degree of

transitory and permanent change.

The permanent and transitory changes are measured in two different

manners. The statistic gamma provides a relative measure of permanent

versus transitory parameter variation. A gamma value of zero indicates

that all parameter variation is transitory or random. Conversely, a
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gamma value of .98 indicates that variation is essentially permanent.

Thus, an association between gamma and marketing order intensity indi-

cates that marketing order activities are related to permanent changes

in demand parameters. The relative measurement of random variation or

transitory changes is accomplished through comparison of the TVP and OLS

parameters and t-values. The absolute proportional deviations of the

TVP parameter or t-value from the corresponding OLS parameter or t-value

provide two alternative measures comparable across commodities. The

justification and limitations of these alternative measures are presented

in Chapter 4. A discussion of and presentation of the proportional

deviations is found in Chapter 5, Tables 5.11 and 5.12. Parameter esti-

mates and t-values are also presented in Chapter 5.

The measurement of order activity is discussed in Chapter 3 and

selected measures are defined in Chapter 4. A total of 13 measures are

examined. Four measures are continuous in nature and nine measures are

discrete, having initial values of either or 1 . The continuous measures

include three relative measures and one absolute measure. The single

continuous absolute measure is the number of years of operation in 1980

(NYRS). The continuous relative measures reflect the degree of coverage

and relative expenditures.

The degree of coverage (COVRG) is defined as the ratio of total

fresh utilization of order area production to the total quantity of

product having an apparent influence on price as indicated by inclusion

in the demand equations selected. Thus, for example, COVRG = FQ/

(FQ + QSFIMP + PQ) for Florida oranges. The degree of coverage is

interpreted as the proportion of all quantities influencing price which

are potentially subject to marketing order regulation. Two measures of
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relative marketing order expenditures are examined. Expenditures relative

to order area sales CEXPM) and expenditures relative to total sales (EXPT).

The nine initially discrete measures are based on the utilization of

specific regulations. These regulations are grade (G), size (S), shipping

holiday (SH), container (X), pack (P), packing holiday (PH), and producer

allotment (PA) activities. During seasons when these regulations are

utilized the respective variable, G, . . ., PA, is valued at 1 . If a

regulation is not utilized the respective variable is evaluated at zero.

Since the initial measures of order activity were on an annual basis

and the measures of permanent and transitory parameter variation were

constant over time, it was necessary to reduce the annual intensity

measures for each commodity to a single measure. This reduction was

accomplished by averaging the annual measures, with one exception. The

number of years of operation (NYRS) was evaluated as of 1980. The simple

averages for coverage and relative expenditures are obviously interpret-

able. The simple averages of the discrete measures associated with spe-

cific activities are interpreted as the proportion of the 19 seasons

examined during which the respective regulations were utilized. Thus,

the measures considered are defined such that an increase in the measure

indicates an increase in order activity or intensity.

Years of operation and average values for discrete measures of

order activity are presented in Table 6.2. Annual values are found in

Appendix B. The orders examined range in age from 12 to 41 years. These

have not necessarily been active throughout this period nor does this

value take into account the fact that the current order, for which the

value is relevant, may be one of a succession of orders. Only three of

the 21 commodities considered have less than 20 years of order experience
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Table 6. 2. --Years of Operation as of 1980 and Average Values of Selected Dis-
crete Measures of Order Activity for Selected Commodities.

Commodity Activity Measure
Area NYRS G S SH C P WV PH PA

Oranges

Florida 41 .947 .947 .842 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Oranges
Texas 20 .947 .947 .000 .947 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Navel Oranges
California-Arizona 27 .000 .526 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000

Valencia Oranges
California-Arizona 26 .000 .842 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000

Grapefruit
Florida 41 1.000 1.000 .895 .000 .000 .737 .000 .000 .000

Grapefruit
Texas 20 .947 .947 .000 .947 .947 .000 .000 .000 .000
Grapefruit
California-Arizona 39 .895 .895 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Lemons
California-Arizona 39 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000

Limes

Florida 25 1.000 1.000 .000 1.000 .000 .316 .000 .000 .000
Potatoes

Idaho-Oregon 31 1.000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Potatoes
Washington 31 1.000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Potatoes

Oregon-California 31 1.000 1.000.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Potatoes
Colorado 31 1.000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000

Potatoes
Maine 26 .158 .158 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Potatoes
Virginia-North
Carolina 32 .684 .684 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Onions
Idaho-Oregon 23 1.000 1.000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Onions
Texas 19 1.000 1.000 .000 1.000 1.000 .000 1.000 .000 .000

Tomatoes
Texas 21 .316 .316 .000 .000 .316 .000 .000 .000 .000

Tomatoes
Florida 12 .421 .526 .000 .000 .579 .000 .000 .000 .000

Celery
Florida 15 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .737 .000

Lettuce
Texas 20 .474 .474 .000 .895 .895 .000 .842 .000 .000
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and nine have more than 30 years. Grade and size regulations are clearly

the most common activities. Size regulations are common to every commodity

examined except Florida celery. Utilization levels for size regulations

are high at more than 50 percent for 17 commodities and 100 percent for

nine commodities. Grade utilization levels are identical to size utili-

zation levels in 17 cases. Of the four remaining cases, one grade utili-

zation level is very similar to the size utilization level, and three

commodities did not utilize grade regulations but did utilize size regu-

lations. The remaining seven discrete measures examined are utilized

regularly by a minority of commodities and not utilized at all by most

commodities.

Average annual expenditures, expenditures as a percent of order area

sales and total sales, and percent coverage for commodities studied are

presented in Table 6.3. The minimum and maximum value and the coefficient

of variation are also presented for each variable. Average annual ex-

penditures range from around $4,000 for Virginia-North Carolina potatoes

and Texas tomatoes to almost $300,000 for California-Arizona Navel oranges.

The three commodities with the lowest average expenditures are character-

ized by periods of inactivity. Expenditures as a percent of order area

sales range from .03 percent for Maine potatoes to a high of almost 4

percent for Texas oranges. The three lowest expenditures as a percent of

order area sales are again associated with commodities which were inactive

during part of the analysis period. Only three commodities, California-

Arizona lemons, grapefruit, and Navel oranges, exhibit average expendi-

tures in excess of 1 percent of order area sales. Most commodities have

expenditures of less than .5 percent of order area sales. Expenditures

as a percent of total sales range from .002 to .56 percent. Virginia-North
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Carolina and Maine potatoes, both inactive during part of the analysis

period exhibit the lowest level and Florida limes the highest. Only two

commodities have expenditures in excess of .5 percent of total sales and

the majority have expenditures of less than .1 percent of total sales.

Average coverage ranges from about 1 percent for Texas oranges to

almost 60 percent for California-Arizona lemons and Texas onion. Twelve

commodities exhibit an average coverage of less than 10 percent and only

three approach or exceed 50 percent.

Permanent Variation

The expectation of permanent variation in the demand parameters is

based on the premise that marketing order activities, such as quality

regulations and advertising, are incorporated in an optimization process.

If activities are incorporated in a maximization or minimization process

then these activities could influence the parameter values over time

[Maddala, p. 403]. Since the demand equations are based on a utility

maximization process, this expectation of permanent variation is not un-

reasonable. For example, if consistent quality controls have been a

strong component in a particular order, the price parameters could adjust

over time as consumers respond to a change in real quality of the

commodity purchased. In this case, the market would become less price

elastic or more price flexible.

A degree of permanent variation is observed for six commodities,

Florida oranges, Florida grapefruit, Texas grapefruit, and Idaho-Oregon,

Oregon-California, and Maine potatoes. These results are discussed and

graphically presented in Chapter 5, Figures 5.1--5.30. The relationship

between selected measures of order activity and the degree of permanent
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variation, as indicated by gamma, is seen in the Kendall correlation co-

efficients presented in Table 6.4.

Five measures of order intensity are related to permanent parameter

variation. Each of these five exhibit a significant positive association

where increases in order intensity are associated with increases in

permanent variation. The remaining eight measures are statistically

unrelated to permanent parameter variation, i.e., the null hypothesis

that the Kendall correlation coefficient is equal to zero cannot be re-

jected at the 80 percent confidence level. Number of years of operation,

grade regulations, and shipping holidays exhibit the strongest relation-

ships. Maturity and size regulations are also significant.

The positive relationship observed in the case of shipping holidays,

maturity regulations, and number of years of operation is expected, and

is perhaps trivial in the case of shipping holidays and maturity regu-

lations. Shipping holidays have been utilized for only two commodities

examined, Florida oranges and Florida grapefruit; both of which exhibit

some degree of permanent parameter variation. A similar relationship is

observed with respect to maturity regulations. The four orders, all for

potatoes, which have utilized this provision include two, Idaho-Oregon

and Oregon-California potatoes, which exhibit permanent parameter variation.

The significance of years of operation is also expected given that orders

associated with each commodity exhibiting a degree of permanent variation

have been in operation for more than the average years of operation over

all orders considered. Similarly, the maximum value for years of operation,

41, is observed for Florida oranges and grapefruit. From an a priori ex-

pectations perspective, it is reasonable to believe that experience should

result in improved ability to effectively utilize order provisions. Thus,
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Table 6. 4. --Kendall Correlation Coefficients Between Selected Measures
of Marketing Order Activity and the Degree of Permanent
Parameter Variation in Demand (gamma).

Marketing Order
Activity Measure
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if more effective utilization is reflected in the ability to influence

demand parameters, these results are consistent with this expectation.

The years or longevity measure probably better than any other measure

captures the interplay of order activity where a number of order functions

occur simultaneously. If any direct effect of orders can be measured, one

would intuitively expect it to at least show up at this point. Order

activities are varied in extent and time or frequency of use. Hence,

measurement of each activity is considerably more difficult than that for

some composite measure as suggested with the longevity variable. Even

with this positive and significant association, the correlation parameter

is still relatively small, i.e., .33.

The lack of association between relative expenditures and permanent

variation suggests that promotional activities have not caused measurable

permanent parameter variation from one season to the next. This con-

clusion is relevant only to the extent that promotional activity is re-

flected in expenditures. The effect of advertising activities not re-

flected in order expenditures is obviously not addressed.

Grade and size regulations are likely the activities that lead to

changes in the product most apparent to consumers. Such regulations can

be implemented with considerable variation in regulation cost. Hence

grade and size controls do not necessarily have to be highly related

with order expenditure variables. If the product quality, i.e., grade

and size standards, improves over time, then as outlined in Chapter 3

adjustments in the own quantity parameter, substitute effects, demand

shifts via changes in the intercept and changes in the income response

may occur. As shown in Table 6.4 there is clear evidence that some

permanent adjustments are positively correlated with this order activity.
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However, effective utilization of order provisions to shift demand should

be reflected in predictable parameter movements. Intercept and income

response parameters would be expected to generally increase; own quantity

parameters, and substitute parameters would be expected to generally

decline in absolute value. The parameters reported in Chapter 5, see

figures 5.1--5.30, do not exhibit this type of behavior. A general

trend over time, either upward or downward, is not discernable among the

parameters.

The significant correlation between selected order activities and

permanent parameter adjustment, as measured by gamma, provides the

strongest evidence to date of a demand-marketing order linkage. However,

the nature of the observed parameter adjustments indicates that if

marketing order activity is influencing demand parameters this influence

is not consistently reflected in an increased demand.

Random Variation

Random coefficients, or tansitory parameter variation, can occur due

to three general causes, (1) structural changes, (2) misspecification,

and (3) aggregation. These sources are discussed in some detail in

Chapter 3. The premise addressed here, however, is that aggregation is

the primary source of randomness. The commodities considered are not

necessarily homogeneous from one season to the next. Variations in aver-

age quality, packs and containers, and other factors may occur from

season to season. Thus, the aggregation of quantity into a simple total

ignores the potential interseasonal heterogeneity and may result in

transitory parameter variation. Given this premise, it may be argued

that marketing orders contribute to interseasonal homogeneity and thus

contribute to more stable coefficients.
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As with the relationship between marketing order activity and

permanent parameter variation, the relationship between marketing order

activity and randomness is indicated by the Kendall correlation co-

efficient. Unlike the single measure of gamma for permanent variation,

the degree of randomness is measured by two alternative methods and is

parameter specific. Thus, for each parameter estimate there are corre-

sponding measurements of randomness defined as the absolute proportional

deviation of (1) the TVP parameter from the OLS parameter and (2) the

TVP t- value from the OLS t-value. These measurements and associated

assumptions and limitations are discussed in Chapter 4. The actual

deviations are presented in Tables 5.11 and 5.12 and discussed in

Chapter 5.

The following discussion of random variation and order activity is

divided into three parts. The discussion begins with an examination of

the parameter deviations and order activity. This is followed by a

similar examination of the t-value deviations and order activity. In

the third and final part of the discussion, the results are compared.

Parameter deviation randomness . The Kendall correlations between

selected measures of marketing order activities and parameter deviations

are presented in Table 6.5. These values are calculated only for those

commodities which exhibit completely transitory variation, i.e., gamma

= (See Table 5.11). Similarly, the deviation correlations for PQ, RMQ.

and RTEXP are calculated only for those commodities including the re-

spective variable in the demand equation selected. The deviation indi-

cated by SUB is based on the deviation of coefficients associated with

commodity specific substitutes discussed in Chapter 4 and presented in

Chapter 5. An example is Texas oranges, where the substitute is defined
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as other fresh and processed utilization plus imports. The deviation

in response of fresh lime prices to the quantity of fresh lemons is

ignored. The deviation in the coefficient for imports of fresh limes

is utilized in the Kendall correlation coefficient for deviations in

the parameter for substitutes.

Several observations may be made from the Kendall correlations

between order activity and parameter deviations under the subjective

criterion of no significant relationship if the significance level is

.85 or less. Seventy-six correlations are considered. Fifty-nine, or

approximately 78 percent, indicate no significant relationship between

selected order activities and parameter deviation randomness. Only one

indicates a positive relationship between an activity and random vari-

ation in a parameter. Sixteen, or approximately 21 percent, indicate a

negative relationship between certain activities and randomness in

certain parameters. Thus, marketing order activities are unrelated to

parameter deviation randomness for a majority of cases and when related

are more likely to reduce randomness than to increase randomness.

Five of the twelve order activities examined are not significantly

correlated with parameter deviation randomness for any parameters. These

activities are expenditures relative to order area sales (EXPM), container

regulations (C), pack regulations (P), packing holidays (PH), and maturity

regulations (M).

Three order activities are significantly correlated with parameter

deviation randomness for a single parameter. Expenditures relative to

total sales (EXPT) and grade regulations (G) are negatively associated

with randomness in the response to substitutes (SUB). Thus, of the orders

examined, those with larger expenditures relative to total sales and more
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frequent utilization of grade regulations tend to have more stable sub-

stitute coefficients as measured by the parameter deviation criterion.

The third activity significantly correlated with randomness in a

single parameter is producer allotments (PA), which is positively corre-

lated with parameter deviation randomness in the response to the pro-

portion marketed under regulation (RMQ). This is the only positive re-

lationship observed between an order activity and parameter deviation

randomness. However, the use of producer allotments, among those orders

examined, is limited to Florida celery. Thus, this parameter may simply

be less stable in the case of Florida celery and producer allotment

activity is not necessarily associated with the less stable nature of

the parameter.

Years of operation CNYRS) is the measure of order activity signifi-

cantly correlated with parameter deviation randomness for the largest

number of parameters. The intercept coefficient (INT), fresh quantity

parameter (FQ), income parameter (PCE), substitute parameter (SUB), and

proportion marketed under regulation parameter (RMQ) tend to be more

stable, as measured by parameter deviation randomness, among those

commodities which have had orders for longer periods of time. Coverage

(COVRG) is also correlated with parameter deviation randomness for a

relatively large number of parameters. Commodities with orders applicable

to a larger share of the total market tend to have more stable intercept

coefficients, processed quantity parameters (PQ), income parameters, and

substitute parameters.

The relatively large number of significant correlations associated

with years of operation and coverage suggests that the entity effect of

a marketing order may be more important than the application of specific

activities, among those orders studied.
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The specific activity significantly correlated with parameter devi-

ation randomness for the greatest number of parameters is weekly volume

regulations (WV), where the more frequent use of this regulation is

associated with more stable intercept coefficients, income parameters,

and proportion marketed under regulations. More frequent use of size

regulations is associated with greater stability in the intercept co-

efficient and the substitute parameter.

T- value deviation randomness . The Kendall correlations between

selected measures of marketing order activities and t- value deviations

are presented in Table 6.6. Continuing the subjective criterion of no

significant relationship if the significance level is .85 or less,

several observations can be made from this information. Sixty-six, or

approximately 87 percent, of the relationships are not significant. Of

the ten significant relationships, eight indicate a negative association

between order activities and t-value deviation randomness in selected

parameters and two indicate a positive association. Thus, marketing

order activities are unrelated to t-value deviation randomness in the

majority of the cases, and when related are most likely associated with

a decrease in randomness.

Seven of the twelve order activities examined are not significantly

correlated with t-value deviation randomness for any parameters. These

activities are expenditures relative to total sales (EXPT), grade regu-

lations (G), size regulations (S), pack regulations (P), packing holidays

(PH), producer allotments (PA), and maturity regulations (M).

Two order activities are significantly correlated with t-value

deviation randomness for a single parameter. These two activities,

expenditures relative to order area sales (EXPM) and container regulations
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(C), are also the only activities positively associated with t-value devi-

ation randomness. Thus, commodities with larger expenditures relative to

area sales are associated with less stable fresh quantity parameters (FQ)

and commodities which utilize container regulations more frequently tend

to have less stable substitute parameters (SUB).

Years of operation (NYRS) is significantly correlated with t-value

deviation randomness for two parameters. Older orders tend to be associ-

ated with more stable income (PCE) and substitute (SUB) parameters.

Coverage (COVRG) is also negatively correlated with t-value deviation

randomness in the income and substitute parameters. Coverage is addi-

tionally negatively correlated with randomness in the processed quantity

parameter (PQ) and thus, along with weekly volume regulations (WV), is

significantly associated with a total of three parameters. Orders which

utilize weekly volume regulations more frequently are associated with more

stable income, substitute, and proportion marketed under regulation (RMQ)

parameters.

Parameter deviation vs t-value deviation . The alternative randomness

measures yield mixed results. A degree of consistency is observed in the

predominance of insignificant correlations between order activities and

randomness under both measures. A tenuous consistency is observed in

that most significant correlations exhibited under the t-value deviation

measure are also exhibited under the parameter deviation measure. How-

ever, ten relationships which are significant under the parameter devia-

tion measure are not significant under the t-value deviation measure;

similarly, three significant correlations observed under t-value deviation

are not observed under parameter deviation.
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In the absence of a clear indication of the better measurement, these

results are categorized in the following manner. Individual correlations

are classified as inconsistent if the correlation is significant under one

method of measurement and insignificant or significant but differing in

sign under the other method. If both correlations are significant and of

the same sign or if both are insignificant, disregarding the sign, the

relationship is categorized as consistent.

Given this categorization, thirteen correlations are inconsistent,

fifty-six are consistent and insignificant, and seven are consistent and

significant. These results are summarized in Table 6.7. The observation

that order activities are not associated with randomness in the majority

of cases prevails, as does the likely negative correlation when an

association exists.

Only three marketing order activities exhibit a consistent signifi-

cant correlation with randomness in selected parameters. In each case,

the correlation is negative. Orders which have been in operation for a

greater period of time (NYRS) and which apply to a larger proportion of

total supplies (COVRG) tend to have more stable income (PCE) and substi-

tute (SUB) parameters. Applicability to a larger proportion of total

supplies also tends to be associated with more stable processed quantity

(PQ) parameters. The prevalence of nonsignificant and inconsistent re-

sults among specific order activities, with the exception of weekly volume

(WV) regulations, suggests that experience and degree of control is more

critical, among those orders examined, than specific activities or regu-

lations. It should be noted, however, that more frequent utilization of

weekly volume regulations does tend to be associated with more stable

income and proportion marketed under regulation (RMQ) parameters.
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Summary

The reflection of order activity in demand has been pursued from

three perspectives. The direct reflection, as measured by the response

of price to changes in the proportion marketed under regulation (RMQ),

was observed in the demand for seven commodities. Two indirect re-

flections were pursued in the following manner. The estimation of demand

equations utilizing the time varying parameter method allowed the dis-

tinction between demand equations with random coefficients which tend

to fluctuate around estimated mean values and demand equations with co-

efficients exhibiting permanent change, i.e., not tending to return to a

mean value. A degree of permanent change was observed for six commodities.

The remaining 18 commodities exhibited random coefficients only. The

association between the degree of permanent change and selected measures

of order activity was inferred on the basis of Kendall correlations.

Similarly, the association between selected measures of order activity

and two alternative measures of randomness was determined on the basis

of Kendall correlations.

The single continuous thread seen in these three perspectives is the

lack of any reflection of order activities in demand for the majority of

cases examined. Several results do deserve reiteration, however. The

predominance of negative price responses to the proportion marketed under

regulation indicates that among those orders examined allocation effects

have not been so severe as to lower average prices. The opportunity to

influence price through allocation also appears to be greatest for the

citrus fruits.
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Permanent parameter variation was observed for three citrus fruits

and three potato orders. Although several order activities were signifi-

cantly correlated with permanent change, the lack of any discernable

temporal pattern in the parameters suggests that the ability to increase

demand through order activities is limited at best.

Examination of two alternative measures of randomness reveals that

order activities are not significantly associated with randomness in the

majority of cases. However, where the association is significant an

increase in order intensity is associated with a decrease in randomness,

i.e., a more stable parameter, in most cases. No order activity was

significantly associated with increased randomness under both measures.



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY

Selected federal marketing orders for fruits and vegetables are

examined in order to evaluate the relationship between marketing order

activity and demand. Marketing orders have constituted the primary

policy instrument applicable to fresh fruits and vegetables, dried

fruits, and tree nuts for more than 40 years. During this period

analytical research in this area has been generally limited to the study

or individual orders. The evaluation of marketing orders as a policy

instrument has been largely theoretical and descriptive in nature. This

study is an attempt to empirically measure selected results of marketing

orders.

Though numerous results are potentially attributable to marketing

order activity, it is only through the fundamental relationships of supply

and demand that these results can occur. The primary objective of this

study is to examine the relationship between order activity and the

demand for selected citrus fruits, potatoes, and vegetables. Supply

effects are not examined. Although noncitrus fruits, dried fruits, and

tree nuts are not directly considered, the relationships observed among

those orders examined are tentatively extendable to order activity in

general

.

The objectives presented in Chapter 1 provide the organizational

framework for the major portion of this chapter. Implications for future

research conclude the chapter.

179
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The general objective of the study is to evaluate the relationship

between order activity and demand. The accomplishment of the general ob-

jective requires that several specific objectives be achieved. First,

a current and historical perspective and understanding of marketing order

use and evolution is necessary. Second, a theoretical specification

linking order activity and demand is required. Given the theoretical

specification, the third specific objective is empirical operational i-

zation of the theoretical model. The fourth and final specific objective

is interpretation of the empirical results.

Marketing Orders

Marketing orders are currently authorized under the Agricultural

Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 and evolved from voluntary programs

utilized by cooperatives and clearinghouses during the early 1920's.

Although the act has been amended numerous times, the essential character

and method of operation have been retained. The number of commodities

eligible for marketing orders has increased but eligibility remains

essentially limited to milk, fresh fruits and vegetables, nuts, and

horticultural specialties. Resistance from canning and freezing interests

has successfully limited applicability to a select number of enumerated

commodities for processing.

Terms and conditions permitted under marketing orders have been ex-

panded but this expansion has been limited somewhat by commodity specif-

icity. In addition, activities of a more supportive as opposed to

regulatory nature have been added. The original permitted activities

were regulatory, allowing limitation of the total quantity marketed, the

allotment of quantities handlers may purchase and/or sell, the disposal
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of surpluses, and the creation of reserve pools. Provisions for inspection

requirements were adopted in 1947. Pack and container regulations,

market research, and development activities were authorized in 1954. Paid

advertising and market promotion activities were authorized for cherries

in 1962 and extended to a significant number of enumerated commodities

since then. Production research was authorized in 1970.

Imports of certain enumerated commodities subject to marketing orders

were required to meet the equivalent grade, size, quality, and maturity

requirements with a 1954 amendment. As with paid advertising and pro-

motion, the list of enumerated commodities has increased since 1954.

In addition to changes in commodity eligibility, permitted activities,

and the extension of selected regulations to imports of certain enumerated

commodities, the policy objectives of the act have also evolved. The

original policy stated that parity prices were to be achieved through

orderly marketing and that the interests of consumers were to be pro-

tected by a gradual adjustment in prices and the prohibition of actions

intended to maintain prices above parity. Subsequent amendments have

tempered the parity price objective and associated constraint. Orderly

marketing evolved from a method in 1937 to a goal in 1961 with the ex-

pressed authority to continue any regulation until the end of the season

if discontinuance would disrupt the orderly marketing of the commodity.

Marketing orders are voluntary in that producers must request an

order. If the Secretary of Agriculture determines through hearings that

an order is appropriate then a producer referendum is held. Handlers

concurrently indicate their approval of a proposed order by signing an

equivalent agreement. If the required proportion, by number or volume,

of producers voting approve the adoption of an order and the required
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proportion of handlers sign the corresponding agreement the order is

promulgated. The Secretary of Agriculture may institute an order without

handler approval under certain circumstances.

Regulations issued under the order are binding on all handlers

(in contrast, marketing agreements are binding only upon signers). An

administrative committee, usually predominantly growers, is nominated

by the industry members and appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture.

This committee recommends regulations to the Secretary of Agriculture

or his delegate. Regulations may be issued only with the Secretary of

Agriculture's approval. Funding for marketing orders is provided through

handler assessments.

More than 40 marketing orders are currently applicable to more

than 30 fruits, vegetables, nuts and horticultural specialties. The

21 marketing orders applicable to citrus fruits, vegetables, and potatoes

as of October 1979 are examined in this study. Most permitted order

activities are observed among this set of orders.

Marketing Order Activities and Demand--
Theoretical Expectations

Marketing orders may authorize activities of three general types,

quality control, quantity control, and market support. Quality control

activities include grade, size, and maturity restrictions. Quantity

control activities may be further categorized as flow-to-market and

volume management activities. Flow-to-market activities include pro-

rates and shipping holidays and are primarily intended to avoid glut

and shortfall marketing periods through intraseasonal allocation of

production. Volume management activities include producer allotments,
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market allocation, and reserve pools. Producer allotments, which restrict

the amount handlers may purchase from individual producers, are unique

among order activities in their potential control over order area pro-

duction. Market allocation and reserve pools are primarily intended to

allow producers the opportunity to effect a more favorable intermarket

allocation of output. Reserve pools may also be utilized to effect more

favorable interseasonal allocation. Market support activities include

pack and container standardization, marketing and production research,

advertising, and market development.

Marketing order activity may influence inherent demands and/or

apparent demand. Changes in apparent demand occur as a result of intra-

seasonal, interseasonal, and intermarket allocations. Although inherent

demands, i.e., time and market dependent demands, may remain unchanged,

allocation activities may result in average prices different from those

which would otherwise prevail for a given seasonal quantity. Changes in

inherent demands may occur as a result of intraseasonal allocation activi-

ties, quality control measures, and selected market support activities,

e.g., advertising and pack and container standardization. Demand as

measured in this analysis is an average over a range of commodity

characteristics. This average demand may change as preferences change

and as the product characteristics change. Hence, the average demand

can change as orders affect the product mix, e.g., grade and size, and

as orders affect information flows.

The development of a single measure of order intensity is not

feasible given the multidimensional nature of order activity. Among

those orders examined thirteen measures of order activity are developed,

four general measures and nine regulation specific measures. The general
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measures include years of operation, commodity coverage, expenditures

relative to order area sales, and expenditures relative to total sales.

Regulation specific measures include grade, size, shipping holiday, con-

tainer, pack, weekly volume (prorate), maturity, packing holidy, and

producer allotments.

A simple price dependent demand model is estimated for each commodity.

Own quantity, substitutes, and income are deemed to be of sufficient

theoretical importance to be included in the final equations selected.

Functional form (linear or logarithmic) and certain variables are

selected on the basis of a minimum mean squared error after transformation

criterion.

The multidimensional nature of order activities, the relative

temporal stability for a given commodity of many order dimensions, and

a limited observational period preclude direct incorporation of the

quantifiable order dimensions in the demand functions. The number of

quantifiable dimensions is such that an expanded observational period

or cross-commodity pooling would be necessary to achieve a reasonable

number of observations relative to the number of independent variables.

Similarly, the relative temporal stability of many dimensions would re-

quire cross-commodity pooling in order to achieve sufficient dimensional

variability. While cross-commodity pooling is an attractive alternative,

an appropriate pooling procedure is not evident since the problem relates

to commodities that are not within the same product group.

However, one order related variable is directly incorporated in the

demand function, the proportion marketed under regulation. Marketing

orders may indirectly allocate products between markets through quality

regulations or directly through allocation activities. Some markets
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are exempt from regulations. Thus, more restrictive regulations tend

to force product into these unregulated outlets. The effect of this

allocation on the average price for all products is dependent on the

relative price flexibilities. If the unregulated market is less flexible

than the regulated market, then the allocation of additional product to

the unregulated market will result in a higher average price. The pro-

portion marketed under regulation would be negatively related to average

price in this circumstance. Conversely, if the unregulated market is

more flexible a positive relationship between price and the proportion

regulated would prevail. If regulations have been effected consistent

with producers' interests, a negative relationship would be expected.

The evaluation of marketing order impacts on demand parameters in

the absence of direct incorporation of order activities requires con-

sideration of the potential causes and types of parameter variation.

Three general causes of parameter variation are: (1) structural change,

(2) model misspecification, and (3) aggregation. Two types of parameter

variation are systematic and stochastic. Each cause and type is poten-

tially relevant to the problem addressed here. The primary causes of

interest are model misspecification and aggregation. Structural change

is of secondary interest given that the marketing orders considered have

generally been in existence throughout the period studied.

Model misspecification and aggregation suggest systematic and

stochastic parameter variation, respectively. Order activities which

are excluded from the model may result in parameter variation over time,

e.g., advertising expenditures may result in an outward shift of the

demand curve. The aggregation effect is less obvious than the misspeci-

fication effect and potentially yields an opposite effect. Price is
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estimated as a function of quantity and other variables. Quantity is a

macro variable in the sense that various degrees of quality exist and

quantity is measured as the sum of the weights or units in each quality

category. Instability in the quality mix, while not evident in the

quantity data, may be reflected in a manner tantamount to random or

stochastic parameter variations. Thus, marketing order regulations which

serve to stabilize this quality mix might be reflected as more stable

demand parameters compared to situations when a less stable quality mix

is observed. A similar argument may be made where the intraseasonal

availability of supplies is made more stable or consistent from season

to season.

The expected reflection of order activities in demand may thus be

identified as interseasonal changes in the demand parameters in one

instance and interseasonal stability in the demand parameters in the

other. Conventional estimation methods based on the assumption of fixed

parameters are insufficient in these circumstances. Several methods are

available, however, for dealing with the varying parameters problem. One

of the most general of these methods is the Cooley-Prescott varying

parameter regression model. This method incorporates both types of

parameter variation, systematic (permanent) and stochastic (transitory).

The relative degree of permanent parameter variation is indicated by

gamma, an estimated statistic. As gamma varies from to 1 the degree of

permanent change similarly varies from to 100 percent. If gamma is

zero the parameter variation is completely transitory. This is inter-

preted to indicate that though parameters may vary from some initial value

they tend to return to an estimated mean value. If gamma is greater than

zero there is no tendency to return to a mean value and unique parameter
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estimates exist for each time period. Thus, the varying parameter method

provides a measure of the degree of permanent parameter change in gamma.

However, if gamma is zero there remains a question with respect to the

degree of randomness.

If gamma is zero the Cooley-Prescott (TVP) method reduces to a

generalized least squares model with a heteroscedastic error structure.

Relative randomness among parameters from such a model is not well de-

fined. In the absence of a traditional and rigorously defined method,

two primarily intuitive measures of randomness are examined. The first

measure is the proportional deviations of the TVP parameter estimates

from the ordinary least squares (OLS) parameter estimates. The second

measure is the proportional deviations of TVP parameter t-values from

OLS parameter t-values.

Given the measures of permanent parameter variation and randomness

it remains necessary to identify their association with marketing order

activities. This is accomplished through the use of a nonparametric

test of the hypothesis that order activities and gamma are independent

and that order activities and randomness are independent. The test

utilized is the Kendall K. An associated statistic, the Kendall

correlation coefficient, provides an indication of whether the associa-

tion is positive or negative.

Marketing Order Activities and Demand--Empirical Results

The reflection of order activity in demand is pursued from three

perspectives. The direct reflection, as measured by the response of

price to changes in the proportion marketed under regulation is observed

in the demand for seven commodities. Two indirect reflections are pursued
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in the following manner. The estimation of demand equations utilizing

the time varying parameter method allows the distinction between demand

equations with random coefficients which tend to fluctuate around esti-

mated mean values and demand equations with coefficients exhibiting

permanent change, i.e., not tending to return to a mean value. A degree

of permanent change is observed for six commodities. The remaining 18

commodities exhibit random coefficients only. The association between

the degree of permanent change and selected measures of order activity

is inferred on the basis of Kendall correlations. Similarly, the

association between selected measures of order activity and two alterna-

tive measures of randomness is determined on the basis of Kendall

correlations.

The single continuous thread seen in these three perspectives is

the lack of or at least weak reflections of order activities in demand

for the majority of cases examined. Several results do deserve re-

iteration, however.

The price response associated with the allocation of product between

regulated and unregulated markets is empirically important for only seven

of the 21 order commodities examined. The proportion of order area

production marketed under regulation, i.e., in regulated outlets, de-

clines as regulations become more restrictive. In six of the seven

instances where allocation is of empirical importance, the average annual

price increases as the proportion marketed under regulation declines.

Thus, al locative restrictions have not been so severe as to lower the

average annual price. The opportunity to influence price through allo-

cation appears greatest for the citrus fruits.
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Permanent temporal parameter adjustments are limited to selected

citrus and potato orders. Temporal parameter variation is estimated to

be entirely transitory for all vegetables considered, including those

vegetables not subject to order regulation. In the case of citrus two

of three Florida commodities exhibit a degree of permanent parameter

adjustments, oranges and grapefruits. None of the California-Arizona

citrus commodities exhibit any degree of permanent parameter adjustment

and one of two Texas citrus commodities, grapefruit, exhibits some

permanent parameter adjustment. Thus, two out of three grapefruit

orders are associated with permanent parameter adjustments.

Three of five potato demands, Idaho-Oregon, Oregon-California, and

Maine, exhibit permanent parameter adjustments. The temporal adjustments

are predominantly permanent in all three cases. Permanent adjustments for

Maine potatoes, given the essentially inactive nature of the Maine potato

order, cannot be attributed to order activities. However, this does not

preclude the association of permanent adjustments with order activities

for those commodities with active orders.

Several order activities are significantly correlated with permanent

change. However, the lack of any discernable temporal pattern in the

parameters suggests that the ability to increase demand through order

activities is limited at best.

Examination of the percent deviations in parameter estimates re-

veals, as would be expected, that the larger deviations generally occur

where gamma is greater than zero. Since this comparison is based on the

average TVP parameter value, it suggests that the dynamic parameters do

not tend to vary around the OLS parameter estimate. This result is

confirmed by the graphic comparisons. Among those commodities exhibiting
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only transitory adjustments Texas oranges, California-Arizona Navel and

Valencia oranges, Texas onions, and Florida sweet corn and cabbage are

characterized by at least one TVP parameter which deviates more than 10

percent from the corresponding OLS parameter. These commodities, plus

California-Arizona grapefruit, are also characterized by t- value deviations

of more than 10 percent. Subjective consideration of the size and number

of "large" deviations suggests that Texas oranges and Florida sweet corn

and cabbage are the most random across parameters of the commodities ex-

hibiting transitory parameter adjustments only.

Comparison of the two alternative measures of randomness reveals

that order activities are not significantly associated with randomness

in the majority of cases. However, where the association is significant

an increase in order intensity is associated with a decrease in random-

ness, i.e., a more stable parameter, in most cases. No order activity

is significantly associated with increased randomness under both measures.

Implications for Future Research

The opportunity to improve and extend any research effort always

exists. Improvement in this study might occur in any of the three primary

focus areas of demand, order activity measurement, and statistical methods.

The demand models examined are clearly simplistic. The measurement of

order activity is limited with respect to specific regulations. Measure-

ment of regulatory activity as an on-off concept fails to account for

varying degrees of regulation. This criticism is most appropriate in the

case of quality regulations which may range from essentially unrestricti ve

to severely limiting. Environmental factors, e.g., cooperative influence,

and activity specific expenditures, e.g., advertising and research expen-

ditures, could also be incorporated.
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The time varying parameters estimation method is predicated on an

error structure which must be approximated. This approximation and sub-

sequent limited knowledge with respect to the properties of the estimator

provide an appropriate criticism of the technique. A procedure to test

the difference between ordinary least squares estimates and time varying

parameter estimates also does not exist. Finally, the two measures of

randomness examined in the study remain to be reconciled.

Expansion of the research effort might be achieved in a number of

directions. A comprehensive expansion to all order commodities and the

examination of supply relationships is obviously suggested. Examination

of the orders not considered in this study is encouraged in light of the

greater degree of coverage and generally less perishable nature of the

excluded commodities.

This study has addressed the relatively simple question of the re-

flection in demand of selected quantifiable order dimensions. Critical

questions remain unanswered. The influence of nonquantifiable dimensions,

the interaction and facilitation effect, has yet to be determined. The

proposition that marketing orders exacerbate and/or create chronic

surpluses, i.e., contribute to resource misallocation, deserves empirical

verification. The potential creation of barriers to entry and the in-

fluence of marketing orders on income distribution are additional

questions which should be addressed. The ultimate question, which may be

addressable only by experience, is the impact of order termination. A

comprehensive analysis of supply and demand covering all order commodities

may help answer some of these questions.
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THE AGRICULTURAL MARKETING AGREEMENT ACT OF 1937

The Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 has been amended

numerous times during the past forty-two years. However, the essential

character of the act and method of operation have been retained. This

constancy is reflected in the following summary of the individual

sections of the act.

Section 601--Declaration of Conditions—is relatively short and

is reproduced in its entirety as follows:

It is declared that the disruption of the orderly ex-
change of commodities in interstate commerce impairs the
purchasing power of farmers and destroys the value of agri-
cultural assets which support the national credit structure
and that these conditions affect transactions in agricultural
commodities with a national public interest, and burden and
obstruct the normal channels of interstate commerce. [U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1979a, p. 49]

This declaration of conditions has remained unchanged since its initial

adoption in the AAA of 1933 and reaffirmation in the AMAA of 1937.

Section 602--Declaration of Policy--is currently composed of five

subsections. The first two subsections are from the AMAA of 1937.

Subsection (.1 ) establishes "orderly marketing conditions" as the method

for attaining "parity prices." Subsection (2) specifies that consumer

interests shall be protected by (a) gradual price adjustments and (b)

the prohibition of any actions intended to maintain farm prices at a

level greater than parity. Subsections (3), (4), and (5) added in 1947,

1954 and 1961, respectively, broadened the intent of the act and reduced

the restricti veness of the parity price constraint in subsection (2).

193
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Subsection (3) as adopted in 1947, is interpreted to allow "minimum

standards of quality and maturity" and grading and inspection require-

ments without regard to parity prices. Amendments to subsection (3) in

1970 are interpreted to extend this same authority with respect to re-

search and development projects and pack and container regulations. Sub-

section (4), adopted in 1954, extended the goals of the act to include

".
. . avoid[ance of] unreasonable fluctuations in supplies and prices. .

during the marketing season. Subsection (5) added in 1961, specifically

authorizes the continuance until the end of the marketing season of any

regulation initiated during the marketing season ".
. . as will tend to

avoid a disruption of the orderly marketing of any commodity and be in the

public interest." Thus, what initially began as a method in 1937, i.e.,

"orderly marketing", evolved to an end in 1961.

Section 608a contains five subsections which remain essentially

unchanged since 1937. These subsections provide for penalities applic-

able to persons exceeding quotas or allotments fixed by the Secretary of

Agriculture (Subsection (5)); vest district courts of the United States

with jurisdiction to enforce compliance with orders, agreements, or

regulations (Subsection (6)); require, at the Secretary of Agriculture's

request, the United States attorneys, under the Attorney General, to

enforce remedies and collect forfeitures provided in the act and gives

the Secretary of Agriculture the power to investigate suspected violations

and, after due notice, to hold hearings for the determination of facts to

be presented to the Attorney General (Subsection (7)); provides that

remedies contained in Section 608a are in addition to and do not preclude

any other remedies provided for (Subsection (8)); and define "person" as

".
. . an individual, partnership, corporation, association, and any other

business unit" (Subsection (9)).
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Section 608b authorizes the Secretary "... to enter into marketing

agreements with processors, producers, association of producers, and

others engaged in the handling of the agricultural commodity or products

thereof . . . in the current of interstate or foreign commerce or which

directly burdens, obstructs, or affects interstate or foreign commerce

in such commodity or products. . .". This section also exempts the making

of marketing agreements from antitrust laws and remains essentially as

adopted in 1933.

Section 608c is the major section of this act, specifying, among

other things, the commodities eligible for orders, the terms and con-

ditions permissible in orders, the procedure and conditions necessary to

issue an order, the method for administering orders, and the conditions

necessary for termination of an order. This section, with 19 subsections,

is by far the largest. The compilation of this act in U.S. Department

of Agriculture [1979a] devotes 18 of 37 pages to Section 608c. Since

it contains the essence of the act, it is not surprising that it is also

the most amended section of the act. In the following subsection summa-

ries, it is evident that the general evolutionary movement has been toward

broadened applicability, i.e., increasing the number of eligible commodi-

ties, and method, e.g., the addition of research and advertising provisions.

Subsection (1) specifies that the Secretary of Agriculture may issue

and amend "... orders applicable to processors, associations of pro-

ducers, and others engaged in the handling. . ." of eligible agricultural

commodities and products. It further specifies that such commodities and

products must either be in the current of interstate or foreign commerce

or directly burden, obstruct, or affect, interstate or foreign commerce

in the regulated commodities or products. This subsection, adopted in

1935, has not since been amended.
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Subsection (2) defines the eligible commodities. This subsection has

been significantly expanded from the original short paragraph in the 1935

amendments to the AAA. The commodities and their products originally

eligible for marketing orders were specified as ".
. .Milk, fruits (in-

cluding pecans and walnuts but not including apples and not including

fruits, other than olives, for canning), tobacco, vegetables (not in-

cluding vegetables, other than asparagus, for canning), soybeans and

naval stores [(except products of naval stores)]. .
." Two directions

have been taken in efforts to expand the applicability of the act.

Efforts were made to extend applicability to all agricultural commodities

in 1939, 1940, 1947 and 1961. Similar attempts were made to extend

applicability to all or selected fruits and vegetables for canning or

freezing in 1948, 1954, and 1961 [Farrell 1966]. The arguments which

prevailed to a greater or lesser extent in each case were essentially

those originally presented by the canning industry. It was these same

arguments which initially resulted in the enumeration of eligible

commodities.

Minimal changes in applicability occurred prior to 1954. Honeybees,

but not the products thereof, were made eligible in 1937, hops in 1938,

and apples produced in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho in 1939. Recognition

of the emerging freezing industry occurred in 1947 with the exclusion of

fruits and vegetables for freezing as well as for canning. Almonds and

filberts became eligible in 1949.

Proposed changes in 1949 included extension of eligibility to citrus

fruits for canning and freezing. This proposal was partially adopted in

1954 when grapefruit for canning and freezing became eligible. Associated

with this eligibility were (1) the explicit exclusion of canned or frozen
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grapefruit and (2) the proviso that processors of more than 50 percent of

the volume during a representative time period must approve the issuance

of such an order. The addition of grapefruit for canning and freezing

marks the first successful effort to overcome resistance from the pro-

cessing industry.

The proposed revisions of 1961 would have made any agricultural

commodity, including fruits and vegetables for canning and freezing,

eligible for a marketing order. The proposals offered in 1961 were the

most encompassing of any since the original amendments of 1935. Although

some success was achieved the resulting revisions were ". . . much less

substantive than those which had been proposed by the Department of

Agriculture" [Farrell 1966, p. 46]. They were nonetheless rather exten-

sive in light of the previous amendments to the act.

Three fruits for canning and freezing, but not the canned or frozen

product, were made eligible in 1961. As with grapefruit for canning or

freezing, processor approval was also required. These commodities were

cherries, cranberries, and applies produced in New York, Michigan,

Maryland, New Jersey, Indiana, California, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,

Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut. Apples not for canning or

freezing and produced in Washington, Oregon, or Idaho became eligible in

1939. This eligibility was extended to the above states, i.e., New York,

Michigan, etc. , in 1961

.

The proposal to make eligible any agricultural commodity, but not

the product of such unless specifically enumerated, was adopted in an

exclusionary form. Commodities and the products thereof enumerated prior

to 1961 plus cherries, cranberries and apples as added in 1961 were

categorized as one group of eligible commodities. A second group of
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eligible commodities was defined in an exclusionary fashion. Any agri-

cultural commodity, but not the product of such commodity, not specifi-

cally excluded and not subject to orders as a member of the first group

was made eligible. The excluded commodities are honey, cotton, rice,

wheat, corn, grain sorghums, oats, barley, rye, sugarcane, sugarbeets,

wool, mohair, livestock, soybeans, cottonseed, flaxseed, poultry (except

turkeys), eggs (except turkey hatching eggs), fruits and vegetables for

canning and freezing, and apples. This list of exclusions is extensive

and may be interpreted more as limiting applicability to milk, fruits,

vegetables, and minor crops than as an extension of applicability.

Two additional amendments to Subsection (2) were adopted in 1961.

A geographic limitation was placed on peanut orders; limiting any single

order's applicability to one of three production areas--Virginia-Carolina,

Southeast, and Southwest. The second amendment authorized the treatment

of commodities of the same general class or utilized wholly or in part

for the same purposes as a single commodity and also authorized the

treatment of that portion of a commodity utilized in a similar manner as

a separate commodity.

Amendments in 1970 and 1972 bring subsection (2) to its current

(October 1, 1979) form. The list of states in which apples, including

apples for canning or freezing, could be subject to marketing orders was

expanded to include Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Illinois, and Ohio. Also

added in 1970, was the specific exclusion of potatoes for canning,

freezing or other processing. The most recent amendment, in 1972, ex-

tended eligibility to pears for canning or freezing and specifically

excluded canned or frozen pears. In contrast to the other fruits for

canning or freezing, the approval of pear processors is not required.
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Subsection (3) specifies that the Secretary of Agriculture shall,

after due notice, provide an opportunity for a hearing on a proposed

order. Subsection (4) specifies that if the Secretary determines, based

upon such hearing, that the proposed order and conditions thereof will

effectuate the policy of the act and that this determination concurs

with other required findings, then he shall issue an order.

Subsection (5) defines the terms and conditions of orders for milk

and its products and is not relevant to this treatise.

Subsection (6) defines permissible terms and conditions unique to

orders applicable to commodities other than milk and its products. Any

order issued for these commodities must include at least one of the

terms and conditions specified in Subsection (6). The original sub-

section, adopted in 1935, consisted of five subdivisions, (A)— (E), and

currently (October 1, 1979) includes the original subdivision plus five

additional subdivisions, (F)--(J). It can be seen in the following

chronicle that the trend in amendments has been toward expanded terms

and conditions but somewhat tempered applicability through commodity

enumeration, i.e. whereas the original terms and conditions were generally

applicable the subsequent amendments have included significant commodity

specificity. In addition to being more commodity specific, subsequent

amendments have authorized activities of a more supportive nature, e.g.,

research and promotion projects, than of a regulatory nature.

The original subdivisions specify terms and conditions applicable to

any commodity or product specified in Subsection (2) or grade, size, or

quality thereof. The five terms and conditions specify the authority to

(A) limit the total quantity marketed in or transported to any or all

markets, (B) allot the amount each handler may purchase from or handle on
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behalf of any and all producers, (C) allot the amount each handler may

market in or transport to any or all markets, (D) control and dispose of

surpluses, and (E) establish reserve pools. Market and equity restric-

tions are also included. Markets must either be in the current of

interstate or foreign commerce or directly burden, obstruct, or affect

such commerce in the regulated commodity or product. Equity restrictions

are relevant to (B) through (E). The allotments of amounts each handler

may purchase from or handle for any and all producers must be equitable

among producers. Similarly the allotment of amounts each handler may

market in or transport to any or all markets must be equitable among

handlers. In each case a uniform rule based on current and/or historical

experience is required. The requirements that the burden of surplus

elimination or control must be equalized among producers and handlers

and that the net return from reserve pool sales be equitably distributed

among those having a bona fide interest complete the equity restrictions

contained in the original subdivisions.

The first amendment to Subsection (6) was in 1942. This amendment,

currently subdivision (G), specified three terms and conditions which

could be made applicable to hops in lieu of or in addition to the pre-

ceeding terms and conditions. The second amendment, currently subdivision

(F), was adopted in 1947, and authorizes inspection requirements.

Subdivisions (H) and (I) were adopted in 1954. Subdivision (H)

authorizes pack and container regulations for fresh and dried fruits,

vegetables, or tree nuts. Subdivision (I), as initially adopted, autho-

rized the establishment and funding of marketing research and development

projects.
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The initial authority for marketing research and development projects

was extended in 1962 to allow paid advertising and market promotion for

cherries. This same authority was extended in 1965 to carrots, citrus

fruits, onions, Tokay grapes, pears (fresh only prior to 1972), dates,

plums, nectarines, celery, sweet corn, limes, olives, pecans, and avocados.

Almonds, papayas, and apples were added to this list in 1970, tomatoes

and California-grown peaches in 1971, and raisins in 1978. The authority

to credit handler promotion and advertising expenditures, in whole or in

part, against marketing order assessments was authorized for almonds in

1970, Florida Indian River grapefruit in 1973, and raisins in 1978. Two

additional amendments were adopted in 1970, authority for production

research and the provision that inclusion of research and promotion activ-

ities in a Federal marketing order is not to be interpreted as precluding

or superseding similar provisions in State programs. The most recent

amendment to subdivision (.1) of general applicability was in 1972; autho-

rizing research and market development projects dealing with the canned

or frozen product when the commodity for canning or freezing is regulated.

The most recent subdivision amended to Subsection (6) is subdivision

(J), adopted in 1972. This subdivision is specific to pears for canning

or freezing and requires that recommendations for grade, size, quality,

maturity, and inspection regulations must be approved by a majority of

the representatives from each state in which the order is applicable.

Subsection (7) defines permissible terms and conditions applicable

to all Federal marketing orders. Any order issued must contain at least

one of the terms and conditions specified in Subsection (7). This sub-

section contains four subdivisions, (A)--(D), and with the exception of

two amendments to subdivision (C) remains as originally adopted in 1935.
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Subdivision (A) authorizes the prohibition of unfair trade practices and

unfair methods of competition. Subdivision (B) authorizes the requirement

that handlers file their selling prices and sell at no other prices.

Subdivision (C) authorizes the selection of an agency or agencies to

administer the order; make rules and regulations pursuant to the order;

receive, investigate, and report complaints of violation of the order;

and recommend amendments to the order to the Secretary of Agriculture.

This subdivision was amended in 1954 to require that any agency selected

to administer an order for grapefruit for canning or freezing must include

at least one processor representative. The most recent amendment to Sub-

section (7), in 1972, requires producers and processors to be equally

represented on any agency selected to administer an order applicable

to pears for canning or freezing. The final subdivision, (D), provides

for any terms and conditions necessary to implement other provisions of

an order and not inconsistent with the specified permissible terms and

conditions.

Subsections (8) and (.9) define the required conditions of producer

approval of a proposed marketing order and handler approval of a corre-

sponding marketing agreement necessary to issue an order, Subsection (8),

and additional conditions under which an order may be issued in the

absence of the required conditions of handler approval with respect to

a corresponding agreement, Subsection (9). The required conditions of

producer approval are relevant to both subsections.

The producer approval requirement may be met on the basis of either

the number of producers or the volume of production or sales of producers.

A marketing order may be applicable to a production area or a marketing

area. In the case of a production area, approval by at least two-thirds
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of the producers or producers of at least two-thirds of the volume pro-

duced for market during a representative period (three-fourths by number

or volume for producers of commodities classified as California citrus

fruits) is required. In the case of a marketing area, approval by two-

thirds of the producers, by number or volume, who have sold the commodity

within the marketing area during a representative period is required.

The three-fourths approval requirement for producers of California citrus

fruits applies only to orders applicable to production areas.

The handler approval requirement is with respect to a corresponding

agreement equivalent to the proposed order and is met if handlers of at

least 50 percent (80 percent in the case of California citrus fruits) of

the volume produced or marketed within the production or marketing area,

during a representative time period, sign the corresponding agreement.

Provisions for issuance of an order in the circumstance that handlers of

less than the required volume sign the corresponding agreement are pro-

vided in Subsection (.9). Producer approval requirements equivalent to

those specified in Subsection (8) must be met. If in addition, the

Secretary of Agriculture determines that (A) failure to meet the handler

approval requirements tends to prevent the effectuation of the declared

policy of the act and (B) a marketing order is the only practicable method

of advancing producers' interests pursuant to the declared policy then,

subject to any other requirements, a marketing order may be issued

irrespective of the handler approval requirement.

Subsection (10) requires that a hearing must be held on a corre-

sponding marketing agreement prior to issuance of an order and specifies

that neither orders nor agreements may contain any provisions prohibiting,

regulating, or restricting advertising of any covered commodities or

products.
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Subsection (.11) enumerates three considerations relative to the

regional application of orders. Subdivision (A) specifies that orders

shall not be applicable to all production or marketing areas unless the

Secretary of Agriculture determines that an inclusive order is necessary

to effectuate the declared policy of the act. Subdivision (B) further

specifies that, with the exception of milk and its products, production

and/or marketing areas must be of the smallest geographic size which is

practicable. Finally, subdivision (C) requires that orders covering the

same commodity or product shall include terms and conditions consistent

with and in recognition of regional differences in production and

marketing.

Subsection (12) requires the Secretary of Agriculture to consider

any approval or disapproval by any legitimate cooperative association of

producers as representative of the producers who are members in, stock-

holders of, or under contract with the cooperative. Approval or dis-

approval is limited to determinations required with respect to the

issuance, terms and conditions, or termination of an order. Similarly,

the cooperative must market the commodity or product or otherwise serve

the interests of producers of the commodity.

Subsection (13) prohibits the applicability of orders to retailers

of agricultural commodities, except milk and its products, and also

producers in their capacity as producers.

Subsection (.14) provides the convicted violators of any order pro-

visions, except provisions for assessments, shall be fined a minimum of

$50 and a maximum of $500 for each day of violation. However, a handler

may submit a petition, under Subsection (15), to the Secretary of Agri-

culture requesting an exemption from or modification of the order. If
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this petition is filed in good faith, no penalty is imposed for violations

occurring between the time of filing and the Secretary's ruling.

Subsection (15) petitions may be filed by any handler who believes

that an order, provisions of an order, or obligations imposed pursuant

to an order are not in accordance with law. A written statement to this

effect requesting exemption from or modification of an order must be

submitted to the Secretary of Agriculture. The Secretary must provide an

opportunity for a hearing and subsequently issue a ruling on the petition.

Subsection (15) additionally vests the District Courts of the United

States, applicable to the petitioner by residence or place of business,

with authority to review the Secretary's ruling. If the ruling is found

to be not in accordance with the law, the Secretary is directed to either

make a ruling which the court finds to be in accordance with the law or

to take further proceedings as, in the courts' opinion, the law requires.

Subsection (16) defines conditions which require termination of

orders and agreements. The Secretary is required to terminate or suspend

any order or provision thereof which he determines to obstruct or tend

not to effectuate the declared policy of the act. The Secretary is also

required to terminate any marketing order or agreement when it is

determined that termination is favored by a majority of producers, repre-

senting more than 50 percent of either production, if the order or agree-

ment applies to a production area, or sales if a marketing area is

applicable. Production or sales must have occurred during a representa-

tive time period and termination is effective as of the end of the current

marketing season.

Subsection (17) specifies that provisions in Sections 608c and

608d applicable to orders are similarly applicable to amendments to
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orders and that the requirements of due notice in the case of hearings

on proposed amendments is met when notice is given at least three days

prior to the hearing date. This subsection was amended in 1973 to require

that under certain circumstances the Secretary must conduct hearings on

proposed amendments to milk orders if requested to do so by milk producers.

This amendment further specifies that producer representation by coopera-

tives is not recognized in this regard and that the Secretary may deny

a request to hold hearings on a proposed amendment if such request is

received within ninety days of a ruling on an equivalent proposal.

Subsection (18) is relevant to milk prices and is not considered

in this treatise.

Subsection (19) requires that a referendum be held to determine

whether producers or processors approve the issuance of an order and

provides that a referendum may be held with respect to an amendatory

order. This subsection further specifies that the producer or processor

approval requirement based on number or volume and specified in prior

provisions is to be based on the number or volume represented in the

referendum, i.e. of those voting. Amendments in 1961 added the reference

to processors and the requirement of a referendum on the issuance of an

order. A description of the terms and conditions of the proposed order

on the referendum ballot was also required by a 1961 amendment.

Section 608d specifies the books and records which parties to an

agreement or order must provide to the Secretary upon his request. It

also specifies the information which may be generally disclosed by the

Secretary and the conditions under which confidential information may

be disclosed.

Section 608e-l was added in 1954 and requires that imports of

specified commodities meet the grade, size, quality, and maturity
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requirements of Federal marketing orders applicable to these commodities.

If a commodity is covered by more than one order, then the regulations

applicable under the order covering the domestic commodity most directly

in competition with the imported commodity are applicable to the import.

If the Secretary determines that direct application of the order regula-

tions is impracticable, he is required to promulgate regulations of an

equivalent or comparable nature applicable to imports. The Secretary

must give due notice before prohibiting imports under this provision and

in the case of tomatoes he must take into account the time interval

between picking and entry into the U.S. The original list of commodities,

from 1954, includes tomatoes, avacados, mangoes, limes, grapefruit, green

peppers, Irish potatoes, cucumbers, and eggplants. This list was expanded

in 1961 to include oranges, onions, walnuts, and dates, other than dates

for processing; in 1971 to include raisins, prunes, and olives, other than

Spanish-style green olives; and most recently, in 1977, to include filberts.

Section 610 contains miscellaneous requirements, authorizations, and

definitions. The authorization of State and local committees and the

requirement of payment by handlers of a pro rata share of expenses

pursuant to an order, as approved by the Secretary, are important parts

of Section 610. Other parts of this section limit the applicability of

the act to the United States and its possessions, except the Virgin

Islands, American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and the island of Guam. Also

under Section 610, persons acting in an official capacity with respect to

the act and who in this capacity receive compensation for personal ser-

vices from funds of the United States, are essentially prohibited from

having any financial interest related to commodities or products to

which this act applies. The final subdivisions of this section extend
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jurisdiction, powers, and duties with respect to selected provisions of

the Federal Trade Commission Act to the Secretary; call for full coopera-

tion with State authorities in developing Federal orders complementary

to State programs and in other areas of coordination and communication;

and define "interstate or foreign commerce" and "State." Section 610 was

amended in 1947 to allow assessments for the maintenance and functioning

of an order committee irrespective of suspended or inoperative provisions

of an order.

Section 612 provides for appropriations from the U.S. Treasury to

cover administrative expenses incurred with respect to this act and

enumerates selected permissible expenses.

Section 614 declares the separability of provisions, i.e., if any

provision is found to be unconstitutional or invalide with respect to

specific commodities, persons, or circumstances the remaining provisions

and applicability are not affected.

Section 624 authorizes the President to impose, within defined

bounds, fees and quotas on certain imported articles. The Secretary of

Agriculture is required to inform the President whenever he believes that

the actual or imminent importation of an article or articles will tend

to interfere with the effectual implementation of the provisions provided

in this act, or the effective operation of other defined programs. If

the President concurs in this belief, he is required to cause an investi-

gation by the United States Tariff Commission. If the President continues

to concur with the Secretary's opinion, based on the Tariff Commission

investigation and other information, he is required to impose by procla-

mation fees or quotas, within prescribed limits, upon the imported article

or articles. If the Secretary advises that emergency conditions exist,
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the President may impose restrictions and limitations effection until a

final decision may be rendered based on the Tariff Commission investi-

gation. The President may suspend or modify the original proclamation

as he finds necessary and consistent with changing circumstances. Section

624 further specifies that although fees imposed under this section are

treated for administrative purposes as duties imposed under the Tariff

Act of 1930, they are not regarded as subject to concessional obliga-

tions; decisions as to facts made by the President under this section are

final; and trade agreements and international agreements made by the

United States must be consistent with this section.

Section 671 deals with the arbitration of disputes concerning milk

and is not considered in this treatise.

The three final sections ofthe Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act

of 1937 expressly ratify, legalize, and confirm marketing agreements,

licences, orders, regulations, and acts of the Secretary pursuant to the

Agricultural Adjustment Act (Section 672); specify that no processing

taxes or compensating taxes shall be levied or collected (Section 673);

and declare the short title of the act to be the Agricultural Marketing

Agreement Act of 1937 (Section 674).
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APPENDIX C

TVP PROGRAM



* A TIME VAR V ING PARAMETERS ANALV S1S PROGRAM
*

* TtiE FOLLOWING MACRO STATEMENTS ppo\'|PF A F*ASI °FT OF
* ^AS STATEMENTS FOR TIME VARYING PARAME T ER ANALYSIS.
* USER SPFOIFIC Ff FMFM^S APE:
* (1) MACRO STATR-IPN""^ OMmm AMP PPpp
* (?) DATA SF T NAME
* MACRO Tlf'EVAR *;
MACRO TIME^AR
OMNM
PROC MATH I Y ;

FETPH DP PATA=V.'OP.K;
TD=NCO! (DP) ;

Y=PP( / 1);
v = [)p( ?

:

TP^ •

FREE PP TP;'
T=NROty< X)

;

TC=MCnL(v)

.

|0=T : l;
ID = I(T);
11=10";
FRFF l

n
;

FETCH FF DATA=VARR;
Sl.'=EE(l:TC,l:TC)#/(EE(l,l));
SV=SU;
FRFF ^F;
SU = UI A0( RU) ;

SV=SU;
RZ=DIAC(X*SI!*X' ) ;

R=S0UT(R7);
YS = I f :V(R)*Y;
XS=I MV( R)*X;
RV/="Fpn | AP( |

M\/( p) ) .

FREE RZ R;
PR I

M T $U;
o.zzz

IMC = .0U9; **CAMMA I MCREMF^T** •

U0 0AM =0 TO .
P P BV INC;

ox XX
1TB=VECn I

A

n ( ^TP )
•

RESULTS=RETA| |^ T n| |TTF r T;
I. IKE = ((2. 8378 #T#/2)+L 00 O'AR)4(T*/?)+L nn(ncTf0M)) ?/?)*(
NOTE SKI P = 3 E4UATI0N FOR "FRIO n t+ 1 .

NOTE Cn|.l =BETA 00l2 = STtJ C0|.3= TTF C T;
FR I NT RESIU.TS;
PR I

M T LI KE OAM;
IF GAM = n Til EH DO

;

OAMNA=GAM;
COMLI K=LI !'F;

END;
I F CONLI K<IJ KF THH' P°;
OAM.MA=CAM;
PON 1. 1 K = L I KF;

E M P;

FOP;

-1);

257
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PHI NT GAMMA CON LI X;
INOl; **TIME PERIOD I NCRENCNT**

;

PO LT = 1 TO T BY I NC;
I l=ABS( LT-(1:T)' );

TJ=J(T,T,1) 9| I I ;

TK=TJXTJ';
FREE TJ;
LZ=T-LT;
IF LT<T THEN DO;
JZ=BLOCK( J( LT,LT,l),J(LZ,L?.,l))i
T K = T K * 1 7 •

END;
\ ,'WWW

GAM=GAMf1A;
nxxx
RESULTS=LT| I BETA'

;

TEG T=LT| ITTEST' ;

IF LT=1 TIEN' DO;
RE SULT1= RESULTS

;

TEST1=TEST;
END;
IF LT>1 THEN DO;
RESULTl=RESULTl//RtSULTS;
TEST1=TEST1//TEST;

END;
END;
OUTPUT RE3ULT1 OUT=TVPRETA;
OUTPUT TE5T1 OUT=TVPTEST;
PROC PRINT DATA=TVPBETA;
PROC PRINT DATA=TVPTCST;
r> n p n o,

* THE FOLLOWING MACRO, OMMM , IG AN EXAMPI„ C
. CMMM 1° !-',O

nc
!

* SPECIFIC AND DEFINES T"E PENERA! I NP'IT DATA SFTS VARR Af'D
* WORK. VARB IS A ROM VECTOR OF FSTI MATD " n A."iE*"Fr;

* VARIANCES, VINT, ... ,VXK. V'OR" IS T 'IE MATRI V Of"
* OBSERVATIONS ON THE DEPENDENT V'ARIARf^ Y AND ~U r

* INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, INT, ... ,XK, INCLUDING A POIUUN
* VECTOR, INT, OF ONE 1" CORRESPOND I NP TO T''E I

M^FROF n "r

MACRO OMMN
PROC SYSREG DATA=NAME OUTEST=*'APB CPVOUT*
MODEL FP = Fo OST PCS;

'

DATA VARR;SET VARB; IF _TV P^ =»rn , ' , «

" I NT= I NTER C EP

•

VXl=FO;
VX2=OGT;
VX3=PCE;
KEEP VINT--VX3;
DATA WORK; SET NAME;

INT=X0;
"l=FO;
X2=OST;
X3=PCE;
I'Ctrn v v

j ;
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* t'-ACRO QZZZ *;
MACRO Villi

TJJ=J(T,T,1);
TJ»TJJ53| I I ;

Tk=TJXTJ' ;

FREE TJ TJ.I;
WWWW; 5

* MACRO IP./l/W *;
MACRO U'lA/l.'

o=(x*sv*x' ) #r:: ;

aS = ((a(?lRV) » P|RV) '

;

FREE Q;
El HEN M E 45;
PY = F.'*YS;
PX=E'*XS;
FREE QS; S

* MACRO QXXX *;
MiACRO OXXX
on = in+(ni ac(m) -i co #cam
HETA=I MV( PX ' *l MV(OM)*PX )*(?>''*

I
f,V'(OM)*PY)

;

ESS=S5Q(iIALF( IHV(OM) )*PY-(HAIF( I NV(OV) ) *PV*3F7£) ) ;

V/^R=ESS#/(T) ;

Dcuvn=cn
i ac(( i mv( p

y

A
, *?y,) )*( px '*om*p v )*( i ;r'( n x

l * nv'^
) ) ) #\/ar

S7D=SQR7( PCQVB)
;

TTE57=lfJV(STD)*P>FTA; *

* T.IE FOLLOWING MACRO, OPPP, LI AT' EXAMPLE. OPRP fS MODE!
* SPECIFIC AMD PROVIDES PLOTS OF 7MF FSTI VA7FD r>ARAMF T FRS
* over ti r^n

.

MACRO OPPP
DA7A PL7P.E7A;3E7 7VPBF7A;
YEAR*COL1+19GO;**COL1=1,2, ... ,7**;
BINT =C0L2;
BFO=COL3;
3QST =COU;
DPCE=COL5;
KFEP YEAR--BPCE;
PUOC PLOT;
PL07CCI M7--DPCE)*YEAR = ' .

' ; %
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